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: n i r . I Hospital Services 
?! Defence Setup Cut To a Minimum
To Be Changed
QUEBEC (CP) — The largest 
strike in Quebec history closed 
5,000 schools and cut services in 
most hospitals and government 
offices to a minimum today
“Now if I can keep them to­
gether all the way to my 
mouth.” Bonnie Schleppe, 
three, demonstrates her skill 
in operating those all too often
frustrating chopsticks. She church sponsored the “eat-in, is a sign that the guest wishes
was one of many who enjoyed eat out” meal. Many rules of to leave the table. Various
the home-cooked chow mein etiquette govern the proper. methods of handling them
dinner at the Kelowna Budd- conduct of the chopsticks: form a secret code of signal-
hist Church hall Saturday. The laying them across the bowl ling.—(Courier Photo)
OTTAWA (CP) — A major 
shakeup in the organization of 
defence headquarters, involving 
the appointment of .two addi­
tional assistant deputy minis­
ters and creation bf two deputy 
chiefs of defence staff, was an­
nounced today.
Defence Minister E. J. Benson 
outlined the restructuring plan 
in a statement to the Commons 
efence committee, and said it 
is aimed at allowing the head­
quarters to function “as a single
when most of the province’s 
deputy minister for material 210,000 public service employees 
while its analysis establishment stayed off work.
—which carries out strategic Court injunctions kept 59 psy-
60,000 Marchers Protest
Britain s Power Seizure
BELFAST (CP) — More than 
60,000 angry Protestants 
marched on Northern Ireland's 
Parliament today in an emo­
tional protest against Britain’s 
seizure of power in the prov­
ince. A P r o t e s t a n t general 
strike paralysed the country for 
the second straight day.
Crowds thronged the trim 
lawns and imposing drive of the 
government seat at Stormont 
Castle on Belfast’s outskirts and 
heard outgoing Prime Minister 
Brian Faulkner declare from, a 
balcony:
“We share your feeling of re­
sentment and bewilderment and 
the feeling of betrayal by Lon- 
don.”
The marchers, their numbers 
swelling along the route from 
Belfast city centre, openly 
flouted Faulkner’s m nan on 
parades.
. The red and white flag of Uls­
ter, the common name for 
Northern Ireland, outnumbered 
British Union Jacks 20 to 1.
This was the Northern Ireland 
Parliament’s last session before 
suspension for at least a year
New Family Allowance Plan 
'Black Cloud'-Opposition
OTTAWA (CP) — For opposi­
tion MPs, the government’s pro- 
posed new family-allowance 
program Is seen as a cloud so 
black the silver lining—more for 
the poor—is almost invisible.
The measure, which would in­
crease allowance payments for 
those lower down the income 
scale and scrap the present uni­
versal system, whereby every 
family benefits, rich or poor, 
underwent its second full day of 
opposition shelling in the' Com­
mons Monday,.
The government was accused 
of stoking up future opposition 
to social welfare programs by 
ditching universality, playing 
clection-tlmd politics with the 
program, meddling in a juris­
dictional area Hint belongs to 
the provinces, and building up 
another bureaucratic jungle al 
the expense of the taxpayer,
The proposed Increase would 
fed top payments at * $15 a 
Until for children under 12 and 
ggSr a month for those 12 to 17, 
<nd the government estimates 
1,059,000 families—about 30 per 
cent—would have present pay­
ments of $0 or $« stopix'd under 
the new program, which would 
make income and the size of
family the determining factors 
in eligibility. ,
. The present plan pays every 
family $6 a month for a child 
from birth to age 10 and $8 
from 10 to 16. For a child still in 
school, a youth allowance of $10 
a month is paid from 16 to the 
18th birthday.
The government estimates 
about 35 per cent of Canadian 
families—1,225,000—would get 
full benefits and the remaining 
35 per cent would be split about 
half nnd half between those who 
would get more under the new 
plan and those who would get 
less.
Edwnrd Broadbent (NDP— 
Oshawa-Whltby) put his party’s 
case against what he called the 
divisive nature of recognizing 
"those that have and those that 
have not."
He predicted it would under­
mine the willingness of Canadi­
ans to continue contributing to 
social welfare programs when 
they were asked to pay for ben­
efits they would never draw. 
Under the universal system 
they paid because they could 
sec they would get some benefit 
themselves.
while Britain tries its hand at 
direct rule of the troubled prov­
ince, driven by Roman Catho­
lic-Protestant feuding and the 
violence of the outlawed Irish 
Republican Army, which wants 
to unite Ireland and Northern 
Ireland.
With this administration— 
protestant-dominated through­
out its 51-year history—in sus­
pension, Britain’s new secretary 
of state for Northern Ireland, 
William Whitelaw,. becomes in 
effect a one-man government 
with power to gple by decree.
The demonstrators were led 
by the.leader of the militant 
Protestant U1 s t e r Vanguard, 
William Craig, who called the 
48-hour strike.
The marchers converged on 
Stormont amidst a cloudburst 
and spurred by loyaist songs, 
the beat of drums and music of 
flutes and bagpipes.
PROTESTANTS IN MAJORITY
There was a huge cheer from 
the throng when Craig placed a 
fraternal arm round Faulkner’s 
shoulder after he rejected any 
suggestion Northern Ireland 
should be merged with the Irish 
Republic.'
Faulkner insisted no govern­
ment could work in the north 
without the backing of the Prot­
estant majority and added:
“We have tremendous power 
—the power of our numbers, the 
Justice of our cause and the re­
sponsibility of our conduct.”
PARKING LOT
COURTROOM
MONTEAL (CP) — A 
makeshift court in the parking 
lot behind city hall was held 
by Chief Sessions Judge 
Andre Fabien today to enable 
the court to maintain jurisdic-. 
tion over cases pending before 
it. :
. The open court was held 
when pickets prevented any­
body from entering court 
buildings in Montreal as part 
of a general 24-hour strike by 
about 210,000 provincial gov­
ernment paid employees.
Judge Fabien was accompa­
nied by chief Crown prosecu­
tor. Stephen Cuddihy. Chief 
clerk Marcel Fortin read 350 
names on the court roles.
He marked “absent” beside 
each name and the judge ad­
journed the cases to future 
dates.
The cases had been post­
poned from previous dates 
and the further postponement 
today was a legal necessity.
entity.”
Until now, the organization 
las tendedjo function in three 
separate components: the dep­
uty minister’s branch, the De­
fence Research Board, and Ca­
nadian Forces Headquarters.
Under the new plan, to take 
effect later this year, there will 
be assistant deputy ministers 
for evaluation, policy, finance, 
personnel and material.
There will be deputy staff 
chiefs for operations and sup­
port, both under the vice-chief 
defence staff.
The plan envisages strength­
ened co-ordination of the activi­
ties of the Defence Research 
Board with the rCst of the "de­
partment. ,
The board’s laboratories will 
be “tasked” by the assistant
studies for both military and ci- chiatrto and chronic-care insti- 
vilian staffs of the department tutions operating and prevented 
—will be tasked by the assistant 9,000 Hydro-Quebec employees 
deputy minister for policy. I from taking part in the 24-hpur
Tasked means that the assist- general strike to back wage de­
ant deputy ministers can give mands.
assignments to the DRB offi-1 Most of the 215 hospitals affili- 
cials concerned. a ted with the Quebec Hospitals
The changes are in line with Association were operating with 
recommendations of a six-man emergency crews, an associa- 
management review group es- tion spokesman said.
tablished last year by former An injunction obtained in 
defence minister Donald Mac- Quebec Superior Court at 2 a.m. 
dpnald, and headed by Montreal | today bars any strike action by 
industrialist John Pennefather. employees in psychiatric and 
Formation of the group was in chronic-care hospitals before
part a response to criticisms of 5 p.m. EST Thursday.
defence administration that Another injunction,, also ob- 
grew out of an over-run in costs tained by the province under ar- 
of four helicopter-carrying de- ticle 99 of the Labor Code, pro­
stroyer s now under construction hibits a strike by office staff, 
in St. Lawrence River ship-technicians and maintenance
The government and the com­
mon front—the Confederation of 
National Trade Unions, the 
Quebec Federation of Labor and 
the Quebec Teachers Corp.- 
promised to maintain essential' 
services during the walkout, 
first covering such a broad 
cross-section of the public serv­
ice in Canadian history.
The strike originally was 
scheduled for last Friday but 
was postponed when 24 inches 
of snow fell in eastern areas ol 
the province, paralysing Quebec 
City. A common front spokes­
man said the combination of 
storm and strike could endanger 
public safety.
CNTU President Marcel 
Pepin announced today's walk­
out Monday night. He told a 
news conference the common 
front felt it was legal because 
the labor body had given notice 
of a 24-hour general strike be­
fore Friday's walkout.
yards. workers at Hydro-Quebec for 80
Mr. Benson said he believed days.
that lines of responsibility in the Both injunctions were being 
department have not been suffi- obeyed, spokesmen said."
ciently clear "and, copse- A common front of unions 
qpently, areas of responsibility representing, the public service 
have been isomewhat blurred.” employees decided Monday
He emphasized that the chief night to walk out. 
of defence staff will “continue
Involved in the walkout are 
teachers outside the Montreal 
area, Quebec Liquor Board em­
ployees, autoroute and highway 
maintenance workers, govern- . 
ment office workers, health and 
welfare employees, non-medical 
hospital workers in institutions 
not affected by the government 
injunction and school mainte­
nance workers across the prov­
ince.
-to control the resources re-| 1 II I A l II1 ' IV IAppalled At union Remarks
RCMP Maintaining Silence 
On Latest Spy Sensation
Gabriel Loubier, leader of the 
Unite-Quebec opposition in the 
national assembly, said Monday 
night he was appalled at union 
statements that Hydro-Quebec 
workers have not received a 
firm wage offer from the gov­




OTTAWA (CP) — Justice 
Minister Otto Lang said today 
In the Commons that Canada’s 
latest so-called espionage ease.. 
...is based on a fictional account 
used In training material, 
which in turn was partly based 
on fact.
Opposition Leader Robert 
Stanfield commented acidly 
that Mr. Lang’s statement 
sounded like Allee in Wonder­
land or a government reason 
for its over-all record.
Smallpox Epidemic Claims 
232 Persons In Two Areas
DACCA’dReuter) — A small­
pox epidemic is paging i» parts 
of Bangladesh and official re- 
[ports snld at least 225 persons 
had died in one district alone, 
| The reports said the 225 
Heaths were In Farldpu.s dis- 
llrtct, southwest of Dacca, 
I Other official reports from 
Blai'isnl district, south of Dacca, 
but the death toll there at 192, 
shut a local Aw.imi League o((i- 
|lal said there had been more 
khan 300 dead from the disease 
In one village alone.
I Medical authorities in Dacca 
in.d the disease had broken out 
|n such a largo scale that it was 
Sllfficult to contain. They addled 
|hnt there were no hospitals in
Bangladesh specializing In 
smallpox control,
CANADIAN DOLLAR
NEW YORK (CP। Cana- 
ian dollar down L32 at 1.001,
BELGRADE (AP) — Yugo­
slav federal health authorities 
announced today that up to 
Monday night 75 cases of small­
pox hod been confirmed and 
that seven persons had died 
from the disease.
The statement said that the 
epidemic has been localized, the 
source Identified mid that mea­
sures undertaken by mnss vac­
cination nnd quarantine should 
eliminate alarm and panic,
The smallpox epidemic 
started in the region of Kosovo 
In two communities. Reports 
from the area snld that small­
pox wn< brought in by a Mos­
lem pit grim, Mo wns properly 
vaccinated Indore his pllgrirm 
age trip to Mecca and Medina, 
but reports said he brought 
back with, him "holy whter"
Wider Powers
OTTAWA (CP) - Northern 
Development Minister J(;nn 
Chretien has been given wide 
and sweeping |x>wers by ihe 
cabinet to see that nil federal 
policy and planning is carried 
out In the Canadian North.
A policy paper tabled today 
In the Commons northern devel­
opment committee makes him 
responsible "for continued nnd 
I in p r o v c d arrangements for 
Joint planning and co-ordination 
of nil policies and programs 
north of 60 (degrees).”
The policy statement, most of 
whose comments were leaked to 
Ihe press many months ago, 
said a lack of co-ordination 
among the 30 federal depart­
ments and ngencifts in the 
Northwest Territories nnd the 
Yukon was causing confusion 
both with northerners and In­
dustry. .
Conciliation Board
VANCOUVER (CP) - Ap­
pointment of a conciliation 
bdard has been ordered by 
federal labor minister Mar­
tin O’Connell in a bid to heac 
off a strike of 450 grain work­
ers that could further dis­
rupt shipping of grain from 
the West Coast.
Accused In Plot
SANTIAGO, Chile (Reuter) 
— A retired army general is 
under arrest, accused of in­
volvement in a frustrated 
right-wing plot to' overthrow 




ter) — At least 570 people 
were Injured, nine seriously, 
when a crowded commuter 
train rammed Into the rear 
of another train today, dur­
ing the office rush hour.
OTTAWA (CP) — The RCMP 
maintained official silence Mon­
day night about Canada’s latest 
spy sensation—if it is a spy sen­
sation.
The police had no comment 
on the case of an alleged Soviet 
agent whose reported activities 
follow closely a seml-fletional 
account in a widely-circulated 
document.
Speculation was rife here 
about why the account had re­
ceived sudden widespread circu­
lation after disclosure of the al- 
leged case in a British Sunday 
newspaper.
The account in the British 
News of the World hewed 
closely to a document entitled 
The File on Anton Sabotkn, an 
RCMP training manual distribu­
ted to government security offi­
cers in December a? a profile of 
a typical kind of spy.
Officers who saw the report 
said they understood it to be a 
seml-flctlonal profile drawn 
from a number of actual case 
histories.
But reporters who were 
shown the document were told
ADOPT COMMUNITY PLAN
p terms of U.S hinds. Pound j and some gifts for Ills relatives, 
toiling up at $2.61 45-64, I ohich cauied the epidemic. >
Hockey Team 
To Retire Coach
TORpNTO (CP)—Tiie Star 
says it has learned Toronto 
Maple Lenh have already de­
cided to retire nillng Johnny 
McLellan from the couching 
job next season and seek for­
mer Ix-nf Bert Olmstead as 
n replacement. Harold Bal­
lard, president of t^e Na­
tional Hockey League club, 
nnd general manager Jim 
Gicgoiy were tiot immediat­
ely available tor comment.
that a real Anton exists—the Mwon tfnvnrn
name is fictional—and that heoperated in Canada for 10 years mentbargainers and the com- 
before defecting mon front resumed this mom-oeiore detecting. ing< The contract talks wcnt on
One report said the cabinet, for fjve days iast week and 
on the basis of the Sabotka Mondav
case, was asked March 17 to TTni«nL 
expel six Soviet diplomats for ..
esnionace activity I ® morning at the motor hotelespionage acuvny. here which hflg functloned as
In the Commons, Prime Min- their strike headquarters and 
ister Trudeau told Opposition the site o( negotiations.
Leader Robert Stanfield’that So-1 schools were closed either by 
viet personnel haven t been im- striking teachers or, as in the 
plicated recently the last ex- Montreal area, refusal by non­
pulsion was in early 1970—in es- striking teachers to cross picket 
pionage activity. Unes get up by non.teaching
Outside the House, Mr. Tru- strikers.
deau added to speculation by One arrest was made outside 
saying reporters would have to Baron Byng High School in 
separate truth from fiction in Montreal when a striker alleg- 
the alleged case. edly punched a teacher trying
External Affairs Minister to cross a picket line.
Mitchell Sharp said he had seen Police dispersed about 200 
the report and It wasn't entirely students who were milling in 
without substance. the street, a police spokesman
Kidnappers Extend 
Deadline 24 Hours
BUENOS AIRES (Reuter) - 
Urban guerrillas holding Fiat 
Motor Co. executive Oberdan 
Salhistro gave the firm another 
24 hours today to meet condi­
tions for his safe release.
They extended their deadline 
for his execution on "charges” 
of economic repression and ex­
ploitation of workers until mid­
night tonight (10 p.m. EST).
They warned that tills exten­
tion is "definitive”—meaning 
there will bo no further delay In 
carrying out the sentence,
said.
Additional police patrols were 
out in Montreal with extra men 
on standby in the event of viol­
ence, although none was ex­
pected, the spokesman said,
Criminal court proceedings 
were cancelled after, Crown 
prosecutors were turned back 
by pickets.
The 30 provincial police offi­
cers who normally guard the 
criminal court houses in Mont­
real showed up for duty with 
riot sticks and helmets.
Extra police officers were 






fare in Quebec City where gov­
ernment office employees set up 
picket lines.
Policemen set up portable 
metal fences around the .legisla­
ture and pickets were instructed 
to stay outside the barriers.
No incidents were reported as 
pickets let authorized personnel 
enter the government buildings.
Mr. Pepin said the strike 
would end in 24 hours unless the 
government interfered. Asked 
what government interferences 
he anticipated, the CNTU leader 
said:
"We will take the decisions 
called for If the government 
takes recourse to lockouts.”
Mr. Pepin said the walkout 
was ordered after "attempts at 




UNYE, Turkey (AP) - Thou­
sands of police nnd army troops 
combed rugged terrain and cit­
ies today for the leftist terror­
ists who abducted three British 
technicians from this Black Sea 
town.
The kidnappers, snld to be 
membefs of the outlawed Turk­
ish People’s Liberation Army, 
were reported to have (re­
manded the release of three 
comrades whose death sen­
tences have been approved by 
the president but are pending 
appeal In court,
One of the kidnappers was 
identified as Clhot Alptekin, n 
fugitive accused of complicity In 
the kldnnp-murdcr of, Israeli 
Consul-General Ephraim Elroin 
last May.
OR LEGISLATION NEXT YEAR
Municipalities Issued Alternative
VICTORIA (CP) ~ Municipal 
Affairs Minister Dan Campbell 
Monday warned that, if munici­
palities do not move towards 
adopting :t community plan tor 
their districts, he will recom­
mend legislation next year mak­
ing community planning a com­
pulsory function of municipali­
ties, * ' \
Mr. Campbell told the house 
during dnuse-by-clause debate 
on amendments to the Munici­
pal Act that only two or three 
municipalities have a commun­
ity plan and only one of these 
municipalities had a plan which 
covered the whole municipality, 
He said no municipality should 
go Into zoning without planning 
a a he defended an a mendtnen t 
whhh will (educe the majority 
of council required to approve
bylaws on land-use contracts.
Alex Macdonald tNDP-Van- 
couver East) attacked the am­
endment, saying it would make 
It easier for developers to con­
trol councils and thls would lead 
other communities Into the same 
"mesa” that Vancouver is now 
in. > ,
He warned that the real estate 
fraternity Is a "powerful lobby” 
■nd by the amendment, they 
would need only a simple maj­
ority of council to approve a 
land-use contract gather than 
the two-thirds majority pow re­
quired.
LEGISLATION ASKED
Dr. G. Scott Wallace (PC- 
Oak Bov) asked If any specific 
I ro ip m municipality had »p- 
pi/Klied Ilir minister> rcqpeM- 
ing the amendment. Mr. Camp-
bell replied that many munici­
palities had asked for It.
Earlier, all Opposition mem­
bers voted against an amend­
ment which would require pro­
vincial grants to municipalities 
tor hinbiiliincc services, tour­
ism, and industrial development 
which arc not spent by the mum 
iclpnlltlcs tor those purposes to' 
be placed in a reserve fund. 
> Members from the New Dem­
ocratic, Liberal and Conserva­
tive parties also voted against 
nn amendment ‘ which would 
allow municipalities to pay at 
their own cost extra sqclal nssls. 
tance benefits to the poor and 
the destitute. The extra payment 
could be made ujx>n tho approv­
al by two-thlrds of a council.
Litteral leader Dr. PM McGeer 
said the amendment showed 
what is so "despicable” about
Ilie Social Credit government. 
He said it makes the destitute 
come begging to a council'for 
more money rather than ask 
the minister of social assistance 
tor the extra panh.
‘ENRICH THE RICH’
Gordon Dowding (NDP—Bur- 
nnby-Edinonds) said the govern­
ment was doing everything it 
could to enrich Ilie rich while 
forcing the responsibility It has 
for welfare recipients on mun­
icipalities.
Opposition Leader Dave Bar­
rett spld tiie federal and pro­
vincial governments should 
shnre this responsibility on a 50- 
50 basis rather than the 50 per 
cent federal, 35 per cent pro­
vincial and 15 per cent munlcl- 
paf sharing agreement now in 
existence, \
Opposition members also vol-
ed against an amendment which 
would reduce the vole* required 
to adopt a zoning by-law from 
two-thirds to a simple majority.
Two Liberal members, Garde 
Gnrdom (L — VancouVcr-I’oInt 
Grey) and Barrie Clark (L — 
North Vancouver-Seymour) vot­
ed with the government while 
Alex Fraser (SC—Cariboo) vot­
ed with tho OpjMiaitlon,
The house nlaq gave clause- 
by-clnuse approval to the Safety 
Engineering Services \ Act, an 
act to amend tho Pari-Mutuel 
Betting Tax Act, amendments 
to the. Insurance) Act nnd tho 
Workmen’s Compensation Act. >
Final reading was given to 
amendments to the Municipal 
Act, the First Citizens of Bil- 
Ush Columbia Corporation Act 
and an net to Amend the Muni­
cipal Finance Authority,Act,
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NAMES IN THE NEWS
Curran Did Not Follow
Party Rules - Driediger
ing over the effects of techno-George Driediger, president tes forces in Europe are still 
of the provincial Social Credit'irreplaceable in both political 
party, said Monday Peter Cur- and military terms. Any dras- 
ran was barred from ,running|tic unilateral reduction would 
as a candidate in the northern upset the East-West balance 
Atlin riding in the next pro-j^nd could spell the end of an| 
vincial election because he did;era during which the West has 
not follow the party’s rules in I been able to move from con- 
calling a nominating meeting. I frontation to negotiation with 
: Mr. Driediger said Mr. Cur-! its opponents, he said. Luns.
ran called the nominating meet-ion a three-day official visit in I Hussein of J n r d s ning himself, rather than having] London, was speaking to the j . "
it called by a member of the'Royal United Services Institute: !?e . Wlth. . ,5on to*
;~n’"SnCy ...odata,, Mr.! to Delete SUdle,. . Jghg
kf -Fof’ th%MeCn^ A Commoil!’ committee has Middle Eastern kingdom into
a reassessment by; a federated state. The monarch
logical change. Mr. O'Connell 
told a news conference the bus­
iness community remains un­
reconciled to the legislation 
despite changes to quiet some 
of its fears. "We can only hope 
that time will demonstrate the
wisdom of the approach,” he 
said.
- his past to keep him from run­
ning in the election. Mr, Cur­
ran has admitted to serving
prison terms for bad cheque 
convictions. Mr. Driediger said 
he warned Mr. Curran to re- 
‘ Train from any political activity 
• ”as a candidate."
Service station attendant Dan
■ McQueen, who fired at a would- 
be holdup man after being
! Parliament on whether and 
when a federal employee should 
be permitted to participate in 
party politics. The broadcast­
ing committee tabled a unani­
mous report Monday saying 
present procedures on the mat-, 
ter are deficient. The report 
deals specifically with Anne
Booth, a lawyer suspended
UC IHUII ( from the Canadian Radio-Tcle-
threatened with a knife, was vision Commission by the pub- 
> committed for trial Monday on : lie service commission after 
. a charge of dangerous use of a'she decided to seek nomination 
/ir.orm Tho charee was laid as Liberal candidate for an' fi ear . e g s l i
last month following an inci­
dent at a service station on the 
King George Highway in Sur- 
rey, south of Vancouver. Mc­
Queen said he started carry- 
, ing a gun at work after the
Boxing Day murder of another 
■ service station attendant during (
- a holdup.
Ottawa-area constituency in the 
next federal election. The case 
aroused indignation—reflected 
in three committee meetings—' 
among MPs of the major pol­
itical parties.
Labor Minister Martin O’­
Connell said Monday he expects
. ■ . employers will continue to op-
Secrctary-General Joseph pose legislation intended to 
, Luns said Monday United Stat- encourage collective bargain-
LEGISLATURE 
AT A GLANCE
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
MONDAY. March 27. 1972
Leo Nlmsick (NDP-Koot- 
enay) accused the B.C. gov­
ernment of not bargaining in 
good faith with the City of 
Nelson over the city's future 
power needs.
The legislature gave final 
reading to the Gift Tax Act 
despite Opposition pleas that
also is expected to ask for con­
tinued U.S. economic and mil­
itary aid for his country, Mid­
dle East specialists in Washing­
ton predict he will not leave 
empty-handed. Hussein’s visit, 
his fifth since the 1967 Arab- 
Israeli war and third since 
Nixon became president, is 
described as strictly private^
Queen Elizabeth returned 
home Sunday night from a 
25,000-mile, seven-week tour ot 
South East Asia and the In­
dian Ocean. Her tour, by air­
craft and royal yacht, took in 
visits to Thailand, Singapore, 
Malaysia, the Maldive Islands 
and Mauritius. Prince PhUip, 
who accompanied the Queen, 
has remained in Kenya where 
the royal couple made a stop- 
over on their return journey 
Sunday to lunch with President 
Jomo Kenyatta. Prince Philip 
will fly home April 4.
the legislation was inadequate­
ly prepared.
Controversial amendments 
to the Public Schools Act 
were given final approval with 
1 two Social Credit members 
absenting themselves from the 
vote.
Rehabilitation Minister Phil 
Gaglardi assured the legisla­
ture that those on welfare 
will still ■ have the right of 
appeal under amendments to 
the Social Assistance Act.
Municipal Affairs Minister 
Dan Campbell warned muni­
cipalities to adopt community 
plans for their districts or 
face legislation next year 
which would force them to 
do so.
Final reading was given to 
amendments to the Municipal 
Act? •
Clause-by-clause approval 
was given to the Safety 
Engineering Act, amendments 
to the Pari-Mutuel; Betting 
Tax Act, amendments to the 
Insurance Act, and amend­
ments to the Workmen’s Com­
pensation Act.
Final approval was given to 
. the First Citizens of British 
Columbia Corporation Act and 
amendments to the Municipal 
Finance Authority Act. •
TUESDAY, March 28 








Submitted by Pemberton Securities Ltd, 
1654 Ellis St
> TORONTO (CP) — Prices on 
the Toronto stock market re-
I Burned their downward trend in
f mid-morning trading after post­
TORONTO 
STOCK EXCHANGE 
(Today’s Opening Prices) 
INDUSTRIALSUUU UIV. >~..D — ------------- 4
ing fractional advances during Alta. Gas Trunk 53%
the opening minutes of trading Alcan 21I TV — .Bank of Mont;today.
The industrial index dropped Bank of N.S 
'.06 to 198.93 and golds .17 to Bell Canada 
-176.81. Base metals were up .02 Bow Valley
1 20% 
35%
• to 97.88 and western oils .50 to B.C. Sugar
-225.03.
Volume by 11 a.m. 
‘ 560,000 s h a r e s, down 


















Cdn. Ind. Gas & Oil 9% 9%
day. 
' Advances and declines ,___




? pipeline, steel, utility and gen- 
■ eral manufacturing stocks 
5 turned moderately lower as nine 
rof the industrial index’s 17 sub­
groups moved lower. Banking,
VANCOUVER (CP) — Prices 
moved higher in active trading 
on the Vancouver Stock Ex­
change this morning. The vol­
ume before 8 a.m. was 1,233,500 
shares.
; In the industrials, Imperial 
iMarine was up .05 at $2^35 on a 
volume of 12,100 shares.
In the oils, Peace River Pe­
troleum was up .01 at .13 on a 
volume of 3,000 shares.
'■ In the mines, Avino was up 































The Royal Rank of Caniuln 
has announced the expansion 
of its Prairie Agriciilturiil De­
partment into a nationwide op­
eration.
In keeping with the additional 
responsibilities of the expand­
ed service, II. D, MeRinie, for­
mer manager, Prairie Agricul­
tural Department has, been 
named Director, Agrli'iiltum! 
Services for Canada, Mr. Me- 
Horie's offices will continue tn 
be located in Winnipeg al 220
Portage Avenue, 1
A native of Avonlea, 



























































Gaglardi Clarifies Query 
On Social Assistance Act
VICTORIA (CP’ — R ihabili- ; 
tation Minister Phil Gaglardi 
assured the British Columbia 
legislature Monday that amend­
ments to the Social Assistance 
Act will not negate the effective­
ness of the appeal sections of 
the Canada Assistance Plan Act.
The minister made the com­
ment during section-by-section |
Social Assistance Act which
gives the minister discretionary; 
power over eligibility and wel­
fare rates was passed by a vote 
of 29-to-18. Later the biU was 
given third and final reading.
Sub Activities
BCAB Presents
debate on the legislation which 
gives the minister the power to 
determine the eligibility of per­
sons for social welfare and to 
fix welfare rates.
Opposition members argued 
that the discretionary powers 
granted Mr. Gaglardi will take , 
away any .possibility of appeal 
regardless of provisions for 
appeal in the Canada Assistance 
Plan.
Mr. Gaglardi read the appeal 
section of the plan and told the 
house his deputy minister has 
assured him that the legislation 
proposed by the government in 
no way violates the federal plan.
MUNRO CONCERNED
Opposition Leader Dave Bar­
rett read a report that federal 
Health Minister .John Munro 
said March 22 that he was still 
seeking legal advice on whether 
the B.C. bill contravenes the 
Canada Assistance Plan Act.
The New Democratic Party 
leader asked Mr. Gaglardi if he 
had been In contact with the 
federal health minister in the 
intervening period. Mr. Gag­
lardi repeated his earlier state­
ment about his deputy’s assur­
ances.
Mr. Barrett described the bill 
as a “fit of pique” piece of 
legislation which the minister 
introduced, he said, because Mr. 
Gaglardi did not like the way 
I the welfare appeal boards were 
i operating.
I ■' - ' '
| VOTES WITH SOCREDS
Island Pipeline 
Certain-Bennett
VICTORIA (CP) — Premier 
W. A. C. Bennett said Monday 
a natural gas pipeline will be 
built to Vancouver Island' “in 
spite of what the pessimists 
say.”
And he indicated in an inter­
view that the natural gas would 
be sold on the island at the 
same price as on the B.C. lower 
mainland.
The premier was commenting 
on a statement made Saturday 
by Richard Bond, president ot 
Island Transmission Ltd., who 
suggested there was “every pos­
sibility that’a natural gas pipe­
line will not be built to Van­
couver Island.
Mr. Bond made the statement! 
after announcing that his com­
pany is withdrawing from the 
bidding to build the pipeline. 
This leaves B.C. Hydro and 
Power Authority and four pri­
vate companies still in the run­
ning.
"As premier of this province,
Major Problem
HALIFAX (CP) - Russian 
submarine activity in the North 
Atlantic is still a major prob- 
lem, the commander of the' 
North Atlantic Treaty Organiza­
tion’s standing fleet said here 
Monday.
Commodore D. E. Fieldhouse
of the Royal Navy said a large 
number of ’'enemy" suomsr.'es 
operate in the North Atlantic, 
but he would give no figures.
I He made the comments at a 
news conference after the ar. 
rival here of the fleet’s five 
warships for a week-long visit. 
The vessels are the British frig- 
ate Aurora, the American de- 
stroyer Charles; F. Adams, the 
German frigate Braunschweig, 
the Dutch frigate Evertsen and 
the Canadian helicopter-de­
stroyer Skeena.
The Great Canadian Contest!
Each week you are invited to match a premier to the 
province in which be holds office. Just read the ads 
and find the correct answer to the question asked. 
Send your ahswers to the ‘Great Canadian' contest 
editor, c/o Kelowna Daily Courier. First 5 names 
drawn each week with the correct answers will win 
LP records by Canadian artists. Hurry, enter today! 
Contestants are asked to please include home phone no. 




New and reconditioned ma­
chines, repairs to all makes. 
Your authorized dealer tor 
Pfaff sewing machines.
135 Belfo Rd. 745*8739

















Home Oil “A” 















































































b a c k-1 
grouiul. He i;i iiduiiled Irmn the i
Massey Ferguson 13%
Met. Stores 17% 18
Molson "A" 23 23%
Moore Corp. 42% 43
Neonex 5 5%
Noranda 38% 38%
Nor. Ctl. Gas , .13% 14
Oshawa Wholesale 13% 13%
Pacific Pete, 31% 31%
Pembina Pipe A 6% 7
Reitmans A 21 21%
Royal Rank 32% 32%
Royal Trust 4()% 41
Shell Canada 41 41%
Simpsons-Seai's 34% 350,
Steel Canada 30% 30%
Thomas 'Nationwide
Tsp, 2,30 3,00
Thomson Ncs, 33% 33%
Tor. Dom. Bank 30% 31
Trans. Can. Pipe 42 42%
Trans, Mtn. Pipe 22% 22%
Trimac 9% 9%
Hiram Walkers 45% 45%
WcklwQod 12 12*i
Westburnc Iht’l.- 11% 12
Wcslcoast Trans. 29>,< 20%
Western Broadc’g. 14 14%
While Pass & Yuk. .12 12%
Woodwards "A" 27 27%
MINES
Bethlehem Copper 22% 22%
Brunswick M A S 3.80 3,85
('assuir Asi). 19% 20
i Dciii.miii Mmes 30% 31
Dome Mines (15% 6(l><.
Dynasty 9.20 9,35
Giant 'Mascot 5,40 5.55
Grandue 5,00 5,20
Hudson Bay 21 . 21%
Mattagaini Lk, 3(i'n 3(i%'
McIntyre Pore, 78'a 80
Pine Point 31% 34''4
Placer Dov, 39 39%
Reeves McDonald 67 7o
, Shcrritt Gordon Ifi'f* ,16%






















University of Suakntihewnn in I Aqiiiluine 555
1956 with n U.S.A., majoring In 
agricultural economics mid re-
reived his M.Sc,, tn UNIA.










































































































HARRISON HOT SPRINGS. 
B.C. (CP)—A veteran of 33 
years in the radio industry was 
named broadcaster of the year 
Monday as the British Columbia 
Association of Broadcasters pre-' 
sented its first annual, awards.
Dennis Reid of Quesnel, who 
retired last year, founded CKCQ 
Quesnel in 1957. Prior to moving 
to Quesnel, he had worked in 
other positions in the industry. 
He was a director of the BCAB 
for several years.
Ken Hutcheson of CJAV Port 
Alberni was named broadcaster­
citizen of 1972 for outstanding 
leadership and community work 
during 25 years in the business. 
He served as BCAB president 
for two years and was a direc­
tor of the Canadian Association 
of Broadcasters for four years.
An award went to CHAN-TV 
of Vancouver as the BCAB tele­
vision station of the year for 
outstanding volunteer activity 
with the annual Variety Club 
Telethon.
CKWX Vancouver was named 
radio station of the year for 
1972 for continuing community 
activities, including an open-line 
show last December that in­
volved the entire station staff 
and gathered 600 tons of food 
and toys for 832 needy families 
in 24 hours.
Gordon Dowding (NDP—Bur­
naby-Edmonds) asked what will 
happen if the federal govern­
ment refuses to co-operate with 
B.C. should the legislation be 
found to be in violation of fed­
eral social assistance legisla­
tion.
The section in the amended
I am saying that there will be 
natural gas on this, island,” said 
Mr. Bennett. "We are firmly 
committed to that and this is a 
straightforward statement. The! 
people of this island must have, 
natural gas and they will have 
it in spite of what the pessi­
mists say."
"Yes, I would hope that it 
would be at the same rates as 
on the mainland,” he added.,
Asked whether this meant the 
government would subsidize nat­
ural gas, Mr. Bennett said:
"I won’t go further than that. 
I’m not going to talk about 
that.”




V Pay and Save 
t Building . Supplies. < 
| Hardware, Paint at « 
j discount prices. S 
j KELOWNA 2 
| CASH & g
CARRY f
Hwy. 27 N. 762*5203 IMS Harvey Ave ' 763-3131
BINGO! BINGO! BINGO!
OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
Legion Hall 
EVERY WEDNESDAY
NIGHT - 8 P.M.





























Prior to joining tin* Royal llydroeurlxjna 11 li%
Rank] Mr. Mc’itorie ’ had 'iwid I Chivftaiu Dev. 
several positions w\ith the Sas- Dome I etc. 
katchewan Department of Ag- ,
liculture, Including Director <>f J111'1 c 
the Agricultural Rcprexcntatls c > nn , itn 1 
Branch of the Fjepiulmcnt. '






t e gricultu al Institute n(
Canada; the Canadian Agncul- Sunningdalr OilUnited Camo,. ......, --- .. ......................... unucii vn t'Ui(oral Economics Society; Cann- Voyngcur 
di*ri Society of Rural Extcn- Westcoast Prod, 











Hei is also Director, Mumloba I
















......................... | INDUNTRIALRtor, Hifmass Energy institute ,'Balfto Forest I’fod. ID**
of Manitoba and PicsutenV B,in\ of BC, 76 ----
11
Elect, Winnipeg Ihmuh. Mani
loba Institute of Agrologmts.










WARNING—Brutality and rape. R. McDonald, B.C. DL 
rector, / TmiKhiU



































Move To Restrict 
Mayors' Salaries
PARAMOUNT Serving Kelowna — Every Day at
261 Bernard Ave. 762-3111.
VICTORIA (CP)—Alex Mac-, 
donald (NDP—Vancouver East) I 
said Monday the provincial gov-; 
ernment's move to restrict sal­
ary increases for mayors and 
municipal councillors is "a pre­
tence that they’re trying serious­
ly to do something about infla­
tion." , ;
Mr, Macdonald told the legls-; 
lature during final reading of an I 
amendment to the Municipal1 
Act that would restrict the in-j
creases that the , amendment 
showed '
...MV HIV «| III V HU IHUH I
“a sick government 
looking for an election issue." 
Under Hie amendment, may­
ors and council members would 
receive only a salary increase 
up to a level set by the provin-1 
cial government. Any greater 
increase would have to be ap- ,i „.i i... ------------------------ 194 proved by ratepayers in a spo-1
I cial referendum. 1 '








,nayi said the amendment will I....
non nli-yn inimlolI .. 11., % t. ~» h
_ _ __ .... ««■«i..mi »• i». ii», n in |
i penalize municipal councils that1
have not voted themselves an 
Increase hi recent years,
He said the government had 
made no effort to provide uiii-ii 
formity in payments to imnijei-i 








Living Room • Dining Room
• Wall Components
NORDAN IMPORT
282 Bernard Avr. 763-3810
TONIGHT AND WEDNESDAY
KOKO CLUB
275 Leon Ave, Phone 762*2956 or 763-3407
FEATURING KELOWNA’S
BIGGEST ENTERTAINMENT LINEUP
12:00 noon - 1:30 p.m. — TOPLESS 
LUNCHEONS LEI SA SAVOY 
plus (he KOKO GIRLS,
8:00 p.m,—Dine and Dunce to the music of WALLY 
ZAYONCE and THE CANADIAN PACIFIC 





It’s plain to 









Just a short note, You.
should always deal with your 
local service station, because 
he’s the one 
that will al­
ways do an 
expert job, 
after all, he 





• Fra«h M»«t 
Daily






Sauiaga & Dtlicateiicn 
1911 Gltnm.r. St. 762*2130
WATER 
Check your well 









[(Mobile Home Parks, 
all types of cat 
iwork, all types of 





i: 7034688 EVES, 
I* finStevens Rd.




Our experienced staff will 
give you the best cut of meat 




CUI lOMCUI IHlSf ARE TOUR
BEST
__ PRICES
• Individual service given 
to each customer.
* Custom Cutting. Gut«»n 
AL’S 
MEAT MARKET 








Keep that professional 





Featuring steam extraction 
cleaning of wall to wall 




Kirby Vacuum Co. 
of Canada 
SWEEPS THE NATION 
!>»»!»
Proprietors: 
Gloria and Ken All 




Rooms Starling al $9.,50..
Free Gucsj Parking




Licensed Lounge and Tavern
Call Collect
HLStRVATlbNS WRITE', WIHE' 



















WARNING: Some Nude Scenes.





7 p.m, — Shew Time 7:39 ,
HOTEL
CENTRC STREET AT 7th AVENUE S.CALGARY, ALBERTA
MdMaiMbiBI*Kolowna’a Home and Indus- 
|MM|M|M /tannffiieA^ trial Decorating Service, 
SlONnTl" aUPFLlES; FlBREGLAaS, WALT.PAPER
TreadgoH Paint Supply Ltd.
1619 PAndosy St 762*2134
Your International 
dealer. 
Hwy. 97 South at Kyle Rd. 








Carl Tymm of Penticton won 
the Toastmaster zone speak- 
off competition held in Kel­
owna. Flanking Mr. Tymm 
are Jim Strachan, contestant
TOP TALKER
representative from Vernon, 
on the left and Bert Voss re- - 
presents ting the Kelowna club 
on the right. Mr. Tymm will 
compete in the Divisional
Speak-off finals in Summer its charter night. Kelowna
land April 22. Besides play- was host to about 85 members 
and guests from Vernon, Kel-ing host to the speak-off, Sum­












The appointment of a provin­
cial minister of the environ­
ment, a continuing study of the 
Okanagan water basin and an 
overall, flexible plan of water
For Province HEARD
J management for the Okanagan 




pants in a weekend seminar at 
the Naramata Centre for Con­
tinuing Education.
The seminar was organized 
as part of the public participa­
tion activities of the $2 million 
Canada-British Columbia Okan-
I ,' agan Basin Study.
J Other recommendations from 
♦ the seminar included the estab-
i lishment of a recycling indus-
} try in the Okanagan Valley and
i improvements in communica-
’ tions between study officials
| and the public.
i The seminar in which lay 




ed ideas for management of 
water resources in the Valley 
was divided into four groups,
The water quality study 
group recommended the ap­
pointment of a provincial min­
ister of environment. It sug­
gested the ministry have au­
thority over environmental 
ecological concerns.
Another recommendation was 
that the study should be a con­
tinuing project and should not 
terminate in the fall of 1973 as 
planned. It was suggested data 
compiled by the study should 
be continually updated and re­
vised.
The water quantity study 
group said the quantity of wat­
er in the Valley will be the 
limiting factor in future dev­
elopment of the Okanagan and 
quality is of primary import­
ance.
The group called for an over-
all plan for management of 
water resources with an eye to 
industrial and population limits. 
The plan would have to be flex­
ible enough to accommodate 
unforeseen developments.
A .group studying water qual­
ity and waste treatment re­
commended a recycling indus­
try in the Okanagan Valley, 
standardization of containers 
for easier recycling, commun­
ity pressure for recycling pro­
ducts and boycotting of firms 
producing goods which cannot 
be recycled.
A report from the study 
group recommended a “100 per 
cent recycling” plant as an in­
dustry which would create 
more jobs.
Sanitary landfills are only a 
temporary solution to disposal 
of inorganic wastes, because 
eventually the operations would 
run out of land, the report said.
Old cars, plastic, glass, paper 
and cloth are among materials 
which should be recycled.
The Okanagan Valley’s total 
population is equal to that of a 
city, and through co-operation, 
could support a total recycling 
industry.
AU districts in the Valley 
should get together and hire a 
consulting firm to submit a 
plan of waste disposal for the 
whole area, the report recom­
mended.
There are three aspects to 
the waste disposal problem, in­
cluding treatment of organic 
wastes, disposal of material 
left after treatment and recy­
cling of non-organic matter.
There is a definite limit to 
the absorbant powers of the 
lakes for waste, and the pro­
blem will not be solved by
HIGHWAY CONDITIONS
The following is a road con-
3 it ion report from thc local
highway department to 8 a.m. 
today:
Highway 97—bare and dry, 
some rough sections, watch for 
frost heaves on road, delays 
eight miles south of Vernon,
Highway 33—bare and dry, 
watch for frost heaves and fal­
len rock.
2 Fraser Canyon—b a r e and 
Hkriry. watch for rock and falling 
Spock. Minor delays at Jackass 
■^Mountain, men and equipment 
T* working three miles east of 
t Yale. Lytton ferry out of ser- 
{ vice, watch for trust heaves on 
. road.
men and equipment working 20 
miles and 55 to 57 miles east 
of Hope. Some rough sections, 
watch for frost heaves. Use 
winter tires or carry chains.
Princeton - Penticton — bare 
and dry, some frost heaves.
Osoyoos-Grand Forks — bare 
and dry, watch for frost heaves 
and fog patches, single lane 
traffic at Rock Creek Bridge 
due to men .and equipment 
working'
dumping garbage on the land. 
Further investigation of use of . 
waste treatment water for ir­
rigation was called for.
The study group told the 
seminar that collecting waste 
in one area only creates pro­
blems. Whenever possible, in­
dividual methods of waste dis­
posal, such as septic tanks and 
tile fields, should be kept.
Contamination of pure water 
by.using it in flush toilets was 
also criticized, and considera­
tion of . alternate disposal meth­
ods was recommended.
Communications between the 
Okanagan Basin Study and the 
public could stand improve­
ment, it was brought out in 
study groups and general ses- 
ttons at the water resources 
seminar in Naramata.
Concern was expressed on 
many occasions at the seminar 
that data presented to the pub­
lic was sketchy and feedback 
by the public into the study 
might be ineffective.
One solution suggested, was 
technical and edited informa­
tion about the study be made 
available in, all major libraries 
in the Valley.
Information compiled by the 
study should be made available 
now to deal with current pro­
blems, rather than be held un­
til the study is completed in 
late 1973,
Confusion was expressed 
about the effect of public opin­
ion on the plan for Valley dev­
elopment to be produced by 
the end of the study. Interested 
people need assurance they 
will be heard if they invest the 
time to become Involved in the 
study.
Participants in the seminar 
also sought a definition of 
"public participation” in the 
study.
It was said study tasks have 
already been assigned and 
money alloted to them, so pub­
lic opinion about what should 




and dry, some frost heaves.
Kamloops-Revctatokq — bare
। and dry, watch for frost heaV- 
I cs on road.
J Roscrs Pass—truce of snow,
plowed and Handed, slippery 
sections, watch for fallen rock, 
fog patches and frost heaves.
Allison Pans—bare and dry,
Sahnu-Crcston bare and
dry, sanded, slippery sections, 
trace of snow, Men and equip­
ment working one to three 
miles both sides of summit.
Bluehcrry-Paulson bare
and dry, slippery sections, 
watch for frost'heaves and fog 
patches.
Monaslice — two inches of 
snow, rough sections and ]Kit 
holes, 1'
Yellowhcad Boule (Kamloops-
Jaspcri—bare, dry, trace of
snow, wet, watch for rough 
sections and fallen rock.
Blossom Times For Visitors 
If The Weather Co-Operates
Tic following blossom times ent since 1964 although prices 
arc offered os n guide to city were down slightly from 1970. 
nnd district residchts hoping to] Fresh peach crop totals were 
Invite friends or relatives from I 31.119,000 pounds. 3,190,000 
fur away hoi irons to view the | ixnihds of which were processed 
annual Okanagan spring s|H'c-! for n total of 34,309,000 pounds 
taele ' ' i at an, aggicgatc\valuc of 52,-
Apricots, April 7 to 10; chcr- 107,000, V ,
Fresh qpricol crops last year 
totalled 4,038,000 pounds for fl 
value of $289,000, with processed
ries, April 15 to May 10; pearl)-1 
vs, April 15 to May 10; prunes, 
A >nl 20 to May 16; pears, April 
” to May 16 and apples April
, to May 20. - In the respective 
; ml categories, ripening dates 
t ie Juno 10 to July 10; ^uly 1 
to 10: July 30 to Aug. 30; Sept. 
5 to 15; Sept, 15 iBai|h|| pc.usl 
and (let. 5,
A* a po ut of infoirn.'i(!on. the 
V»«l pv.u h ci op, in spite of ad-
apricots running at $130,(100 for 
2,522,000 pounds. Value of the 
aggregate total of $6,560,000 
was $425,000.
Readers'are reminded the 
above stated blossom times arc 
offered ns a guide only, subject 
l<» abnormal weather condition* 
experienced c,uber th>* year
vci nr wrathrr and Rvo^ing con-1 and which may jxise a delaying 
diuon* last year, was the Larg-1 factor. ,
Battle With Kelowna
Not New For Rutland
CITY PAGE Chamber Proud Of Its Area
Tuesday, March 28, 1972 Page 3 Decides To End The Fight
Skating Facilities 
Before Too Long
The Regional District of Cen­
tral Okanagan hopes to have 
ice skating facilities available 
soon, director Mel Marshall 
said Monday night at the gen­
eral meeting of Rutland Cham­
ber of Commerce.
Because Kelowna and Dis­
trict War Memorial Arena is 
overcrowded, the regional dis­
trict board has suggested one 
or more ice skating surfaces 
be constructed in various 
areas. The first suggestion was 
to build a covered arena in 
Rutland. However, at the last 
board meeting, Granger Evans 
of Westbank suggested four 
outdoor rinks could be erected 
for the same cost as one arena.
“My own feeling is there 
should be another arena with 
skating for about 1,000 people,” 
said Mr. Marshall. "If the 
board needs property here, it 
will be available.”
There already is an outdoor 
rink in the Rutland Centennial
Westbank Indian Chief Noll 
Derriksan, fined a total of $3 on 
charges of illegal fishing, was 
appearing in Vancouver today at 
an appeal hearing of his con­
viction. The charges arose out 
of an October, 1970, fish-in at 
Deep Creek south of Peachland, 
when about 150 Indians from 
the Okanagan and other parts 
of B.C, fished the creek to pro­
test attempts by the Fish and 
Wildlife Branch to prevent them 
from fishing there. The chief’s 
defence was based on aboriginal 
rights to fish for food for his 
own use on ancient tribal terri­
tory.
The choir of St. David’s Pres­
byterian Church presents a ser­
vice of song and devotion with 
selections from the cantata, 
From Olivet to Calvary, by S. 
H. Maunder, Thursday at 7:30 
p.m., in St. David’s Presbyter­
ian Church. Choirmaster is Gor­
don Roper. Tony Booker is guest 
organist and soloists are Elsie 
Hillian and the Rev. Ivan Gam­
ble of Oliver.
By GEORGE WHITELEY 
Courier Staff
As far as Rutland Chamber 
of Commerce Is concerned, a 
fight with Kelqwna city council
Park, near where the meeting 
was held.
The possibility of having in­
door and outdoor rinks was 
suggested by Vic James.
Answering director Casey 
Wood, Mr. Marshall said re­
gional directors were discus­
sing the matter with their ad-
visory committees and would
is dead but it was felt
members of city council may 
wish to continue the feud.
There was little discussion 
Monday about a protest made 
by the executive following state­
ments by several council mem­
bers about Rutland. Chamber 
secretary Mrs. Birt Showier 
wrote a letter condemning 
members of council for discuss­
ing Rutland "as if we were poor 
relations who are unable to look
be pleased to meet with other after ourselves . . . and are be- 
people. A plebiscite would be coming a tax burden they (Kei-
needed before construction owna) can’t afford.
would begin.
“I hope there will be action 
for next winter,” he added.
The director also expressed 
the opinion the regional dis­
trict “will get a pound before 
long.” The B.C. attorney-gen­
eral said the pound can be op­
ened anytime, but the district 
cannot collect dog licences.
The board feels it needs lic­
ence money to run the pound, 
and has asked the attorney­
general to reconsider.
Horswill Affair Explained
The Job Wasn't Being Done
Okanagan Basin Study offi­
cials were “not satisfied an 
adequate-job was being done’’ 
by Bill Horswill, public partici­
pation consultant for the study, 
whose contract will not be re­
newed March 31.
Gordon Kidd, speaking for the 
consultative board of the study, 
said at the public seminar on 
water resources, the study had 
offered to retain Mr. Horswill 
in a technical capacity, but he 
had turned it down.
Mr. HorswiU replied at the 
meeting the technical job was 
never defined, so he could not 
consider it. He said the job had 
just been mentioned.
Mr. Kidd, the only member of 
the board present at the semi­
nar, spoke because of pressure 
from participants in a general 
meeting Saturday afternoon. 
They wanted reasons for Mr. 
Horswill’s dismissal.
"I am quite reluctant to par­
ticipate in the program,” he 
said. “I am here primarily as 
an observer.”
He said the public participa­
tion program under Mr. Hors-
Forty-six athletes and one dog 
walked, jogged and limped a 
total of 930 miles to raise money 
for the Okanagan Track and 
Field Club Saturday. Pledges 
came to $1,800 to provide train­
ing, supplies and transportation 
for the chib. Three of the ath­
letes jogged the 20-mile walka- 
thon course, which had refresh­
ments and bandaids set up in 
Westbank for the walkers. The 




Beginning April 1, you v>ill 
have to put postage on nil, let­
ters to federal government de­
partments and agencies.
And those same departments 
will have to put postage on let­
ters to you. Even the post office 
will be buying postage for Its 
letters.
The post office announced 
today that the free mailing priv­
ileges connected with govern­
ment departments and agencies 
will end when the new fiscal 
year begins April 1.
Free mailing privileges will 
still apply for letters to and 
from members of > Parliament, 
senators, tlto Governor-General 
and the parliamentary librar­
ian. ,
A post office spokesman said 
the post office has no estimates 
of how much additional revenue 
the new system will produce.
Under, the old system, govern­
ment departments and agencies 
paid a lump sum to the post 
office for the cost of their’mail, 
but there was ho means of 
checking to sec whether that
Bike Rodeo 
Set To Go
When council heard the let­
ter at its March 20 meeting, Kel­
owna Mayor Hilbert Roth chal­
lenged the chamber to call a 
public meeting to discuss incor­
porating the community, invit­
ing B.C. municipal affairs min­
ister Dan Campbell, who has 
expressed himself as favoring 
incorporating.
On March 21 chamber presi­
dent Fred Stevens said council 
should keep out of RutlanoPs 
business.
Mrs. Cliff Norquay told the 
chamber meeting Monday the 
letter and Mr. Stevens’ remarks 
"pretty well expressed our feel­
ings.”
"We’ve been battling for a
will was not reaching a broac
ceived, or the type of comment 
made.”
Mr. Stevens continued the 
Rutland assessment was $22 
million last year and must be 
higher this year. He said the 
chamber is proud of how Rut­
land had developed with the 
help of volunteers.
On motion of director R. C. 
Lucas, the matter was dropped.
Need of land use planning for 
the Okanagan area was expres­
sed by Vic James, pointing to 
the many conflicting land uses. 
He said officials of the federal- 
provincial Okanagan Basin Wa­
ter study team have urged that 
water and land uses be related. 
Their report is expected in 
about a year, about the same 
time as maps of the Okanagan 
will be published under the Can­
ada Land Inventory.
number of years,” said the 
chairman. "This is nothing 
new.”
When another man suggested 
cross-section of the public and the matter be closed, Mr. Ste- 
news media.
for. Everything is set to go 
the Kelowna Kiwanis Club-spon­
sored bicycle rodeo Friday in 
the parking lot at Orchard Park.
The event gets underway at 10 
a.m., with registration continu­
ing from 9:30 until 10:30 a.m.
Population 
Forum Here
Human populations cannot 
continue to grow without sooner 
or later being checked. The 
checks may be humane and ra­
tional or they may be vicious, 
elementary and catastrophic.
T h c choice, according to 
Simon Fraser University pro­
fessor A' L. Turnbull, Is ours, 
"but It is Impossible to esti­
mate how long this option will 
remain open."
Prof, Turnbull, will present n 
lecture-discussion on the popu­
lation question — and in parti­
cular ‘zero population growth'— 
tonight at 8 p.m. In room W123 
at Kelowna Senior Secondary 
School.
Sponsored by the adult educa­
tion wing of School District 23, 
(he session Is open to the public 
nnd will try to examine what 
Dr. Turnbull feels Is the answer 
to the dilemma we now face: 
“Spaceship Earth is now, filling 
to capacity nnd beyond,”
Kelowna Man 
Threatened
When it was made known the 
board did not anticipate renew­
ing Mr. Horswill’s contract, he 
“had every reason to write the 
board and ask for an explana­
tion.” If he had requested in­
formation, the board would have 
supplied it, Mr. Kidd said.
Mr. Horswill was asked re­
peatedly to produce a program 
outlining strategy, but the board 
did not receive it, Mr. Kidd 
said.
Dr. John O’Riordan, head of 
the socio-economic section of 
the study, said the budget for 
the public participation pro­
gram, which is part of his sec­
tion, is about $65,000 to $75,000 
between now and the end of the 
study in late 1973. This includes 
salaries of key personnel.
The subject of the Trout Creek 
study, which is behind schedule 
was brought up. It was to be 
a full pilot study integrating 
water quantity, quality, limnol­
ogy and socio-economic studies, 
and was to have been completed 
by March 31 and was to have 
involved the public.
The pilot study apparently 
will not be finished by March 
31, due to technical and admini­
strative problems. Mr. Hors­
will said this indicates mis­
management.
"You have levelled some 
pretty strong criticism at me,” 
he said to Dr. O’Riordan.
vens suggested members of city 
council would bring it up again.
SOME ANSWER
In a prepared statement, Mr. 
Stevens said the executive felt 
“that some answer should be 
made to comments being made 
about the Rutland area, espe­
cially since we seemed to be 
singled out as the only area in 
the Regional District of Central 
Okanagan for comments.
“We all know there are prob­
lems here and in other areas, 
incorporated and unincorporat­
ed, regarding pollution, sew­
age. policing, but there are no
STONE AGE
"Basically we’re in the stone 
age as far as planning is con­
cerned,” Mr. James continued, 
urging that planning go hand-in- 
hand with zoning, also that plan­
ned growth will not cost more 
than unplanned growth, and 
bring more benefits.
Mel Marshall, director of the 
Regional District of Central 
Okanagan, said there has been 
good response by residents in 
many areas at hearings on a 
community planning bylaw, so 
it looks as if many areas will 
favor it.
Mr. James agreed to present 
a resolution on his idea to the 
executive, which meets April 
10. It will be discussed with a 
view to presentation to the an­
nual meeting of the B.C. Cham­
ber of Commerce.
Meanwhile, it appears another 
dispute with Kelowna may be 
settled. At the February; gener­
al meeting, it was pointed out 
Kelowna has four trustees on 
School District 23 (Central Oka­
nagan), while Rutland has only 
one. ; .
In answer to a letter from Mr.
Stevens, B.C. education minister 
Donald Brothers promised the 
matter will be discussed with
problems in this area that war­
rant the publicity we have re­
the board "at an early date." 
About 35 people were in the 
Dillman room of the centennial 
hall—"the largest meeting for 
quite a long time,” said the 
chairman.' "It’s very hearten­
ing.”
Will Work With Contractors
Child Hurt
Contestants are reminded they 
must bring their signed pledge 
cards in order to participate.
Top prize in the event is the 
Homer Robinson Trophy, with 
other prizes awarded in each 
category. The two age group; 
involved arc 7 to 10 years anc 
11 to 13 years.
Proceeds from the rodeo, 
which, it is hoped will become 
an annual event, will go to­
ward the establishment of an 
annual scholarship for a stu­
dent planning to attend Okana­
gan College.
Both the trophy and the schol­
arship arc named for the late 
Mr. Robinson, a Kiwanian and 
active member of the Kelowna 
Safety Council at the time of his 
death.
The rodeo is being put on 
with the co-operation of the 
RCMP. the Kelowna Safety 
Council and Kelowna Teen 
Town.
On Highway
Four-year-old Tabitha McHaf- 
fie, of ,Rutland, is in satisfactory 
condition in Kelowna General 
Hospital today, after suffering 
minor injuries in a freak traf­
fic mishap Monday afternoon.
RCMP said the girl had wan­
dered about a half-mile from 
her home onto Highway 97 and 
ran into the path of a car driv­
en by Joseph Thomas Shipo- 
wlck, of Rutland. She was 
caught on the rear bumper.
No blame was attached to the 
driver of the vehicle.
The executive of Rutland 
Chamber of Commerce may 
take further action on efforts 
to end strikes, it was suggested 
Monday.
Earlier letters were sent to 
the presidents of the B.C. and 
Canadian chambers of com­
merce expressing concern 
about the number of strikes. 
The presidents replied their 
groups have expressed the 
same concern.
Kelowna contractor Leo 
Douillard reminded chamber 
members negotiations are be­
ing carried out for new con­
tracts with employees of B.C. 
contractors. He said construc­
tion workers , get about double 
the average income in B.C.
“Most of them are satisfied 
with this, but they are being 
pressured by officers to ask 
for more,” said Mr. Douillard.
.. .Sunny
The weatherman continues to 
display his sunny disposition for 
Wednesday. Highs in the low 
50s. The high and low in the 
city Monday was 52 and 26 de­
grees, compared to 52 and 28 
for the same day at the airport. 
There was no precipitation re­
corded at the airport or the 
city. Overnight low expected to­
day, a coo] 25 to 30 degrees.
"If people talk to worker! 
about it, they may fight their 
union leaders.”
The contractor pointed out 
any extra costs will be paid by 
the public.
“The executive will, work 
with you on this,” president 
Fred Stevens promised.
A traffic light may be instal­
led soon at the intersection si 
Rutland Road and Highway 33. 
The chamber started pressing 
for this a long time ago. Mr. 
Stevens said B.C. highways 
department officials promised 
the job would be done as soon 
as the contractor finishes an­
other light.
Director Joe Jaschinsky said 
many calls have been received 
about poor roads, "but I can't 
get hold of the highways de­
partment.” ,
The chamber only has about 
one-third of the hoped-for mem­
bership. Director Alex Juras- 
sovich said there are 112 mem­
bers. The goal is 300. Anyone 
may join, he pointed out, urg­
ing fellow members to •'sell" 
the chamber. April 16-22 has 
been declared chamber of 
commerce week in B.C.
There was a quick response 
to a request from the Rutland 
May Day committee'to organ­
ize the parade for the Victoria 
Day weekend event. Mrs. Cliff 
Norquay and director C. H. 
Peters agreed to help.
Llewellyn Mitchell, 31, of 
Prime George was charged 
Monday' with obstructing jus­
tice by threatening l»nriy Mc­
Neil of' Kelowna, who Is toamount was enough to cover the . ,WH ,,, avi mm. «»» ><>
costs of their mail. The new testify in Mitchell's trjal on a
system will ensure that depart- theft charge. , 1
ipents fully reimburse the p >st Mitchell, manager of Front- 
office for mail service, the 
spokesman said,
BREAK-IN
Nothing Is believed missing 
following an overnight break-in 
at Kelly Douglas Ltd., on Smith 
Avenue. Police,say persons un­
known gained entry through the 
roof and apparently e*caped the 
same way when the burglar 
alarm went off. ’
ier Bailiffs Ltd., Prince George, 
Is also charged with acting as 
a bailiff without a licence.
Police' allege six shots were 
fired Into the office of Mr. Mc­
Neil, manager of Tri-City Bail­
iffs, and he wns also threaten- 
cd by tclcpholic.
IN COURT
Lori;e McConnell Stunrt, of 
Kelowna, wns todny sentenced 
to six months definite and eight 
months indeterminate on n 
charge of possession of heroin.
Mr. Stuart wns arrested last 
December in Vancouver at 
which time police seized 28 enps 
of the drug.
The cnsc was waived to Kel­
owna, where Mr. Stuart pleaded 
guilty to the possession charge 
nnd also to one of theft under 
$50, an offence for which he to­
day received a suspended sen­
tence nnd was placed on proba­
tion for 16 months. t
John Kusumoto, of Kelowna, 
was remanded without plea to 
April 4, charged with brenklhg, 
entering and theft, The charge 
was laid following RCMP in- 
vcstlgation of an incident Jan. 
15, in which the concession 
booth at the Kelowna Curling 
Club was broken Into and $190 






Mitchell, whosr'fheft trial Is 
scheduled to conclude April 17. 
was remanded Monday to April 
4 'without bail.
Rodney Kam, of Kelowna, 
wan remanded to May 9 for trial 
>n a charge of driving with a 
-inixi.alcohol level exceeding ,08 
per cent
KELOWNA FLYER DECORATED
Captain Peten Voglit receiv­
es' him Canadian Forces De-
। cprntion from Lt.-Col., Hay
1 Howey, the Commanding Of*
fleer of 435 Squadron, Captain Voglit has been with 435 fiqua-' 
Voght la the son of Mr, and dion flying the C130 Hercules 
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Brief Urges Recognition 
Of Local Political Power
Kelowna’s Mayor Hilbert Roth, one 
of the B.C. directors to the Canadian 
Federation of Mayors and Municipali­
ties, is among those who presented a 
brief to the prime minister Monday 
and was expected to be granted a 
hearing.
Prior to leaving for the federation 
. meeting and subsequent hearing with 
federal government officials, the 
mayor expressed some skepticism 
about the presentation which, in es­
sence, sought greater recognition of 
political power at the local level.
Federation directors tactfully guid­
ed this purpose specifically pointing 
up the need for “co-ordination of ef­
forts by the three levels of govern­
ment if the attainment of rational 
equitable government for all Cana­
dians is to be accomplished.”
But the aim was clear and the brief 
pointed out that “government at local 
level bears a great deal of the responsi­
bility for initiating and administering 
the process of development.”
It said also that local government 
bears “the brunt of inaction” and it 
was clear federation officials were re­
ferring to inaction by senior govern­
ments which continually force local 
governments into untenable positions.
We couldn’t agree more about the 
importance of local government such 
as our own city council which obvi­
ously is in a better position to gauge 
local needs than one elected repre­
sentative working through a party 
system many miles away.
But we also, like the mayor, are 
skeptical about the prime minister's 
sudden agreeableness to talk about it. 
It was nearly three years ago when 
the federation made its last pitch to­
ward this end and some momentum,
particularly along the line of a con­
ference of the three levels of govern­
ment, seemed to build, on deaf ears,
Since then much has happened 
and more has been proposed. But to­
day we have greater practical recog­
nition of the municipal responsibility 
than when the joint municipal com­
mittee on inter-governmental relations 
was formed.
And we can only suspect that with 
election talk in the air and the distinct 
possibility of an election this fall 
the prime minister’s decision to now • 
listen to local government is only, in 
the mayor’s words, “political.”
The mayor describes it as a step 
forward regardless of the prime min­
ister’s reason, “but I can’t help feeling 
a twinge that we’re still involved in 
an exercise in futility. We must go 
ahead, however, because of the im­
portance of the issues.”
Among the issues arc a request that 
provision be made immediately for 
municipal participation on the Tax 
Structure Committee. The federation 
also recommended that the federal 
government refrain from, entering into 
agreements with the provinces which . 
are binding upon local government 
without first satisfying itself that local 
government is fully aware of the 
nature and impact of the agreement.
Another important request is that 
the federal government consult with 
local government before approving 
grants for projects undertaken by 
private groups.
It is shameful that requests such as 
these should even have to be made to 
the federal government because local 
government. is the “knowing arm of 
politics” when it comes to these issues 
and a responsible federal body should 
logically be aware of this.
Obviously, this is not the case and 
these requests have to be made. We
can only hope, election or not, the
brief presented Monday did not fall
An Oil Pipeline Element
In the long run, the element of 
peed could be the deciding factor 
.avoring the proposed -Alaska pipe­
line over other schemes to tap the 
vast North Slope oil fields.
Having unburdened itself of an 
avalanche of words analysing the 
merits of the trans-Alaska line and a 
number of alternative plans, the in­
terior department now must make a 
decision.
Actually, Interior Secretary Rog­
ers C. B. Mbrton_has four choices— 
, to approve, deny, defer or amend the 
application of the seven-company con­
sortium for permits to build the 800- 
mile line already stalled two years. 
No other application is before him, al­
though some environmental groups 
’ and others are promoting the idea of 
' a imc down Canada’s Mackenzie Vai­
s' lcy-
The nine-volume environmental im- 
| pact statement made no recommenda­
tions but made the point that no al­
ternative to the Alaska line “is cco-, 
nomically more efficient” and that
Alaska project certainly has a head­
start.








Trudeau Unlikely To Act 
On Election Decision Yet
OTTAWA (CP) — Prime 
Minister Trudeau is unlikely 
to reach any decision on an 
election date until after a Lib­
eral party survey in . mid­
April, informants say.
The survey is said to be de-
signed to discover the voting 
intentions of Canadians across 
the country if a general elec­
tion were held in late June.
If the survey boded ill for 
the Liberals, an election pre­
sumably would be put off until
LETTER TO THE EDITOR
FRIENDLY CUBA?
Sir:
It was indeed interesting to 
read Olivia Rose Fry’s account 
of her recent South American 
tour (Courier, March 24). Her 
glowing description of life in 
Cuba convinces us of the wis-
band.
In consideration of the un­
healthy interest Cuba appears 
to take in the affairs of this 
country, one may be excused 
for Wondering if a “friend of
Cuba” is necessarily a “friend 
of Canada.”
dom shown by the kidnappers It is reported in Human 
of James Cross, who chose Events of August, 1970, that 





OTTAWA — Our new minister ably means the act will not be
of consumer .and corporate af­
fairs has made it clear the gov­
ernment plans some extensive 
changes in the controversial 
Competition Act.
Robert Andras,, who took over 
the portfolio from Ron Basford 
several weeks ago, is going a 
long way toward allaying the 
fears of Canadian industry and 
business that the act will be too 
restrictive and unfair to legiti­
mate business Interests and ac-
proclaimed until early la 1973. 
This 18-month time span gives 
some idea of what can be re­
quired to make participatory 
democracy work in connection 
with such a complicated piece
tions.
The original act was intro­
duced last June by Mr. Basford, 
who made It clear at that time 
that it was a draft bill which 
, was being tabled for the express 
purpose of getting a wide distri­
bution and response from Inter­
ested groups and individuals.
The response was quick and 
vigorous and, in most cases, it 
: was critical of many features of 
the proposed legislation. In all, 
there were over 300 formal 
briefs and submissions and. 
many hundreds of other recom­
mendations and suggestions 
that have been analysed and 
summarized.
As a result of these submis- 
, sions, Mr. Andras’s department 
and the legal minds of the de­
of legislation as this is.
One of the chief concerns of 
the business community centred 
around the feeling that the orig- 
. inal bill made every business­
man guilty of operating a com­
bine or restricting trade in 
some way unless'he was able to 
prove his innocence. While the 
government felt this was a mis- 
. representation of the case, it de­
cided this impression should not 
be allowed to prevail and it was
the fall or even later.
In the past, public opinion 
surveys by political parties— 
and others —h a v e been a 
fairly accurate gauge of the 
public mind in terms of per­
centage popularity.
However, a party can win 
the popular vote and still lose
an election. Victories are 
based on the number of seats 
won in the 264-place Com­
mons, not on the percentage 
of the popular vote.
CALL STILL POSSIBLE
Consequently, Mr. Trudeau 
. might still call a June election
partment of justice have been 
engaged in redrafting the act. 
They were readily convinced 
there must be substantial 
changes in the original draft bill 
and in order to discuss these 
changes, a scries of seminars is 
being held with non-governmen­
tal bodies in the business, labor 
and consumer fields.
In addition, discussions are 
being held with each of the pro­
vincial governments to get their 
reaction to the act.
Once all these consultations 
have been completed, Mr. An­
dras will be taking the proposed 
changes to cabinet. Once cabi­
net approval has been received, 
the justice department will re­
draft the bill and it will be in­
troduced In the Commons.
PROVE INNOCENCE
But the process is a slow one 
and the new minister of con­
sumer and corporate affairs 
does not see any chance of the 
new bill being ready for the 
Commons before fall. This prob-
Important to respond by clarify­
ing the procedural rights of the 
parties in all legal actions that 
might be taken under the act.
On the question of mergers, 
business was concerned because 
the original draft tended to re­
gard all mergers as bad when 
in fact some mergers can be 
beneficial for consumers. Some < 
of the changes planned arc de-1 
s’gned to make it clear that \ 
most mergers will not be chal­
lenged, only those which materi­
ally lessen competition.
With regard to international 
mergers, it is clear that the 
provisions will have to be har­
monized with any machinery 
which is ultimately developed in 
connection with the long- 
awaited foreign investment pol­
icy.
As to monopolies, the original 
clauses were drafted in too 
broad terms and tended to 
make criminal some of the nor­
mal activities which were not 
designed to have any harmful 
effect on the market. The inten­
tion now is to confine the crimi­
nal offence to cases where a 
firm seeks to stifle competition 
by predatory behaviour.
All in all, the changes planned 
by Mr. Andras and his depart­
ment should make the new 
Competition Act much fairer for 
all concerned. They will almost 
certainty commend themselves 
to the business community 
while retaining enough teeth to 
afford the kind of protection in 
s the market place the consumer 
should expect.
Predictions About Mortgages 
Appear To Be Somewhat Mixed
By BUD JORGENSEN 
Canadian Press Staff Writer
Interest rates for corporate 
borrowers appear to be heading 
upward but predictions for the 
mortgage rate—an important 
. one. for individuals—are mixed.
One money market expert 
■calls the mortgage rate the “po­
litically sensitive interest rate” 
and note's that elections are ex­
pected this year in Canada and
situation of growing supplies of 
mortgage funds.”
However, Morguard Invest­
ment Services Ltd., Toronto, 
says in its mortgage market 
newsletter that money will stop ■ 
flowing into the mortgage mar­
ket unless rates increase.
SEES SLIGHT INCREASE
Gardner English, president of 
Mortgage Insurance Co. of Can­
ada, says he can foresee an-
even if the survey indicated a 
less-than-strong Liberal show­
ing in the contest.
A n o t h e r mid-April event 
here is being assessed by all 
parties for its possible impact 
on an election call and elec­
tion result—the April 13-15 
visit of President Nixon.
Mr. Trudeau is expected to 
try in some way to nail down
wonder if your writer had an tor of Bohemia, Cuba’s news 
magazine before Castro cameopportunity to meet with them
during her Visit, and to offer 
. _ .. .. . them the hand of friendship?
ton crews of men, already sits idly in What concerns us most when 
precise rows in the, Alaskan Arctic, considering the merits of the 
• - Canada-Cuba Friendship Socle-
struction equipment, guarded by skele'
awaiting the green light on construc-,r ,/A .. c . ty is whether such “friendship”tion. More than 160 miles of pipe built upon the bUateral pat­
intended to transport the oil also is tern of non-interference in the
there, costing the companies untold affairs of each of the. partners 
thousands of dollars in their battle to to such “friendship”.
An article which appeared tnpreserve it from weather damage.
Work camps have been erected in 
several places along the proposed pipe­
line route and in Prudhoc Bay, on the 
North Slope, several hundred men 
living in Canadian-manufactured mo­
bile housing units are ready to go to 
work.
While the Alaska project has 
been studied in minute detail from 
every possible angle, the Canadian 
government still is working on its 
initial study, expected next fall.
The economic analysis included in 
the impact statement noted no formal 
application has been made for a Can-
the Montreal Gazette of Oct. 
20, 1970, describes the existence 
of guerrilla training camps in 
the Province of Quebec near 
St. Sauveur and L’Annonciation.
Training in these camps was 
carried out under the instruc­
tion of security guards at the 
Cuban Pavilion at Expo ’67. 
After their departure, courses 
were continued by their train­
ees. It was also revealed at that 
time that Radio Havana was
to power, made a written con­
fession before his suicide in
1969. In it he wrote: “We news. ,
men, who knowing Fidel’s penal the progress he said he 
record, his participation in the achieved in Washington in De­
Communist “Bogotazo” (riots cember when he saw Mr.
scheduled in the United Stales. . ,, . . . other one-quarter of a percen-
Rates for bonds and short- pOjnt increase “but not
( ,, adion route and that no detailed engi­
ne single oil delivery system would ncering or design work has been done.
be free of environmental effects and
of potential threats.” (
A Canadian line generally gets 
higher marks on environmental 
grounds but the report seems to im­
ply there isn’t really much to choose 
between,the two on economic and 
some other grounds.
As for U.S. national security con­
siderations, the report says a trans- , 
Canada line would be at least as se­
cure as the Alaska line.
But the Alaska line could be in 
operation much sooner — possibly 
within three years—-and for that rea­
son it would be preferable.
Viewed side-by-side, if time is 
deemed to be a crucial factor, the
Furthcrmorc, it notes that many of 
the environmental considerations —- 
which led to the court injunction 
against the Alaska line two years ago 
—-would also arise if application was 
made for a Canadian line.
> The emphasis on U.S. energy needs 
in the near future was further under­
lined in a recent interior department 
, report that said:
"Even if it were possible to main­
tain domestic production (of oil) 
near its present rate with the help of 
Alaska North Slope oil, foreign petro­
leum may need to be imported into 
the U.S. at a rate of eight million bar­
rels a day by 1980 as compared with 
3.4 million barrels a day in 1970.”
BYGONE DAYS
'(From Courier- Files}
10 YEARS AGO 
March 1962 
Hank Tostcnson, successful eoach of 
the B.C. Champion Labatts, Is getting 
set for another bright season, Hank will 
have his first look on Sunday at tho 
ixitcntial 1962 Labatts when he holds a 
practice nt Elks' Stadium. In three 
weeks he must mold a team to take on 
Merritt in a twin bill here at Elks' Sta­
dium.
40 YEARS AGO 
March 1932
Local and Personal: Mr. N. D, Mc­
Tavish returned from a trip to Australia, 
where he spent the winter months, Mrs. 
H. F, Chapin, Miss Marie Chapin and 
Malcolm Chapin went to the coast for 
a motor trip, making good time over tho 
Washington highways.
in Bogota that left 1,500 dead 
in 1948), the murder of Manolo 
Castro (a rival university stu­
dent leader—no relation); and 
(Fidel’s) gangster-like conduct 
at the University of Havana, 
demanded a pardon for him and 
his accomplices after their im­
prisonment for the assault on 
the Moncada police station.”
The confession goes on to de­
scribe, “The titans of that 
‘democratic left’ which is so 
little ‘democratic’ and so much 
to the ‘left’,” and concludes with 
a quotation from Nunez de 
Arec, who said: “When a peo­
ple forget their virtues, their
Nixon.
The prime minister said 
then that he obtained a Nixon 
promise not to insist on an 
annual U.S. balance of trade 
. with Canada. Mr. Trudeau
called this a fantastic break­
through in relations between
term corporate loans have been 
rising since the start of this 
. year but the government, seems 
to be following a policy that will 
discourage that trend.
Two key factors affecting in- 
terest rates in Canada'are rates
much more than that.”
Mortgage rates across Can­
ada currently range between P% 
per cent and 9’Z> per cent for 
prime conventional loans.
beaming a daily half-hour of own vices will give rise to their 
propaganda in French to Que. 
bcc listeners, as well as Eng.





Today is an important land­
mark in the history of Canada's 
West Coast. It was on March 28, 
1778, that Capt. James Cook 
saw Nootka Sound on the north­
west const of what is now Van­
couver Island, Cook named the 
area Hope Bay because he was 
looking forward to landing, , 
treating his men for scurvy, and 
refitting his ships, Discovery 
and Resolution.
It is interesting to note that 
Capt. Button's ships, which 
landed the first Europeans in 
what is now Manitoba in 1612, 
also were called Resolution and
Discovery. /
As Cook’* ships were sailing 
Into Noqlka Sound the next day 
.they were seen by Indian chief 
Maquinna and a companion, Na- 
nalinls, who were standing on a 
hill watching for whales in the 




lage of Yuquot to tell the other 
Indians what they had seen. 
A woman witch-doctor, Ha-hat- 
salk, said the ships were en­
chanted salmon.
Nevertheless, Maquinna and 
Nanaimis paddled out to the 
ships and Cook ordered a rope 
ladder to be lowered. A sailor 
descended and waved the Indi­
ans to come on board, which 
they did, Maquinna and Nnn- 
Imls offered gifts of otter and
begvqr skins and Cook gave 
them sheets of copper, blankets 
and some trinkets. Then he took 
off his gold-braided cap and 
placed it on Maqulnhn’s head,
The British ships stayed there’ 
for a month and the Indians 
showed them how to (jure 
scurvy by making a brew of 
spruce bark. Strangely, Jacques 
Cartier learned this remedy 
from Indians when he spent,the 
winter of 1535 at Quebec, but it 
did not become generally known
the two countries.
But Canada-U.S. trade nego­
tiations came to an impasse 
afterwards and a member of 
Mr. Nixon's cabinet, Treasury 
Secretary John Connally, has 
insisted that the U.S. must re­
duce its current trade deficit 
with Canada.
A veteran Conservative said 
he believes Mr. Trudeau will 
be making a big mistake if he 
tries to use the Nixon visit for 
domestic political purposes. 
COULD BOOMERANG
Such a move could boomer­
ang, he said.
However, there is no Indica­
tion that Mr. Trudeau intends 
to put the presidential visit to 
such use.
A Liberal party source said 
it must be dear to the prime 
minister that Mr. Nixon and 
Mr. Connally are not neces­
sarily on the same wavelength 
when ,lt comes to trade rela­
tions with Canada.
Meanwhile,, Mr. Trudeau Is 
required by law to pamc 
, byelection dates In the next 
two weeks for tho ridings of 
Bbnavlsla-Trlnlty-Conception
, and York West.
The former was declared 
■ vacant Sept, 30 when Frank 
Moores became Conservative 
lender In Newfoundland, the 
latter Oct, 6 when Liberal 
I’hll)p Givens resigned to run 
successfully In the Ontario 
election,
Byelection dateff. must he 
set within six months of offi­
cial declarations of vacancies 
but there Is no time limit for 
the dales themselves.
in the U.S. and the value of the 
Canadian dollar.
Several U.S. banks recently 
raised their prime lending rate 
—the one charged their most 
credit-worthy customers. The 
U.S. prime rate now is between 
4% and five per cent while in 
Canada the prime rate is six 
per cent. The prime is a.basic 
rale in the interest-rate struc­
ture.
ATTRACTS U.S. INVESTORS
Higher ' rates in Canada at­
tract U.S. investors and the 
value of the Canadian dollar Is ;
forced upward when U.S. 'dol­
lars flew in and are converted 
to Canadian dollars.
A higher value for the Cana­
dian dollar makes exports less 
competitive and the government 
has been under pressure to 
drive its value down. The clos-. 
ing price Friday in world cur­
rency markets was about >ne- 
slxth of a cent above par with 
the U.S. dollar.
Peter A, T. Campbell, money 
market dire c-t o r for Wood 
Gundy Ltd,, Toronto, says he 
expects most interest rates to 
increase but not the mortgage 
■ rate,' ■
Mr., Campbell, in ah article In 
Canadian, Chartered Account­
ant, notes that chartered banks 
have expanded (heli’ mortgage 
loan business and there is "a
Merrill Lynch, Royal Securi­
ties Ltd., Toronto, says in its 
latest bond-market review that 
the "prime lending rate, in the 
banking system; currently six 
per cent, has to be viewed with 
some concern at this point.”
Changes in mortgage, rates 
generally follow prime-rate. 
changes.
The interest rate for 90-day 
deposits has gone above 5,5 per 
cent in recent weeks and Royal 
Securities says a narrowing of 
the .spread between this rule 
and the prime rate usually 
means higher borrowing rates. .
"Experience indicates that 
when tho spread between the
two narrows to less than one- 
half per cent the condition docs
hot last long before the 
take slops to rectify the 
on iheir net return.”
BIBLE BRIEF




thee in a time accepted, and 
in the day of salvation have I 
succoured thee: behold, now is
the accepted time: behold, 
Is the day of salvation.” 2 
liitliians (l;2,




spiritunl mutters Into u tonior-
row that you may never see, 
There li< a lot to be said’ about 
attending to the hereafter In 
the here and now!
HAPPENED IN CANADA
20 YEARS AGO 
March 193?
Top honors in the Junior Chamber 
Commerce1 Gavel Club public speaking 
contest was awarded to Arthur Hughes- 
Games. Gordon Stanton, formerly of . 
Vancouver, > has been conducting, a 
i course in public speaking for the past 
ten weeks. .Judge# ,wcrc\ Mrs. Jack 
Hampson, J. Brydon pnd II. Mitchell.
30 YEARS AGO 
Mareh 1912 
Tire Ladles Auxiliary to thc pih Armor­
ed Regiment raised over >100 with a 
very successful daffodil tea nt th<; Can­
adian legion. Lionel Taylor donated the 
(l.iffodlls for the affair. Mrs. W. Thoinp- 
m'ii. Mrs. I). Gordon, Mrs. A. J But- 
litci and Mrs. Orsi were tea convcncia.
r1 >
50 YEARS AGO 
March 1922
A pleasant surprise awaited the origi­
nators of Ilie Kelowna Lawn Tenriis Club\ 
when a letter was opened from Dr. and 
Mrs. Bqyce offering the deed of the 
’ old tennis court site on Harvey Avenue, 
comprising an acre of hind, free to the 
new club., Neediest to say the offer was 
gratefully 'accepted.
60 YEARS AGO 
March 1912
\ gkcit impiovcmcnl has ben rL 
fected In the ferry landing by widening 
the old wharf and building up the np- 
pioach with gravel, loams can now turn 
i । i d < r the uh uf instead <f I ack ng 
the uo k < f I ling u I । nl< iding 
oi scows naa/uccn grcauy lacmiaieu, 1
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patches cr< iit< d 
A oclated Press
Press it ex- 
to the use for 
all news dis- 
to it or the 
or Reuters in
this paper and also the local 
news published therein. All 
rights of republication of spe­
cial dici atche* herein are also 
reserved. ,
Cook spent a month nt 
Nootka, claimed the territory 
for Britain, and then went north 
to survey the const for a possi­
ble waterway to the Atlantic,
He was killed by natives'In 
Hawaii while returning to Brit­
ain but his diary encouraged 
,fur-traders |o go to Nootka and 
led to the development of Brit­
ish Columbia,
OTHER MARCH 28 EVENTS
IGfyl—Tonty repulsed Indians 
at Fort St. Louin after siege of 
six days.
1795—Spain gave up exclusive 
claims to north Pacific coast,
1813—John A. Macdonald was < 
elected nn alderman for Kings­
ton, Ont.
1848—Egerton IlveiMin «-ib- 
mil led iin|M>riant icjmhI on edu­
cation.
LETTERS TO EDITOR
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
March 28, 1972 ...
Canadian humorist Ste­
phen Leacock died In To­
ronto 28 years ago'tcxlny—-In 
1944. A native of England, 
he wan a pioneer political 
economist hi Canada, ns 
' well ns a historian of carl,v\ 
Canada and Ilir British Em­
pire, Ho is best remem­
bered ns a humorist mid his 
works have been translated 
into many languages, 
1901—South Africa's four-ycnr 
conspiracy trials ended as hie 
last of 2ft defendants was acquit­
ted of conspiracy to overthrow 
the government.
1953—Chinese and North Ko­
reans accepted United^ Nations 
proposals for Ilie exchange of 
sick mid wounded prisoners in 
the Korean War.
1959—United Stales Ambassa­
dor Laurence Steinhardt and 
four others were killed In a U.S, 
li anspoi i plane crash near Ol-, 
lawn, ।
J
। Daughter oP capt. pollock, 
MASTER OF A BRITISH MERCHANT
Q-. VE^EL,WA*CAPTURE£>WnilllER 
V FATHER MD CREW &/Z&W 
Yi \\ AND HI* ITALIAN PIRATEJin 1735.
El/ERYONE BUT LUCINDA WA* 
MADE TO WALK TllEH.ANK'lilEH 
A GREAT [MEW UP AND HIE
PlPAIEJlUPillELTEREDATBlACK 
< POINT, NEAR
\ WHERE WE PIRATE CAPTAIN, UN- 
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rtr.Moa DaA.km- _* J 6.88
1418
Men's polyester knit pants: Checks in blue, 
burgundy, brown, green. Geometric stripes 
to navy, brown, green, black. Neats in
Assorted fashion handbags: blazer bags, 
double handle, short shoulder Style, top zip 
shoulder bags. Choice of wet look or leather
time or 
which I
Muu-muu style long gown by Lufly: in 
Arncl print, with % sleeves, ruffle at neck. 
Machine washable and dryable. Junior
Ladles* vest and pant sot: A great Spring 
style In Fortrel. Vest buttons on front. Pants 
in pull-on stylo. In navy, red, white, aqua, 
marine. Sizes 10-1(1. Set, only
Drapes, Bedspreads, 
____ Slipcover.
Men's BAYCREST shoes: For the bettor, 
dressed man. Choose from 4-tlc stylings. 
Thick leather soles with nil leather lipper*. 




SINGLE or DOUBLE 
SUITES AVAILABLE
Women’s dress tandah: Comfort fitting 
with leather uppers and leather sole. Wooden 
heel. Available In white or bone in medium 
or narrow widths. Sizes 5%-9%, Only, pr.
Fashion jewelery: to complement your 
Easter ensemble, Wllh fashion colors of 
Springs and the ever popular1 gold or 
•liver. \ on|y
Lovely washable mules: in washable terry 
or orlon pile, with satin gusset Jn white, 
yellow, pink or blue. S.M.L. । Only, pr.
vice-president of the Okana- ed, for an IODE citizenship 
gan Zone, of Kelowna; Mrs. poster contest.
Collard, Mrs. Donald Hoff- (Courier Photo)
but they are 
other, I can't understand it.
like look, white, black, brown, bone, red A AA 
or navy. Only . lUViVU
Shop Thursday, March 30th 9 'til 9 —• Cloaad Friday. Saturday, April lit 9*to 5:30.
Men's double knit blazer: 100% polyester In 
navy, brown, tan, burgundy. Full size range 
in regular, 38-46; selective size range in 
short and tall. Only
Peaiant aroma: White voile top with printed 
waist, ruffied bottom and % a aa a a a 
sleeves. Sizes 4-6X. Only AodaV and RraOv
Sites 814. \ Only 2.88 and 8.38
SEE IT BETTER 
on youi
CABLE IV SYSTEM 
A3 Black Knight
J* Television Co. Ltd.
Jf W 249 Bernard Ave. Phone 762-4433
0^?^
Working Committee Set Up
To Pursue Project Day Care
Project Day Care took an­
other step closer to reality in 
the Kelowna community at a
WOMEN'S EDITOR, MRS. H. R. GREER
KELOWNA DAILY COURIER, TUES., MARCH 28, 1972 PAGE 5
HITHER and YON
Mr. and Mrs. I. Andrew I 
Gleddie have returned from 
Hawaii, /Fiji, New Zealand, 
Australia, Hong Kong and Ja­
pan. Enroute they had shorter 
stops in the Philippines and Tai­
wan.
In New Zealand they visited 
the Begg family near Invercar­
gill and at Wellington they 
visited Mr. and Mrs. Bert 
Brace. Until his recent retire­
ment Mr. Brace was president 
of General Motors for New Zea­
land. In Australia they visited 
relatives, Dr. and Mrs. H. R. 
Beattie where Dr. Beattie is a 
surgeon at Tamorth, New South 
Wales. .The Gleddies enjoyed 
the South Pacific area particu­
larly Fiji and also New Zea­
land with its variety of topog­
raphy and scenery from fjords 
to the thermal area, then lush 
green pastures covered with 
thousands of grazing sheep.
Saturday to see the presenta­
tion of slides featuring the 
grotto at Lourdes, France. 
Nothing is planned for Easter 
Saturday but regular activities 
will take place during the com­
ing week.
Mrs. Fletcher W. Troop ar­
rived from Rockdiffe Park, 
Ottawa, to enjoy a week with 
her sister and brother-in-law 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert McKee o: 
Lakeshore Road, Cedar Creek 
district.
meeting in the South Okanagan 
Health Unit annex, when 25 in­
terested persons attended an 
exploratory meeting.
A working committee elected 
to proceed with Project Day 
Care as soon as possible, in­
cludes, chairman, Mrs. Susan 
Niven; Mrs. B. R. Hughes, Mrs. 
Judith Cairns, Mrs. Mary Hano- 
■man, Mrs. Eileen Palmer and 
Mrs. Diane Akitt.
Guest speaker for the meet­
ing, introduced by Lionel Wace, 
who chaired the meeting, was 
Mrs. Elsie Nakayama who spoke 
enthusiastically regarding the
Many pertinent questions 
were asked by the interested 
persons to attendance, such as 
where do the funds to begin 
with, come from?
The answer was, several 
sources, such as Community 
..Chest, Businessmen's Associa­




Mr. and Mrs. Edward M.
HUMAN RIGHTS, cultural 
diversity, identity and solid­
arity were among the cate­
gories in a discussion-ques­
tionnaire on Canadian citizen­
ship in which IODE members 
of the Victoria area partici­
pated along with 500 other 
organizations across Canada. 
Valley members attending
the Okanagan zone confer­
ence heard a first hand re­
port on the study from their 
guest speaker, Mrs. Carlton 
Collard, vice-president of 
Zone 8, Victoria. Left to 
right, Mrs. D. J. Kerr, past
sident, of Vernon and Mrs. 
A. E. MacDonald, retiring 
zone vice-president of Pentic­
ton. They are admiring the 
citizenship poster made by a 
Penticton School for Retard-
Study On Citizenship Given 
At IODE Zone Conference
Citizenship was the topic 
chosen by Mrs. Carlton Collard, 
vice-president of Zone 8 of 
IODE, Victoria, when she spoke 
to members of the five Valley 
chapters attending the annual 
zone conference at Penticton. 
There Were 16 members of the 
Dr. W. J. Knox Chapter IODE, 
among the more than -50 women 
in attendance at the rally which 
Included a noon luncheon.
Mrs. Collard had participated 
in a citizenship study conduct­
ed by the citizenship develop- 
' ment branch of the Federal De­
partment of the Secretary of 
State, Gerard Pelletier. The 
IODE members in Victoria took 
part in a discussion question­
naire along with 42 other volun­
teer organizations in British 
Columbia and the Yukon.
The different categories set 
out were; citizen participation, 
human rights, cultural diversity, 
Canadian identity and solidar­
ity and Canadian symbols.
Each section followed the dis­
cussion guide and submitted its 
answers and findings to the 
overall chairman, who incor­
porated it; into a most compre­
hensive study, which was sub­
sequently forwarded to the na­
tional chapter and the govern­
ment body in charge.
Mrs. Collard read excerpts 
from the script prepared by the 
department of the Secretary of 
State which was compiled from 
the studies by 500 organizations 
from all across Canada, Stud­
ies came from three language 
groups, English, French and 
other languages and represented 
three interests, youth, disad­
vantaged and adult. They dis­
cussed . the problems facing 
citizens today, how they varied 
from one part of the country 
to another, how they varied 
among different age groups and 
language backgrounds and in­
come levels. ■
Important human ^rights is­
sues varied from region to re­
gion across the country but Ca­
nadians showed most concern 
for housing and justice. The dis­
advantaged groups were the 
best informed but they talked 
about dally problems, such as 
housing, health and recreation. 
The youth and adult groups 
placed discrimination first, then 
justice and finally labor prac­
tices.
Disadvantaged groups were 
most active in helping to solve 
human rights problems but said 
they could be more effective if 
various forms of aid were avail­
able. ■ Many disadvantaged
ANN LANDERS
Think Of The Future 
Preserve Your Talents
Dear Ann Landers: I'd talk 
to some of the dudes about my 
problem, but they'd think I was 
bragging. I'm in need of help 
and I hope you won’t think I'm 
putting you bn. The problem: 
I'm a guy, 17 years old, senior 
to high school, and my sex life 
Is killing me, I go with about 
12 different girls and it’s begin- 
ng to string me c it. I’m like
If dead. I have no 
ergy left for sports 
"Used to enjoy a lot.
Lately I'm having a rough 
time getting out of bed in the 
morning. I cat right and take 
vitamins, There Is nothing 
physically wrong with rtic. 
Don’t suggest I drop a few 
chicks because I wouldn't know 
where to begin. 1 used to think 
thist was a grent routine but 
now I'm disgusted with myself 
and I'm beat. Any advice you 
can give me will bo listened to. 
■—Dragging My Caboose
Dear Drag; Think of your 
duty to History, Lothario. You 
nre burning yourself out be­
fore your time and It just Isn’t 
fnir to nil the future dollies you 
haven’t got around to yet. They 
will be denied your fabulous 
talents If you don't reduce the 
aize of your harem.
Dcnr Ann Lenders: I am a 
boy 12 years old. My parents 
arc very nice to other people
I
 CUSTOM MADE OR I
BUY THE YARD | 
Largest selection of fabrics 




Stephanie Smith, daughter of 
Mr. and Mrs. J. Bruce Smith, 
has returned to Stanford Uni­
versity at California after en­
joying a 10-day visit at home, 
during which she celebrated her 
21st birthday. Mr. and Mrs. 
Smith recently returned from a 
month-long holiday at Maui, 
where they were joined by rela­
tives of the former.
Sinclair of Kelowna are pleased 
o announce the engagement of 
their daughter, Barbara Joy to 
Donald Leslie Wallace, son of 
Kenneth Wallace of Sidney, 
B.C. The marriage will take 
place at St Aidan’s United 
Church, Victoria, on May 20.
course and students now taking 
child psychology at the Okana­
gan Regional College. New 
longer day-time courses will be 
introduced in the fall term at 
the college. Good qualified staff 
will be available from the pres­
ent student body, interested in 
child care, she said.
Among those in attendance 
were Lionel Wace, director of 
Rehabilitation and Social Im­
provement, Kelowna branch, 
Brian Vandale, city of Kelowna 
city Social Service Department; 
Jim Gordon, chairman of the 
Central Okanagan Social Plan­
ning Council and Aiderman 
Richard Stewart, representing 
the city, as well as the guest 
speaker, Mrs. Nakayama, 
■ teacher at Okanagan College.
Mr. Vandale gave an outline 
' of how to set up day care cen- 
: tres and how much work is in- 
1 volved in setting them up to
Q—Who pays supervisor and 
helpers?
A—Parents and the govern­
ment.
Q—What kind of facilities, i.e. 
housing?
A—Try to rent a home rather
than a hall so the child doesn’t 
feel institutionalized.
NEXT MEETING
The nucleus of the society 
was pleased with the turnout 
for this initial public meeting 
and plans are under way to 
have Mrs. Marilyn Pahl, public 
health nurse at Vancouver, who 
is a member of the Community 
Care Facility Licencing Board 
meet with members. Details for 
the next meeting will be an­
nounced following the Easter 
holiday.
The meeting was the result 
of two action groups combining 
forces. Last fall Mayor Hilbert 
Roth indicated he was interest­
ed in day care centres here and 
as a result a meeting of key 
persons was called in January. 
Among those at this meeting 
were Dr. D. A. Clarke, direc- 
1 tor of the South Okanagan 
' Health Board; Brian Vandale, 
■ Lionel Wace, Rev David
Back from a three-day visit 
in Victoria is H, L. Trembley 
who motored to the capital to 
visit his son-in-law and daugh­
ter, Mr. and Mrs. Neil Vickers 
and his first grandchild, Christa 
Lynn. Mrs. Trembley remained 
to visit with the Vickers for a 
few weeks.
ROVERS RELOCATE
VANCOUVER (CP) — Will 
Millar, leader of the Irish Rov­
ers singing group, has sold his 
“haunted house” in Ireland be­
cause, he says, the friendly 
ghosts who use to walk merrily 
through die corridors of the 
200-year-old house had been re­
placed by humans with guns 
and ready to shoot first and ask
Close to 70 members of Club 
17 branch of the Senior Citizens 
Association packed the hall on1
questions afterwards. He and 
other members of the group, 
seen weekly on Canadian televi­
sion, are buying homes here 
where “we can add to Canada’s 
cultural wealth and save the 
' Ireland we remember."
government standards. The 
main theme, of course, is the 
best possible care for children.
Mr. Gordon in a few words of 
encouragement regarding the 
project, said the council would 
not only like to be kept inform­
ed on progress, but also indi­
cated they would be willing to 
help .out.
If the chance arrives, several 
working mothers present, may 
be able to visit other working 
day care centres such as Van­
couver or Prince George in or­
der to gain first hand informa­
tion on day by day operational 
methods, on a non-profit basis, 
thereby hastening the project 
here.
Stewart of St. David’s Presby­
terian Church and Mrs. Niven. 
Using a survey conducted in 
the Valley by the Social Plan­
ning Council on the need and 
possibility of day care centres 
here, the group explored the 
subject further.
During a seminar in Febru­
ary on the Status of Women re­
port sponsored by the Kelowna 
Business and Professional 
Women’s Club, day care centres 
was one of eight group discus­
sion topics.
If your brown sugar has hard­
ened, put an apple in the con­
tainer with it—the sugar wil 
soften automatically.
groups felt that government was I 
xhainly a provider of services I 
and should be more democratic. I
The most important role of I 
government in solving human I 
rights problems lies in the area I 
of information and public edu- I 
cation, the study stated. It was I 
felt that government should pro- I 
vide not only the manpower and I 
material resources but easier I 
access to those who make de- I 
cisions. I
REPORTS I
The meeting chaired by Mrs. I 
A. E. MacDonald, vice-presi- I 
dent of the Okanagan Zone, I 
heai-d reports from the five I 
chapters, which included Silver I 
Star at Vernon and Ashton I 
Creek at Enderby, in addition I 
to Diamond Jubilee and Gol- I 
den Anniversary chapters of I 
Penticton. Mrs, Collard later I 
praised the Dr. Knox Chapter’s I 
record of community services, I 
saying that it was the highest I 
in the province. I
’ Elected as chairman of the I 
zone for the 1972-73 term was I 
Mrs. Donald Hoffman of Ver-I 
non and Mrs. John Bogert of I 
Enderby succeeded Mrs'. W. L. I 
Peaker of Penticton as zone I 
secretary. I
The next zone conference will I 
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Family Fashion Festival! 1“ “
Shop For Savings In Special Easter Values With a Purchase of$99.00 °M0RE
STARTS WEDNESDAY/MARCH 29th Effective to April 1st 
at
When wc have company they 
talk very refined to one another 
but when nobody is around they 
are absolutely gross. Don’t they 
know children have ears? How 
come they don’t care what we 
think of them? I should think 
parents would consider their 
kids as, more important than 
outsiders because they are sup­
posed to teach us how to be­
have.
When they don’t act decent 
we get upset. Sometimes when 
my dad yells I get frightened 
at what lie might do. Most of 
the fighting goes oh at the din­
ner table, It gives me a stom­
ach ache, What should I do, 
Ann Landcrs?--Belmont, Mas­
sachusetts 7th Grade
Dear Seventh Grader: You 
can ask your parents if they 
read Ann Landers today. If 
they say no, tell them you hope 
they will because there's a mes­






Business Equipment Ltd. 
By the Paramount Theatre
Cotton blend sleepwear by Lufty: Short 
gown with button front, can sleeve, to pink, 
blue, mint; or in prints with lace at neck, in 
lilac, blue, mint. Long gown in multi­
colored embrollered* bodice, wing sleeve; or 
in self-embroidered V-neck, laco trim; both 
styles to pink, blue,, mint. Sizes S.M.L, Only
SEE MORE
Men’s long sleeve knit dress shirts. Of 100% 
polyester In fancy floral stripe pattern and 
solids. Top fused collar, cuff unfitted with 2 
buttons. Full tal|s, yoko back. Blue, ocru, 
apricot, brown, auburn plains. Navy, Acajou 
and brown patterns. Sizes 14%-17, Only
K\
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32 oz. jar w
.... 4 ib. puck 89c
2 (<>. 89c
BROCCOLI Setve with cheese sauce
. 19 oz. tins 4 for 1.00
12 oz. tins 4 for 1.00
Open Monday to Saturday 8 |.m. to 9 p.m.
CORNER OF BERNARD AND GLENMORE - PHONE 762-3349
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUAN i l l ILS.
. '3 lb pack $1-49
50c coupon pack . . . w




. ‘l ' ' ■ ■ ■ '
.. .. 99c JELLY POWDERS ”X .. >... ,tt 10 ,.1.00
SMOKED PICNICS
Shortening
...... i................  64 oz. jar 1.89
....... .......14 oz. tins 3 for 1.00
..... ib 19c CELERY Fresh, crisp stalks
. 12 oz. jar 59c
. . .  2 for 99c
. . .  2 for 89c
"Ocean Spray". 2 tins 55c 
14 oil tins. . . We
. . Pl» depcsl. 4 99c
u f 4tins^le00. . . 14 oz. tins aeW
SAUSAGE MEAT-sX t». Pk,
DREAM WHIP Dessert Topping .........
MUSTARDS’:. . . .. . . . . . . . .
KETCHUP “Libby’s”..........  ..
BATHROOM TISSUE SX
E Afi AI TICCIIC “Royale” Assorted
I" AU AL I Id jUC 3 ply. large pack ...
This Easter we take this opportunity to extend sincere good wishes I 
to you and your family. Our thoughts are with you throughout this 
glorious season, as you share Easter time with loved ones. “HAPPY 
EASTER”. . ■■■
... .......................................................  -.... ! ' ........ ...li..... ........'.............. .....................
. ■ r f
D AffiN Sl*ce<I ^de. Swift’s. Lazy Maple or 
DA^wVlM Applewood Smoke. “Demo”....... . 1 Ib. pkg.
SAIKAGFrokS',sLazy Maple. “Demo” ............... 1 lb. pkg.
COTTAGE ROLLS
"FROZEN FOOD FEATURES71
DI77A MinlCDeii, 1 AQ
T U.X.A 4 Varieties, 12 inch, 20 oz. size each 1»V7
>89c
We have a fine .election bl Easter Candles, All sizes Chocolate Molds f 
and Easter Chocolates, baskets, hay, also wide selection of Easter I 
Cards. I
SUNLIGHT TOILET SOAP bar pack 89c
' STRAWBERRIES SWt 20 oz. 59c
IfE /"DE AAA “Noca" gallon pldstic *1 QQ
IIX xKEAlVI pail size, assorted flavors....... ............... each 1.77
|| Swift's. Ready to Butt End CLf
flnlVW Serve. Shank End . Ib. V > 1 ... .. Ib. ff hJl
I I Iffff Iff In vff Fresh Frozen, fl U> Fresh Frozen. ffl ff k9|
IU II IXL IJ C IB
&
>?




DiR CTEAIfQ Bcef*Canada Good> l\ID 0 I EHlW Canada Choice.........
Margarine Parkay. Quartered . 
6rade"A"EQUS Medium in cartons. . . . . .
Flour"Robin Hood". . . ... . -
CHEDDAR. CHEESE,,„
PRIME RIB ROAST 1.09
FAGE 6 KELOWNA DAILY COOKER, TOES., MARCS tS. W1










UflCMCPC “Swift’s” Reg. or All Beef. 
vVIENClW 1 Ib. cryovac pack .......... .....
- . - - 2 Ib. ctn. 69t 
2-1.05 
20-1.49
Coffee All Purpose Grind . ."Maxwell House"
Milk Skimmed. "Carnation" .
Instant Coffee JWM*
APPLE JUICE York. 48 oz. tin.
ORANGE JUICE ““York. 48 oz. tin
TOMATOES ?.t2rd
ORANGE CRYSTALS 89c 1 79c
PEANUT BUTTER “
STRAWBERRY JAM
DIMEADDI C Fortune Brand. Sliced, 
niMCArrLC Tidbits and Crushed..........
NIBLETS KERNEL CORN
MUSHROOMS . . . io oz tins 2 te 89t
GRAPEFRUIT JUICE :..« m. tins 2 99c













fG(I ClteS "Hunt's " . . -
MAZOLA CORN OIL ........... 
RIPE OLIVES .......... 
STUFFED OLIVES
SWEET MIXED PICKLES ;?oTx 
POLSKIOGORKI DILLS
CREAM STYLE CORN, BEANS—Cut Green r i DADED TAIAfEI C “Kleenex,”
or Waxed. 'Fancy-“York ....... . 14 oz. tins J for I.Uv PAPER TOWELS-Assorted.....
PORK AND BEANS or SPAGHETTI & Tomato # •] EA||: lAfDAD “Reynold’s”,Sauce. York....... 14 oz. tins 0 for l»VV iylL; 12 inches by'150 feet
LETTUCE F,.h. n™,n, crisp heads ...
ARCTIC POWER
SUNLIGHT LIQUID “TL...............
LYSOL AEROSOL SPRAY 7 oz ti„ 
PREM LUNCHEON MEAT 





.... 5 lbs. 1.00
........ . 4 oz. pack 59c 
..16 oz. jar, ca.29c 
18 oz. bottle, ca. 39C 
......... 6 roll pack 79c 
. . . . 3 boxes 1.00 
......... 2 roll pack 59c 
....... feature 1.69
FEATURED IN OUR IN-STORE BAKERY
HOT CROSS BUNS d»z 59c
CRUSTY BUNS BX„....... 3 doJ.OO
' 1 ■’ 14 > ‘ .1





........... . ..... ib. 29c
GRAPEFRUIT 10-1.00
SWEET POTATOES 2 49<
TOMATOES. . ...■. . . . . . . . Ib39c











• Solid chocolate 
animals.
eggs.




He is the Friendly Easter Bunny you have all heard about... HE WILL BE HOPPING ABOUT THE
MALL GIVING CANDY TO THE LITTLE FOLK
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EASTER
PARADE
3 DAYS TO SAVE
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Yes , . . you could win this 
Solid Chocolate Super Rabbit.
It weighs 20 lbs. and stands 3
Simply deposit your Purdy’s 
sales slip in the entry box. Draw
will be made at 5:00 p.m. Sat.,
_andy




• Various size Eas­
ter baskets with sol­
id chocolate eggs.
• Chocolate ban 
keta in two sizes fill
ed with chocolates,
a Foiled chocolate








MEN'S WASH & WEAR
Western Shirts
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, 7. Trim the 
branches 






12. Hide one’s 
.. feelings 
(slang) 































A Dash Of Vinegar 
With An Aspirin























































DAILY CRYPTOQUOTE -Here’s howto work it
b LONGFBLLOW
One letter simply stands for another. In this sample A to 
used for the three L’s, X for the two O’s, etc. Single letters, 
apostrophes, the length and formation of the words are all 
hints. Each day the code letters are different.
CRYPT0QU0TB8
WTSVSLDD ID I FISEHIEL ORL
VHAY NIS DGLIW ISV ORL VLIK NIS 
BLIZ ISV HS VLZDOIS V.-NRZTDOTIS 
SLDOLFF YUMLL
Yesterday's Cryptoquote: LET NOT YOUR HAND BE EX­
TENDED TO RECEIVE, BUT WITHDRAWN WHEN IT IS 
TIME TO REPAY.—THE BIBLE
Banks Get Info Loan Field
Whether You Need It Or Not
By IRVING C. WHYNOT 
inadian Press Business Editor
Remember the old joke about 
jw you .went to the bank to 
orrow money only when you 
ould prove that you didn’t need
That’s all changed now and 
he banks are in the consumer 
loan field in a big way. Latest 
figures show Canadians owe the 
banks five times as much as 
they did 10 years ago.
. The banks made relatively 
few consumer loans up, until 
1954, mainly because they were 
not permitted to take chattel 
mortgages as security. Revi­
sions in the Bank Act that year 
S emitted such security and the 
anks started to move aggres­
sively' into the consumer loan 
field.
Dear Dr. Thosteson: Some 
years ago I read an article by a 
doctor who said that aspirin 
tablets which have a vinegar­
like smell are old and . if used 
will do more harm than good.
I wasn’t too concerned then 
because I seldom used aspirin. 
Now because of my- arthritis 1 
use at least 15 tablets a day. 
With very few exceptions every 
bottle of aspirin I buy, whether 
the, cheapest or not, has a vine- 
gar-like smell. Will you give me 
your opinion?—Mrs. F., -
a child because one ovary 
produces female eggs and the 
other produces male eggs, and 
the sex of the child depends on 
which ovary produced the egg 
at the time of conception.
In high school biology I was 
taught it was the father who de­
termined the sex of the child 
and the female’s egg ceils had 
no sex chromosomes at all.
Please settle this disagree­
ment—Mrs. P.B. .
Chemically, aspirin, which is 
acetylsalicylic., acid, is related 
remotely to acetic acid in vine­
gar. It can therefore have a vi- 
negarish odor even when fresh.
The odor can intensify with 
age but this does not mean the 
tablets are spoiled;
Pharmacists say the way to 
tell when aspirin is spoiled is to 
note when a “frost” or powdery 
surface appears on the tablets. 
This “frost” is acid crystals 
which can be very irritating.
With the amount you are 
using, I would be very surprised 
if you keep any aspirin around 
long enough to re^ch this stage, 
unless you are buying it in enor­
mous quantities, and I doubt 
that you are.
Don’t worry about a faint vi­
negar odor; just watch the sur­
face of the tablets for any sign 
of tills “frost” to appear.
Dear Dr. Thosteson: Some 
friends and I were discussing 
pregnancy and one of the girls 
said she heard it was the fe­
male that determined the sex of
BRIDGE




















A Few Ego Boosters
DOWELL, HL.(AP) — "I’m 
the greatest pool player the 
world has ever known." says 
Minnesota Fats. "Broke every 
player who ever picked up a 
cue. ■ ■ . ,• ■
don’t miss no4
,1
“Ong of the girls” was about 
as wrong as it is'possible to be.
It’s this way: all the.eggs, or 
ova, possess X. chromosomes, 
the X chromosome carrying the 
essential female characteristics.
The male sperm is of two 
kinds. One carrips an X chro­
mosome; the other carries a Y 
chromosome.
If it is an X sperm that unites 
with an ovum at conception, the 
baby will be a girl. If a sperm 
cell with a-Y chromosome does 
it, the baby will be a boy.
In a sense the “father deter­
mines the sex,” but to be a little 
more specific, it. comes down to 
whether an X sperm or a Y 
sperm happens to penetrate the 
ovum first. And once a sperm 
has penetrated, no other one 
will be accepted.
The male produces approxi­
mately equal numbers of the 
two types (X and Y) of sperm 
and It Is likely that the sheer 
law of averages has a good deal 
to do with it. Recent research 
indicates, however, that some 
other conditions, not completely 











He says the only reason he 
ever shakes hands with an oppo­
nent is.to see how much sweat 
the guy has in the palm of his 
band.
"I’scare ’em to death.” . »
But down home, at Dowell, 
he’s a pushover for any stray 
dog or cat that comes along.
Neighbors call him the “one- 
man humane society” of South­
ern Illinois. He has dozens of 
animals running around his 
home. Many are kept in a spe­
cial shelter.
Anyone who drops oft an un- 
wanted dog. or cat near the 
home of Rudolph .Walter Wande- 
rone Jr., can be sure It will be 
taken in.-Wanderone—Fat’s real 
name—says he keeps three vet­
erinarians on call.
He leads a fairly quiet life
YOUR HOROSCOPE
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 29
Aries (March 21 - April 19): 
The unexpected is the order 
of the day. Contrary opinion 
among loved ones needs ho 
quick answers as you take care 
of necessities.
Taurus (April 20 - May 20): 
Watch details, concentrate on 
finishing projects. Controversy 
is easy to come by, difficult to 
put to good use.
Gemini (May 21 - June 20):
you endless circular discus* 
sions — why bother? Deal cau­
tiously with unfamiliar, people 
and equipment.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22 ■ Dec. 
21):; The inevitable reaction to 
today’s influences is to say 
something a bit too brash, ant 
be x misunderstood. Ask your 
questions tomorrow or the nex
outlets—such as the stores that 
carry their own credit—have 
the balance.
Consumer loans are made for 
a wide variety of purchases, 
such as to finance a new car, 
lousehold appliances, to pay 
medical bills or vacation costs, 
or to put a. son or daughter 
through college.
Generally, they are made for 
a term of 36 months or less.
The bankers association says 
the proportion of loans for other 
purposes is increasing rapidly, 
but loans to buy cars have risen
at the fastest rate and 
for about one-quarter 
total.




Thrift, perhaps delays in buy­
ing, offer best results. Uns is 
not a day for asking favqrs, 
springing expansive projects on 
possible backers.
Cancer (June 21 - July 22): 
Be consistent in your own long- 
range programs. Defer refinanc­
ing efforts. Cater to the foibles 
of people you like.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22): Since 
nobody is at his best today, 
make allowances, see how good, 
a performance -you can get 
from yourself. Tend your own 
needs, give others a break, and 
save some expense.
Virgo (Aug; 23- Sept, 22): 
i Budget watching ought to corrie 
first under.somewhat confusing 
circumstances. Wait if there is
day.' ' ■
Capricon (Dec, 22 • Jan. 19) 
Your life pattern proceeds, with 
no great option for change or 
expansion. Defer applications, 
efforts to force improvements.
Aquarius (Jari, 20 - Feb. 18): 
The story you hear may involve 
factors . unknown to your 
sources' Check it all out" before 
you act. Evening should bring 
second thoughts.
Pisces (Feb. 19 - March 20): 
You will see that your caution 
is a good idea. Some serious 
, ideas need further development, 
get busy and think! f I
Opening , lead — queen of 
hearts. •
Assume you’re in four spades 
and West leads the queen of 
hearts, East playing the nine. 
Let’s say you duck oh general 
principles and win the heart 
continuation with the ace.
You draw two rounds o 
trumps, ending in dummy, anc 
lead the jack of diamonds, won 
by West with the ace! Westi e
shifts to a low club and you are flkocitv ImC 
faced with the problem of whe- VMGBII j V|Jj 
ther or not to finesse; . I iT lb . g
If you see .aU four hands, tt f Q gg Sf|*|C 16f
is easy enough to solve the prob- 
lem by finessing the queen. It L OTTAWA (CP) — If Montfor. 
would win and yod would later Hospital allows intestinal by­
lose another diamond trick to pass operations again, it will in- 
make exactly four. slst upon stricter pre-operative
But if vou saw only the North- a.nd post-operative tests on pa- 
South hands, you might chief cf medical staff
Dr- Jean Uframboise-was 
mnnrta nee that East tcstifying at the ktouest into thebSLme marked with death of Mrs. Denise Seguin, 
the m?epn^nd^hat a club^ on« ot five Ottawa area Pedons 
siilv b who died following the operation 
esse would be plain silly. designed to reduce weight , in 
However, there would be a obese patients.
decided flaw in such a line of I jjve parents had their op­
reasoning, and it .is necessary erations at the Montfort but Dr. 
to go back to the bidding to find I jean-Paul Drouin, the surgeon, 
it, East—who passed his . part-Kas told the. inquest that in his 
ner’s heart bid and has already I vjew operation did not cause 
shown up with the king of any of the deaths.
hearts—cannot also have the The hospital banned the by­king of clubs or he would have I pass operations last August 
responded to the opening bid. after learning that Dr. Drouin
“Eveline has 100 relatives in 
these parts,” he said .of his tali; 
attractive wife of 30 years.
Fat?, 59, says he "wouldn’t 
swat' a fly. 1 am not gonna hurt 
nobody for nothing',”
But then he quickly drops 
lack, into his other role. “But 
better nobody fool with me ei­
ther.”
Fats says pool Is "one of the 
most scientific games on 
earth."
“You got to be t master 
mathematician. I got eyes like 
an eagle. Heart like a lion. Tre­
mendous heart" ;
He started playing pool as a 
youngster in New York City.
He doesn’t know how much 
mohey he’s won from "the suck­
ers” but remembers a big game 
in Chicago in 1931 in which he 
won "a quarter of a million .', 
I played before kings ant 
queens. I played before mahara­
jahs.” ' '
What about Willie Mosconi,
tournament champton who said 
he beat Fats in Philadelphia in 
1948 for 8250? ' -
"He would remember that,” 
says Fats. "I remember all the 
imes I broke him in New York, 
Phiily apd Camden, New Jersey 
and everywhere else. He don’t 
remember that. Tell him to get 
some cash and I’ll make him 
remember.”
The feud with Mosconi from 
Haddon, N.J., has been going on 
for years. .
Fats’ publicity picked up after 
the 1961 movie, The Hustler, 
made a hero out of a pool 
player named Minnesota Fats. 
Jackie Gleason played the cart. 
Fats, who had been known oy a 
variety of nicknames, said the 
, story was based on his life. He 
> threatened legal action to gel 
compensation.
Since then his popularity has 
■ been on the rise. He packs them 
tri at pool shows because "they 
 like my chatter,” he said. ,
they fi- 
of total
around Dowell, population 400, 
just south- of DuQuoln. He 










DON’T FORGET OUR TAKE OUT SERVICE!
THE
The same conclusion can be had made the same error in 
reached by'imagining what kind! three operations within 24 hours 
of opening bid West would have!—connecting wrong sections of 
if he lacked the king of clubs. | the small intestines.
Without it, the high-card con-1 Dr. Laframboise said he in­
tent of his hand would come tol structed Dr. Drouin in June last 
only 9 points, and this possibll-lyear to discontinue the opera- 
ity is entirely tod remote to be tiqns at least temporarily.
considered seriously. I~~
The club finesse is therefore I 
clearly indicated and you,would I, 
wind up making the contract, 
but at the end'of the hand you I 
should not neglect to give -West I 
credit for baiting a neat' trap 
by winning the jack of dia­





Since then an Interesting 
trend has appeared in the pat­
tern of consumer loans. The Ca­
nadian B a n k e r s’ Association 
notes that the chartered banks 
now are the largest source of 
consumer credit, accounting for 
nearly half the total.
It wasn’t always that way. 
Twenty years ago the banks 
held less than about 20 per cent 
of the total and other financial 
I institutions, such as finance 
I companies, had almost half. In 
I 1960 the banks had managed to 
Sain just over 20 per cent but 
le financial houses had close to 
I 54 per cent.
I But now the banks hold 47 per 
I cent of the business while the
I f i n a n c I a 1 institutions have
I dropped to 40 per cent, Retail
credit outstanding for motor ve­
hicles in 1971, up from about 
one-fifth In 1961.
All told, the banks had con­
sumer Ioans totalling $6.53 bil­
lion outstanding at the end of 
1971, up from $5.28 billion a 
year earlier, $2.87 billion in 1965 
and $1.20 billion in I960.
The association estimates con­
sumer credit per capita now is 
about $550, up from $535 a year 
earlier, $226 in 1960 and only $89 
in 1950.
But this is a per capita figure, 
covering every man, woman 
and child.
When considering only those 
In the labor force, consumer 
credit now works out to about 
$1,560 a worker compared with 
$1,361 in 1970 and $627 in 1960. 
Those figures are just a shade 
under those in the United 
States.
not a clear choice.
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): You 
learn what is real and what 
Isn’t in business or career ef­
forts. Home life also meets 
whatever limitations exist.
Scorpio (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): 
A few , good questions can get
STRIKE A LIGHT
LONDON (CP) — The Amal- 
gamated Union of Engineering 
Workers is giving away book 
matches as a recruiting aid. 
“Join the AUEW” reads the 
caption on the back. The front 
inadvertently carries the in­
struction: "Close cover before 
striking."
It is now — it has always been — it always will be 
Super-Valii policy to, sell only Federal Government 
Inspected Meats and Poultry. It does not guarantee 
every ounce of meat we sell is perfect eating but it 
does, guarantee all meats we sell are free of the various 
diseases meats are subject to, and it is done to give as 




n»*r large selection ' clilldren’s footwear,




B. Girls’ krinkla vinyl. 




to (it.Pcn(ax, Mamiya, Ricoh, Yashica 
28 m.m^/2.8 — 73.50 135 m.m./2.8 — 64.50 
35 m.m./2.8 — 64.50 200 m.m,/3.5 — 87.50 
, AH lenses with leather case.
, C. Infants’krlnkla viny|. 
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Schneider Lens 
Rangefinder Focusing , 
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Let your children 
put their best foot forward 
in these bright spring fashions 








B. Ladies’ suede 
wldehael, ankle- 
strap drait ihoe. 




1 Compoiitlon ioIo. 
black .5 - 10. 
navy, red 
12.99
Similar to one shown.
Whatever look 
you want for those special 
spring occasions, 
we've got the right shoe.
Here's just three 
of our great new 
Easter dress-ups.
Gallenkamp
use your THE FAMILY SHOE STORES | (
CHARGEX T Phone 76J|-7322 ' J
QUEBEC SITUATION
Disc Poses Some Big U.S. Problems
WASHINGTON (CP) - AF 
though United States treasury 
officials are pictured a* still 
working around the clock to 
complete Qne-prlnt r e g u 1 •- 
tlons governing DISC,' 190 
firms have already applied 
for the special tax status that 
Canada- and some other trad­
ing partners have labelled un­
fair.
The full set of rules and 
procedures covering DISCs— 
Domestic International Sales 
Corporations—may n o t be 
ready. for publication until 
mid-May, said a treasury 
spokesman. Then they will be 
the subject of congressional 
hearings and could be modi­
fied or revised.
. ■ And only about one-third of 
the scheduled . 42 seminars 
across the U.S. to explain the 
complexities and intricacies 
of DISC have so far been 
held, a commerce department 
spokesman said recently.
Still, the comparative hand­
ful of* companies which had 
applied for DISC by March 1 
are on pretty safe ground. A 
red-white-and-blue DISC hand­
book issued by the treasury in 
February said the rides 
therein would stand until any 
^subsequent changes were Or- 
Kfered—and then any new 
r/ules would not be retroac- 
lztive. Every effort is being 
made to stay within "the 
spirit of the law” as written 
. by Congress and no substan­
tive, changes are anticipated, 
a treasury man said.
SCHEME UNDER ATTACK
But as a legion of some of 
the country’s highest-paid tax 
consultants seek to educate 
themselveion DISC, the
scheme is already under at­
tack In some U.S. quarters.
It offers “insignificant" 
value to small manufacturers 
and non-manufacturing U.S., 
export Companies, said H. W. 
Browne, president of the Na­
tional Association of Export 
Management Companies, al­
though it had been promoted 
by the government as de­
signed especially tohelp 
small firms.
However, most observers 
agree the first real indication 
of DISC’S influence on Ameri­
can and foreign business will 
only come when the treasury 
issues its first annual report 
to Congress, as required by 
law, early next year.
Canadian officials, working 
on contingency plans for co­
ping with DISC’S effects, have 
charged the DISC scheme 
could encourage foreign sub­
sidiaries of U.S. firms to relo­
cate back home, discourage 
foreign investment and give 
the U.S. an unfair edge in 
markets where Canada com­
petes.
VIOLATES RULES
DISC also has been cited as 
a violation of the rules of the 
General Agreement on Tariffs 
and Trade which prohibit the 
refunding of certain taxes, but 
American businessmen and 
officials say there is virtually 
no chance of retaliation by 
GATT.
Under the legislation, a 
DISC is eligible for an indefi­
nite deferral of taxes on up to 
50 per cent of its profits from 
exports.
. Simply put, to form a DISC 
a company or group of com­
panies must show that 95 per
New Chapter In Kelowna 
For Coles, The Book People
cent or more of gross receipts 
of such a corporation consist 
of qualified export receipts. 
Also, all shareholders must 
consent to its establishment, 
the DISC must be capitalized 
with a minimum of $2,500 and 
have only one class of stock.
Actually the tax deferral ap­
plies solely to that part of the 
DISC’S earnings which are re­
tained and used for export de­
velopment purposes. Once a 
distribution to shareholders is 
made—the law requires 50 per 
cent ot export income to be 
deemed distributed—it will be 
taxed to the shareholders at 
their normal rates.
Once established, a DISC 
can purchase goods from its 
parent or any domestic pro­
ducer to sell for ultimate use 
outside the U.S. The DISC 
may maintain sales and serv­
ice facilities abroad to en­
hance its market penetration 
or preserve its competitive 
position.
A DISC may make a part of 
Its retained earnings available 
to the parent or other domes­
tic manufacturers to export 
goods in the form of “pro­
ducer loans,” for use in mod­
ernizing or expanding export 
production facilities. If made, 
to tile parent, such Ioans 
would not be viewed as taxa­
ble distributions.
Although the DISC must be 
incorporated in the U.S., it 
need not be owned by U.S. 
parties. Non-resident alibis, 
foreign corporations, foreign 
estates and trusts may also 
form DISCs. The whole idea is 
to promote new jobs within 
the U.S.
There are restrictions 
against inter-company pricing 
of export products to prevent 
artificially high profits from 
being channelled into the 
DISC tax shelter. Engineering 
and architectural services for 
constnH“’nn abroad may
qualify as DISCs but it re­
mains an open question, with 
the treasury to rule soon, 
whether banks, savings insti­
tutions and the like will be eli­
gible.
A number of observers of 
the DISC operation have esti­
mated the new law will in­
crease U.S. exports by SI bil­
lion this year. If the tax defer­
ral were increased to 100 per' 
cent—as the Nixon adminis­
tration originally proposed— 
the increase could total $2 bil­
lion to $2.5 billion, they esti­
mate.
MAY END LAW
There already is talk that 
congressional supporters 
might make a new attempt to 
make the deferral 100 per 
cent. On the other hand there 
has been speculation Congress 
might terminate the DISC law 
if it is felt it is not generating 
enough additional export 
trade to justify the vast loss 
of tax revenue through the de­
ferral scheme.
Meanwhile, Robert T. Cole, 
International tax consultant at 
the treasury, says the compa­
nies setting up DISCs can 
plan on the present law re­
maining in effect for at least 
five years.
Despite the slow start, some 
experts have estimated that 
2,000 to 3,000 DISCs will be set 
up within five years.
OPPOSES DISC
Among those who have op­
posed DISC from the start is 
Stanley S. Surrey, professor of 
law at Harvard University, 
who has termed it a billion­
dollar tax loophole for big 
business. Also, says the for­
mer treasury undersecretary, 
DISC is “enormously compli­
cated and probably will have 
no real effect on trade."
This view is echoed by 
Thomas C. Ballagh, president 
of a Philadelphia export sales 
manager firm, who says DISC 
is "a mirage” for most 
small-and medium-sized com­
panies although it may be 
practical for some large man­
ufacturers with present opera­
tional export sales.
Many, including Surrey, 
have suggested the tax defer­
ral aspect really amounts to a 
tax exemption. Even if>the de­
ferral should end —w h i c h
many doubt—tax experts 
point out that profits gained 
from use of the money over a 
period of, say, 10 years would 
make the deferral the .equiva­
lent of an exemption.
A major dr a wback for 
many wanting to get into 
DISC is a "fugitive capital" 
provision designed to. control 
foreign investment not related 
to exports. The "fugitive" 
rule could result hi loss of tax 
incentive if a company makes 
a large direct investment 
Cole, however, has said that' 
many companies will find 
they have great leeway. Com­
panies could, for example, 
purchase foreign firms by 
issuing stock, a transaction 
within DISC rules since no 
outflow of money from the 
U.S. would be involved.
KELOWNA DAILT COCKIER. TUES., MARCH B. 1W1 TAGS I
BRITISH BRIEFS
CLEANEST SKATS outside his pub a year ago by 
council workmen. “It will baST. ALBAN’S. England (CP)
- Part-time lavatqry attendant ^9®* M soon possible," a
Leslie Winch was awarded a £5
prize by Hertfordshire council 
—for the best-kept toilet in the 
town. It was Winch's third con­
secutive win in the annual 
award.
DOWN FOR SALE
LONDON (CP) - “Hole for 
sale. Complete with red lights 
Hardly touched" read an ad in 
one London paper. Pub landlord 
Rick Dalrymple had entered it
spokesman for the authority
promised
AMAZING AUTO AD 
■ READING. England (CP) — 
Richard Welham got the bar­
gain of the year when he bought 
a car for 10 new pence (25 
cents). The 1963 sedan, which 
normally would sell at £250,
was advertised for 10 pence in a 
Berkshire paper and. out of cu­
riosity, Richard called in at the 
garage. The manager handed
as a last resort in his fight with him the keys, explaining: 
the local council over a hole dug “We’re testing our advertising.'.*tising.
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A pert and pretty spring
hairstyle awaits you here
We feature the latest blow
wave and shag cuts.
House of Beauty
Coiffures
Across from The Spaniard
Phone
Also locations downtown
at 1611 Ellis St. and at
Southgate Shopping
A branch of the largest retail 
bookstore in North America has 
come to Kelowna.
-Known as Coles, the book 
people' the all Canadian firm 
began 36 years ago with a school 
and university textbook empha­
sis and now handles every type 
of published material The com­
pany was one of the pioneers in 
the introduction and distribu­
tion of low-priced paper bound 
volumes and now handles 60 
per cent of stock in that cate­
gory.
Coles also publishes one of the 
widest known paperback series 
in Canada called 'Coles Notes’ 
which are used by almost 500,- 
000 Canadian school and univer­
sity students each year. Coles 
notes are also sold in more 
than 70 countries around the 
world.
The firm has 44 outlets, and 
the branch which opened at 
Orchard Park March 22 is the 
first in the Interior, although the 
company has two stores in Van­
couver.
Staff for the local branch has 
been recruited from the Kel­
owna area, and all personnel 
have participated in an inten­
sive training period prior to the 
store opening. .
In addition to the huge book 
selection, Coles also carry of­
fice and school stationery, art 
supplies, giant color prints and 
posters and related material.
One of the ballmarks of Coles, 
besides the bright, friendly at­
mosphere is the “old fashioned" 
tradition of a leisure “browse 
around" feeling which gives the 
customer a chance to look over 
the more than 8,000 different 
items in the store.
've just opened 
and would love to meet you I
Half Of French Teenagers 
Sympathize With Leftists
' PARIS (Reuter) — Young 
left-wing extremists, who 
rocked France to its foundations
in May, 1968, have suddenly re- 
emerged in public life with a se­
ries of bomb attacks and a 
spectacular kidnapping.
1 The French public, which con­
sidered the militants' ranks div­
ided and dispersed, was startled 
to realize the turbulent "gauch- 
istes" (leftists) are still a force 
to be reckoned with.
The French authorities too 
I were shocked to read the recent 
I findings of a public opinion poll 
| that more than half of the na- 
I 11 o n's teen-agers sympathize 
I with the leftists.
I In 1968, violent riots spear- 
I headed by students and other 
I left wingers, paralysed France 
I and threatened to topple the re- 
I gime of former President 
I Charles de Gaulle. But he 
I weathered the storm and the 
| Gaullist party subsequently won 
I a major election victory.
I Now the leftists have recap- 
I tured the limelight. They first 
■ made the headlines last month 
■ when a Maqlst militant, Pierre 
■ Ovemey, was shot dead during 
■ a clash with security guards 
■ outside the Renault car works 
■ here. 1
I SERIES OF INCIDENTS
■ An estimated 200,000 persons 
■ turned out for the funeral, while 
HMkiash of bomb attacks on Re- 
MM installations awoke public, 
mMMIJs and government alike to
We're COLES the book people!
end
*
volved, they fall into two main 
currents—Maoists and Trot­
skyites.
The Maoist hardliners, despite 
their name, are probably closer 
to the romantic revolutionaries 
of Cuba and Latin America than 
to the Chinese Communists.
LEADER A PhD
Their main group, La Cause 
du Peuple, (The People’s 
Cause), is led by Alain Geis- 
mar, a 32-year-old PhD in phys­
ics who has spent 18 months in 
jail for his political activities 
and was one of the leader* of 
the 1868 revolt.
Its members admit to carry­
ing out provocative acts, against 
the authorities in order to start 
a chain reaction of "provoca­
tion-repression-resistance.*' i
The group’s clandestine 
branch; the New Popular Re­
sistance, has been held respon­
sible for the kidnapping of the 
Renault official, bomb attacks 
on banks and company offices, 
and the beating of a Gaullist 
deputy.
BACK BY SARTRE
The Maoist militants have had
■w return of the leftists.
A few days Inter the kidnap- 
King of Renault official Robert 
logrette set off a massive po­
lice search for victim and cul­
prits. Noflrctte was released 
after being held at gunpoint for 
48 hours, but the leftists have 
■worn, to continue militant tac­
tics. ' ,
The police, who have set up 
■pedal squads to keep track of 
the young revolutionary groups, 
estimate there are 30,000 mill-, 
Itants, including about 5,000 
IhanVcore activists.
I While 10 to 15 groups are in-
some important backing from 
author-philosopher Jean-Paul 
Sartre, who has expressed ap­
proval for some of their goals.
The second leftist current, the 
Trotskyites, are headed by 30- 
year-old Alain Krlvlne’s Com­
munist League, which trains its 
members in summer camps, 
holds numerous seminars and 
models its cell system on that of 
its arch-enemy, the French 
Communist party.
The league carries out less di­
rect actloa in the streets than 
the MaoUts, apparently to avoid 
alienating public opinion. But it 
is believed responsible for sev­
eral spectacular gasoline bomb 
attacks last year, including one 
on the U.S; Embassy in Paris.
Krivine was one of several 
candidates who stood against 
President Georges Pompidou at 
the 1969 presidential election. 




Open Mon., Tues., Wed., 
Sat., 9:00 a.m.. 6:00 pan 
Thun., Fri., 
1 9:00 nan. - 9:00 p.m.
CUSTOM MADE TOUPES
,MEN*S STRETCH WIGS
All our wig* arc professionally fitted and atyled in the 
1 privacy ot our wig boutique.
j INTERNATIONAL AWARD WINNING 
BARBERS. STYLISTS
PHONE 763-6504 
ORCHARD PARK SHOPPING CENTRE 
Across from House of Beauty
- 5'1 
V.I.- ? . COLES is the book store everybody
loves, because it’s got something for
everybody. COLES has row after row
after row of books, hard-cover books,
paperback books. And bins of bargain
books at prices you just wouldn’t
’u?.
a
believe! COLES has collector stamps,
stationery, posters and prints
It’s an adventure even if you're just
browsing. So come on down
Escape to COLES. It’s another world!
COLES the book people!
SHOPPING CENTRE







tors in 40 offices in the net
FOOD MARKETS”
land; four in the Toronto area
and one in Vancouver.
man of the Ontario Arts Council
and chairman of the Save Union
Station Committee.
“Life—it s all writ out for
chaired by Energy Minister 
Donald Macdonald
CBC has been authorized to con­





continued to work almost to
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Second annual meeting of
Vancouver-based Equity Trad­
ers Ltd. was held Monday at
the Capri. The board of direc­
tors met prior to the meet­
ing. Pictured are Barry John­
son, Vancouver, general man­
REALTORS MEET
ager; Harry Waddell, Van- director, North Delta and couver Stock Exchange which 
------ -  " ——= hold occasional board meet-couver, president; Al Salloum, Frank Ney, director, Nanai­
mo. The group offers a pro-Kelowna, director and Lionel
formerly Vernon,
now Vancouver, director. Not
pictured are Dorn Hanley, di­
rector, Victoria Reg Titus
CBC And CNR Make Land Deal
For New Broadcasting Centre
TORONTO (CP) — Plans for
a new CBC English-language
headquarters and TV and radio 
production centre in downtown
Toronto have been put in motion 
with announcement of a land
exchange agreement with the 
Canadian National Railways.
The exchange, involving CBC
property in . Metropolitan To­
ronto and Vancouver, was an­
nounced at a news conference
It was also announced the
Centre Developments Ltd
sponsors of the proposed $l-bil
lion Metro Centre project, for
location of the CBC’s English
and French TV transmitters on
a tower to be built at the pro­
posed centre.
No date has been set for start
of construction of the new con­
solidated CBC facility, but it is 
expected construction on the
tower project will be announced
WORLD RENOWN
Primitive Artist Dies At 82
LONDON (CP)
Wilson, one of the world’s
leading primitive artists who 
developed his talent in Can-
His sketches and paintings 
had, a child-like quality-
and the streets but felt the
■ ada, died in his rumpled north
dream pictures filled with lit­
tle ducks, fish, trees and
London bedroom-studio Sun­
day. He was about 82.
The diminutive bachelor
painter, who explored and de-
v e 1 o p e d a two-dimensional
world of strange woodlands
creatures, had been in failing
health for some months but
Wilson was a familiar figure
in many London galleries. His
works hang in the Tate and in
the leading galleries of Paris
But Wilson did not push for
fame or fortune. He wps con­
tent with his shabby bedroom
littered with inks, pens, cra­
yons, old clothes and fruit.
His great joy was to shuffle
down the street, giving candy
ings at interior points. ETL
vincial service with 500 real- president Waddell said his
work. The Kelowna meetings
follow the pattern of other
large companies like the Van-
The Vancouver property is a
1.07-acre parcel on West Geor­
gia Street. It will become avail
able on completion of new CBC
consolidated facilities in Van­
couver. Construction is to begin
this year.
No money was involved in the
land exchange.
Meanwhile, Aid. Fred Beavis
said in an interview there is a
good chance Union Station will
be kept intact as part of the
Metro Centre project, and will 
house shops, concert halls and 
convention facilities
group has special interests in
the Okanagan and hopes to do
some development in the area
DEATHS
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Toronto—Otto Curtis, 64, re­
tired founder of Curtis Prod­
ucts, Ltd. and former president
of the Beauty and Trade Asso­
ciation of Canada, in hospital.
Detroit—Lorenzo Wright, 45, a 
member of the gold medal win
ning 440 yard-relay team in the 
1948 Olympic s, after being 
stabbed to death in his home.
Toronto—Edwin B. Chown, 61
senior marketing partner for
Woods, Gordon and Co., a firm
swans with gently-curving
plumage. Lately, he had been 
working on faces or masks
with images of birds forming
part of the design.
you—the moves you make,
Scottie used to say as he sat
at the edge of his bed, smok­
ing low-priced cigarettes.
“It's there—it’s always been 
there—it's you.”
Bom in a Glaswegian slum
about 1890, Wilson helped an
older brother sell patent medi­
cines on the sheets before he
signed up with the Scottish Ri­
fles at the age of 16. soldier
ing in India and South Africa,
He signed up again in 1914 to
fight on the Western front In
Europe.
He went back to Glasgow
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In exchange for Toronto prop­
erty owned by the CNR. the
CBC will transfer to the CNR,
during the 1970s, five pieces of
“This is the best solution to 
the problem, and we’ll all be 
very happy if it is accepted,”
said Anthony Adamson, chair
of management consultants, in
An inch of rain falling on one
acre of ground, if all were col 
lected, would yield 27,000 gal­
If all your economy car has to offer is economy,
you’re wasting your money.
Many so-called economy cars aren’t so
economical when it comes down to what you 
get for what you pay
Especially when you consider what you get
with a Corolla. For the same money
Unlike most other economy cars, the Corolla
1600 looks good
Unlike most others, Corolla offers lots of big
car comforts. Like leg room. Reclining bucket 
seats. A heater that heats. Fresh Flow ventilation
Things that would cost extra on theirs, but
come standard on ours
Unlike most others, Corolla offers a cross-flow
engine as standard. The most efficient 1600 cc
going
Unlike most others, Corolla brings a high 
resale value. (Consistently higher than other
economy cars.)






COROLLA 1600 with 102 hp Cross-Flow eiigimt h uvullubll* os 2-duor twihuii l-tloor ncdan, coupe and 
suuIon wafton; optional automatic. COROLLA 1200 with 73 hp i» mailable an 2-door sedari and coupe
Toyota cars are sold and serviced from coast to coast in Canada and throughout the world
KELOWNA TOYOTA LTD
2320 Haney Avenue
urge to wander, touring Can­
ada and then returning home 
again. In. the early 1930s, he 
operated junk shops from To­
ronto Yonge Street shop that
Sccttics doodles grew into
large d r a w i n g s of green 
monsters, wobbly castles
ronto to Vancouver. It was
during that period in a To-
birds singing in trees shaped 
like totem poles and trimmed
by patterns of fish and swans
More pebpfe .





prescriptions in all our stores.
SHOPPERS DRUG MART
We re the one that saves you money
At Kinney, it’s satisfaction guaranteed
or your money refunded. The shoes 
featured below are made in Canada.
CHARGEXI
charge it!
A. This ovor popular style Is now,available In while 
crinkle for Easter. Plain too and noollto solo and
hool. Sizes O'/a-4. $6.99
B. The bicycle shoo combines the Intent styling 
With quality craftsmanship, A combination auodo 
and loathor lacb-up with 2-tono lacos and a 
crop© wodgo hool and solo. Slzos 11-4, $9.99.
C. A now crinkle patent 4-oyod lace-up, featuring a 
rounded too and a long-woarlng unit solo and hool, 
An Ideal party or school shoo. Sizes 11-4. $9,99
FOR BOYS
D. A 0". high zipper dross boot with tho latest long 
wearing solo and hool. Smooth brown loathor














after a year's study and will be 
printed for adoption to the 
bar association’s meeting in San 
Francisco in August.
City crime .is on the rise.
Lawyers Urge Bold New Policy 
For Dealing With Drug Addicts
WASHINGTON (AP) — A, oin should not be administered 
special study committee on big-1 generally as a medical tool until
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Leg of LambUP PERISCOPE ROYALLY DONE
85cGov’t Inspected. New Zealand.“Whole or Butt Half* lb.
Baby Gets Sick, Run
Turkeys
Grade “A” Scott or 
Panco, 16 lbs. and up
CHARGE
Stopping Centro
IWoww ac. Phone: 763-6751
city crime recommended here it is proved to pose no danger to 
that the U.S. shift its atti- mind or body. 1
tude on heroin addicts from On other fronts, the ABA 
punishment to medical treat­
ment.
Calling for a bold new policy, 
the American Bar Association 
group said all addicts picked up 
by police for street crimes 
should be channeled to newly 
established clinics where they 
would receive withdrawal, 
methadone or other drug treat­
ment.
The committee, headed by 
Washington lawyer Edward 
Bennett Williams, proposed as 
an experiment using heroin it­
self as a last resort to lure ad­
dicts into therapy. But the com­
mittee report stressed that her-
Prince Charles does a bit of one of his mother’s (Her Ma- The prince, who is also a pilot
die 'up periscope' technique in jesty's) nuclear submarine, in the Royal Air Force, is an
officer in the Royal Navy.
QUEBEC (CP) — When the 
baby gets sick, where do you 
turn?
You start running, says 
Claude Castonguay, Quebec’s 
social affairs minister, and 
you go where you can—the 
family doctor if you have one 
«nd he is available, an out-pa­
tient clinic if one is nearby.
But you often get referred 
from place to place, and feel 
in the end that no one—no in­
dividual and no institution—is 
responsible for helping you.
To provide someone respon­
sible, the Quebec social af­
fairs department plans to set 
up a new system of local com­
munity service centres as 
part of a wide-ranging reform 
of health and social services 
in the province.
The centres will provide a 
broad range of services— 
health, medical, psychologi­
cal, psychiatric, dental and 
. social—and will be responsi­
ble for liaison between the in­
dividual and any other Institu­
tions in the health and social 
field which he may use.
IS POINT OF ENTRY
“We want these local com­
munity service centres to be 
the point of entry into the sys­
tem for the person who has an 
episode of sickness or re­
quires social services," Mr.
I Castonguay said,
“And we want the centres 
to keep as much as possible in 
I touch with the population they 
cover, in order that the serv­
ices be continuous."
Thus, the local centre would 
follow the progress of a pa­
tient who Is admitted to hospi­
tal. and would organize other 
maker, care for a mother—at 
the often-critical point of the 
patient's return home.
The medical services prov- 
I Idcd will generally be those 
associated with the general 
practitioner, and even the 
most elaborate service
centres will be limited to a 
few beds for a maximum of 24 
hours’ observation in admit­
ting patients.,
MAY REDUCE COSTS
By setting up special 
centres to dispense the serv­
ices, costs may be reduced, 
both by reducing the immedi­
ate pressures on the expen­
sive hospital network, and by 
keeping general health stand­
ards higher.
“If you spot a disease at the 
proper time, or through a 
screening process you identify 
certain problems early, you 
may eliminate those problems 
quite easily, while if you wait, 
the situation may deteriorate 
aifd require specialized serv­
ices later on,” the minister 
said.
Like all other institutions in­
volved in the Quebec govern­
ment's reform of health and 
social services, the adminis­
tration of local community 
service centres will be 
marked by the participation 
of the population they serve.
The administering board 
yiill include five persons who 
received services from the 
centre in the previous year.
SIZE TO VARY
The size, makeup and orien­
tation of the centres will vary 
according to the populations 
they serve—age structure, in­
come, home situations being 
factors—and according to the 
services, such as out-patient 
clinics, already established in 
the area,
In large urban centres as 
many as 100,000 population 
Will be covered by a single 
centre.
Studies are already under 
way to determine the noedp in 
various areas,
In Quebec City, the Laval 
University Hospital is con­
ducting an inquiry to deter, 
mine the kinds of services 
needed in suburban Portneuf
and in the city’s Lower Town. 
In addition, a sociologist is 
carrying out a separate study 
of the Lower Town needs.
Mr. Castonguay said the 
first centres will be set up in 
areas where “people need 
services badly, because 
there’s a limit to the number 
we can develop all at once.”
He saw little difficulty in 
persuading doctors, who es­
sentially will practise pri­
vately within the framework 
of the centre, to join the sys­
tem.
group recommended repeal of 
adultery, vagrancy, drunken­
ness and other so-called victim­
less criminal laws and stream­
lining of courts and their proce­
dures to correct the current 
“slow-motion justice."
SYSTEM A FAILURE
“If punishment has a valid 
place in the Criminal process, it 
will be effective only if it is 
swiftly administered," said the 
report.
"It need not be severe, but it 
must be swift.”
The report. New Perspectives 
on Urban Crime, was prepared
About nine per cent in the firs', 
nine months of 1971, and the 
criminal justice system in the 
large .metropolitan centres is “a 
shameful failure," the report 
said,...
“Urban crime has created an 
atmosphere of unparalleled fear 
among this nation's citizenry," 
it said. “Seyepty per cent of the 
American people feel that law 
and order has broken down. Al­
most 60 per cent consider that 
the control of crime in the 
streets of urban America is the 
No. 1 domestic issue facing this 
Country." *
The root causes of the violent 
crime, the report said, are sub­
standard housing, inadequate 
public services, inferior schools, 
racism, poverty and heroin ad­
diction. "These conditions foster 
despair,” the report said. “De­
spair generates desperation and 
desperation breeds crime.”
Cucumbers







Be the gal in the grey 
-flannel, “topper” — 
our spring-weight short coat. 
Double-stitched and lined 
with luscious navy, it tops 
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A Imo gasoline liko a line wino lakes yearn 
10 period. II you ve got a now car F 310* will 
i hplp k()op your engine clo.m
II you've got an old car with a dirty onglno a1 
. Chevron gaCpImo with F-310 will’clqan (he critical 
parts and keep thorn clean, A cleaner engine rima 
more otliciontly < y
I So engines won't get thirsty quite so olton, ■ .,'. ‘ f
i ' ■»
T——J“ ,|F3IO rar thatsatisfied feeling i.
AtStendal Smms and Chavron Outers h‘
na CemrMRY d BtWa MftMa
i • A . « '•**'*-* .. fl"
Pineapple
Nabob. > 0 #1 O*
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“Full of Fruit” . 59c
Prices Effective Till Gliding Sill., April 1
Wo Rcscryo the Right to Limit Quantities
High-tWide - Handsome
a SUPER-VALU
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Friday night, in the Community Theatre, the House 
Wentworth sponsored the Upstate Accordton Orchestra
of 
of
DISTRICT PAGEI Rutlaad, Winfield, Oyama, Peachland, Westbank I Plans Season ?
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PEACHLAND (Special)—
I Peachland Riding Club will hold
WINFIELD
Rochester;” New York, directed by Mrs. Betty Walker, Master I 
of Music with master of ceremonies, Mr. Walker. I '71 Fire Losses
Personnel consisted of 16 free-bass accordion solo artists in 
their own right with bass accordion and two percussionists 
added.
The free-bass accordion is a relatively new Instrument 
of the genre and we presume this orchestra is out demonstra­
ting its adaptability and superiority over the previous instru­
ment we already know. The free-bass makes the instrument I WINFIELD (Special) — The ' 
more as a piano, in which the left hand bass can be played 12th annual general meeting of 1
as is the piano bass, thus making of its performers a more wtnftoM Fire Protection 
sophisticated breed of musician than in the past, also opening District was held Monday ' 
up ® b'.oa^er *nd h!^Jr 5^1nd^rd «f repertoire. night in the Fire HalL i
Standards of mosldanshlp demanded are also relatively ,
superior than in the past No longer can the accordion be Mel Kawano informed the 
relegated to the polka accompanist, although most musical “*•. Hura,m.r WaUce{
purists also consider it well in place for the accompaniment I distilleries Ltd. and Vanguard 
of folk-song and folk-dance. I can remember my first bam Trailers are now in the Win­
dance back in the olden days when our only music was an held Fire Protection District
accordion, a fiddle and two kettle drums. We did very nicely, Thus • new type of 
thank you. training for the firemen could
In the beginning I was very skeptical concerning an develop.
evening of accordion orchestra music. But these young people, Fire Chief, Ben Crooks, in 
all between the ages of 15 and 18, turned out to be fine en- his annual address, reported 
. tertainers, technically outstanding and full of rhythmical that fire losses for the year 
verve. They have been superbly trained on their instrument were estimated at $14,870. This 
and possess a good musical background. I figure is up from the year 1970
It was a variety program with Betty Walker and the girls which was $2,675, but was well
in the orchestra singing the lyrics when necessary. I heard below the 12 year average of
one fantastic accordion solo by John Torcello, third-place win- $63,474. Ho tse losses totalled
ner in the Accordion Olympics of 1971 in Belgium. His techni- $13,500 and the remaining $360
que is crystal clear and dynamically rhythmic. But something covered six grass fires, three
less showy than the modernistic music he played would have chimney fires and a mobile
shown off his musicianship and interpretive capabilities to home.
^^ttack and6ensemble of the orchestra itself were outstand- ri^^durinF^^^tor^a
ing. There was an attempt at blend although the inner sensitiv- number of practices of ity of the ensemble was .blurred by the inordinate use of ampli- L- . average of 23 men 
fiers and the fabled sound system of the theatre garbled the S’^“cenWa?obuSed at 
Understand the group was told at rehearsal in the after-
noon that mikes were unnecessary in our theatre but the "J®”®*
Walkers chose to ignore the advice of the Wentworths and the •sJJthfi&aS?ra school Th! 
theatre personnel. Consequently I left at intermission. My poor 
ears just could not take that over-sized sound. I was sorry to '
go because I was truly enjoying the music and the fine enter- , „ •
tainment. During a 12-year period the
The evening as far as I was concerned was a too loud average number offires was 
shambles, a complete misreading of the capabilities of the 21 and fine losses total 563,474. 
building and an inability to take advice from those who cer- I The reason for such a high 
tainly know their theatre better than someone from New York, average is due to the 1964 Win- 
The truly knowledgeable musician needs only stand on the field packinghouse blaze which 
stage apron, snap the fingers a few times and tell where, how was estimated at a . loss of
and why as to volume and placement. I $500,000.
The audience was half the theatre capacity with large I Mr. Crooks went on to say 
numbers of children and young people included, which shows that all the equipment is in
the interest in this very versatile instrument and in the hands ( good shape, hoses having been
of the right person a very beautiful one. • tested and repaired as requir-
And now to something very important. Is my face red. ©d, and only small items were
Inadvertantly I threw out the list I had made of the order in (purchased during the year. He 
which I would write the Jeunesses Musicales compositions. I recommended the department 
Consequently when it came to doing the third composition I purchase at least one new air 
. . . the first prize winner I smartly went down th? list of the |pack and spare bottle with the 
real one, two, three . . . and said “third, Shanno Lidster, No. Ldea of building the total num- 
. 18," and blissfully attached her name to the first prize com- 1^ of packs to four, thus there 
position. . I would be no problem of run-
Friday night after the column came out, the teacher m- I ^g ghort on air, while the old- 
volved, W. Rothfield, phoned to make matters straight. He- I er ones wtre being serviced, 
was utterly charming for which I thank him no end. The win- He a|sO recommendedthe pur-
ner, first place, is Janice Ramsell, No. 32, of Glenmore chase Of a 35-foot ladder, elth-
School. Thank heavens I had the right composition. I know |er Of two or three sections, 
what to do next year, put the correct name on each composi- - new irrigation svstem to 
tion as I decide the winners. The above shows how annonymous _2®® 




HAS SPRING THINGS for EASTER
Sults by “Savile Row”, 
“Progress Brand” and 
“Lounge Fashion” are 
styled for the man of 
discriminating taste.
Spring and Easter are 
colourful stories and 













Nlmpaoni’Seara: Lingerie (38) Kelowna 763-5844.
MEN'S WEAR Park Free While You Shop Simpioni-Scori: Orchard Park, Kelowna,
Orchard Park \ Phone 763 7127
Designed for lots of fashion fun, these gorgeous flowing 
caftans can go almost anywhere. Comfortable and smart In 
acetate iersev prints. Wild animal desians and bold .abstracts 
In terrific’colors. Assorted colors In jersey knits. One size 
fits everyone.
Short Terry Robes — Wrap yourself in cuddly terry velour after a 
swim, before breakfast or late nt night, Styled wth a hood, front 
zipper and corded belt. Available In sizes S-M-L. 4 A Aft
Assorted prints and colors. ------- Everyday Ix»w Price, Ea. i’lsww
IP’
was re-elected for another 
three year term.
Following the annual meet­
ing a trustee meeting was held 
and Gordon Shaw was elected 
chairman; Graham Campbell, 
vice-chairman; Karl Schuna- 
man, secretary; Bill Dobson 
and Peter Greer, members.
their first show in' 1972 in the 
form of a Play Day on May 1.
The decision to hold this 
event was made at the club’s 
March meeting held this week
in the Centennial Hall. This I 
play day will be an all-day af-l| 
fair and conveners appointed 
were Bonnie MacKinnon and: 
Sandra McLaughlan.'
Discussion on holding a walk-' 
a-thon in aid of the March off 
Dimes was held. This event last I 
year was very successful and 
most members thought it should 
be continued. A date was set I 
for April 15. The event is not , 
limited to Riding Club members I
Pool To Open j 
For May Days?
RUTLAND (Staff)-If aU goes 
well, the swimming pool in the 
Centennial Park may be open 
for the Victoria Day weekend. 
Then swimming could be added 
to the list of events during the 
annual May Days celebration.
This was announced Monday 
by Jim Murphy, chairman of 
the swimming pool committee. 
The parks board will be asked 
tonight to approve fees and staff 
for swimming lessons this year.
Mr. Murphy and other execu­
tive members were re-elected 
Sunday night. Vice-president is 
Orest Bakala; treasurer, Mrs. 
Don Roberts; secretary, Mrs. 
Jim Murphy; directors, Mrs. 
Terry Buckner, Mrs. Higgs, 
Mrs. Davis Maygard and Mrs. 
Ola Cassan. The latter replaces 
Mrs. Westen.
Transportation was assigned 
to Mrs. Westen, registration to 
Mrs. Terry Buckner and Mrs. 
Thelma Buckner, trophies to 
Mrs. Gleason. Mr. Murphy will 
be liaison officer with the parks 
board. Don Robertson will be 
in charge of equipment. Mrs.
but open to anyone wishing to 
take part. Serving on the com­
mittee appointed to organize 
this walk-a-thon are Mrs. D. E. 
Sutherland, Miss Pat Clements 
and Mrs. John Milroy.
In regular club business it j 
was reported by Archie Mac­
Kinnon that equipment patterns 
for show equipment have been 
obtained and a local carpenter 
has been hired to build these 
items.
REPAIRS
Roofing repairs on buildings 
will be arranged for by grounds I 
committee. The removal of the 
skating rink and rocks at the 
grounds Was discussed and some 
members felt this was the re­
sponsibility of the Recreation 
Commission.
President of the club, Mrs. C. 
H. McKague, reported that a 
government grant for instruc­
tors’ fees has been applied for 
and if granted, riding lessons 
for members should get under­
way by the third week in April. 
These will be held Saturdays, 
rather than evenings.
Thelma Buckner will look after 
phoning. Mrs. Thelma Volk, 
Mrs. Roberts and Mrs. Cassan 
are on the ways and means 
committee.
Mr. Bakala will be meet 
manager; Linda Husch will be 
historian.
It was the second time a meet­
ing of parents was called. The 
first had to be cancelled be? 
cause only a few people attend­
ed. The chairman said die 
executive will meet soon, fol­
lowed by another general meet­
ing. (
The group decided that a club 
banner should be purchased, the 
secretary will look after this.
The last discussion of the eve­
ning was club trail rides during 
the summer months. Many sug­
gested trail rides were outlined, 
but as weather is not suitable 
for this activity at present this 
matter was tabled until the 
next meeting, April 27, when a 
trail boss will be appointed.
' ' ' _ _ g Igood flow at all outlets. At the
Band Concert Proceeds Used
- ■ ' guard Trailers and Hiram
For Instruments, Uniforms SSS
■ capacity of 2300 gallons has
Booth, social conveners Mrs. I proved itself time and -time 
Mary Saliken and Mrs. Jim again. 
Murphy. L Mr. Crooks thanked, the lad-
The association sponsors twoBes’ auxiliary tor ttieir help and 
or three concerts a year. On W1! durm< toe w. A
I scnoiarsniD w&s uonnteci to si
May 5 they will present *• con- student from George Elliot Sec­
cert by a Spokane high school ondary. The . 1971 Muscular Dy- 
choir. Rutland musicians wUl atrophy campaign was a huge 
visit Spokane May 12. success, 4875 was canvassed 
------- —------- r—~----------  from residents of Winfield apd
COLLAPSING COVER Okanagan Centre. .
I In other business pollution
LONDON (CP) — A five-man was discussed and It was de­
gang staged a clever raid on a tided that a letter: of concern 
West End bank when one mem- be sent to Frank Venables, of
RUTLAND (Staff) — A band 
concert last week at Rutland 
I Secondary School raised $84 to 
help buy instruments,, music 
and uniforms for the junior 
and senior bands.
Sponsored by the Rutland 
Band Parents’, Association, the 
Iprogram featured these two 
bands, also ones from KLO 
Secondary School in Kelowna, 
and George Elliot Secondary 
School in Winfjeld.
The association was organ­
ized about 18 years ago, says 
Art Harrop, president for 17 
years. It was started when 
Joe Bianco, now in Coquitlam, 
’ taught at the school and con­
ducted the band. Arnold Pet­
ers does this now.
Contrary to the name, it is 
I not necessary to have children 
in the band to belong to the as- 
sociatlon. Vice-president is 
Verne Higgs, secretary Mrs. 
Anderson, treasurer Mrs. Duff
ber pretended to faint at the the Pollution Control Board in 
counter. Three accomplices and Victoria. It was also.decided to 
several staff clustered around I submit a bid on an Internation- 
him offering help while a fifth al panel truck, owned by the 
member strolled in unnoticed irrigation district,.to be used to 
and stole two boxes containing I transport extra equipment, 
foreign currency valued at I such as air packs.
£16,000 from behind the I Peter Greer was unanimously 
counter. The fainter quickly re- elected to replace retiring Mel 
covered and was helped outside Kawano as trustee for a one
by his friends. • year term. Graham Campbell
2nd LOOK Boutique 




These new lightweight caplcss 
wigs come in two styles, the 
medium shag “Arlene” (left) 




Limited Quantity —- offer good while supply lasts
2nd LOOK Boutique




fifth annual fun night Friday 
at South Rutland Elementaty 
School raised about: $700, prin­
cipal E. W. Gundrum announ­
ced Monday.
“We have raised about $3,000 
since the first night was held 
in 1968," said Mr. Gundrum. 
"The money goes to provide 
things not supplied by the 
school board, such as extra 
projectors,. equipment far an 
adventure playground beside 
South Rutland school, and 
money to start a fund at Belgo 
school, which has just opened.”
Pure virgin wool and 
double .knit fabrics in 
• wide array of pat­
terns, colors and sll- 
houettes offers each 
man a chance to ex­
press his individuality.
Textured fortrel double 
knit slacks by “Days”, 
“Barmish Bros." and 
“Currle-Hickock” give 
with your every twist 
and turn and then 
spring back into shape 
without wrinkling.
Available in the latest 
spring patterns and 
colors, double knit 
Blacks are a must for 











B. Suede Jean Boot
ceramics (wheel).
care.
Guides from 1st Bankhead Co, 
was held March 21 at Bankbead 
school.
ligning fascinating and want to 
'earn more?
of the Arts, P.O. Box 141, Pen­
ticton, B.C.





work for airlines and were
ft A7 Noy® bkeiOf mMen * hue*;7-11. .... Low-Price. Pr.
and other activities should be
Okanagan Summer School Offers
17 Creative Courses In July
dance -and Walter Coates ofLike to write? Or is music
your special talent? How about 
modern dance? or do you find 
plastic sculpture or textile de-
The Okanagan Summer 
School of the Arts are in the
’enticton Senior Secondary 
School, where from July 10 to 
29,17 courses will be conducted
in a friendly, informal and pro­
ductive atmosphere.
Many family groups attend, 
finding they are able to com 
bine holiday activities with
creative pursuits. .
In 1959 a group of interested, 
far-sighted citizens wishing to
WEDDINGS
DEADLINES
KELOWNA DAILY COURIER. TOTS., MARCH 28. 1M1 PAGE 11
Literature Research Project
PLAY TIME CLOTHES
play time, looking nice in spite of all
marble*’and skipping time; their activities. Because the
hiking and climbing time. To- * ' 
day’s youngster likes to look care for, mothers^ enjoy^ the 
nice and . today’s wash and ' “ *' . rm'“ *
wear garments keep them youngsters look as trim as
pr ingtime, is their older
new fabrics are so easy to
fun times, also. This pair of
ters, in their brushed denim 
pants. Hers has a natty trim 
of white and the nautical look
is seen in his red, white and
blue pants with red shirt.
Brownies Receive Poster Awards
During Gold Cord Presentation
A special meeting of Brown­
ies from 1st Glenmore Pack, and
Two Brownies escorted Pam
Bradley through an archway 
formed by posters held over- 
- - - ■ i;nes ofhead between two 
Brownies. Mrs. Wesley Ginthcr,
ice Thorn, and then
campfire, where . the 
sang a song especially written 
for Pam. At this time she was
presented with many gifts from 
the brownies, guides and lead­
ers; her friends and family.
Deputy Division Commission­
er, Mrs. Margaret Mills took
ACW Members
On Arthritis
Port Coquitlam will conduct 
guitar lessons.
Captain Len Camplin returns 
to OSSA with a new concept of
musicianship training. Concert
band sessions will be maintain­
ed but a unique emphasis will
be placed on chamber music
where small groups, 
quintets, and others will develop
trios.
specific technical skills. A spe­
cial workshop will be held on
double reed instruments.
Dr. D. Reubart, UBC music
department, Vancouver, win be 
in charge Of the piano classes
and Paul Kalbach of Oakland
MEETINGS :• .
Attention dubs and organiz­
ations. The Courier seeks your
cooperation iri presenting up-
to-date accounts of your ac­
tivities. Reports of meetings
submitted to the worhen’s edi
Takes Students Across Ocean
MONTREAL (CP) — When 
Mary Maguire, literature
teacher at .St. Thomas high 
.school in' suburban Pointe 
Claire, assigned her Grade -11
students to do a project on 
Canadian authors, she never
Elans, "but have yod JoqtotlMi '■ e lives in England.''.
She laughed at th* idea fetid
principal Luc Henrico said H
must be a joke. . m
. -When Chris telephoned Mr. » 
Richler In Lqndon th* writer 
said: “You’ve got to be kid
preserve a way of life known 
to them and to foster the Arts, 
were successful with the assist­
ance of representatives, from 
nearby communities and many 
professors from the University 
of British Columbia, in hosting 
the first of many outstanding 
summer schools.
Calif,, will teach painting.
Ian Garrioch of Penticton will 
teach drawing and design and 
Shirley Nilsson of Summerland 
the textile design.
Lesley Glossop df Vancouver 
will......................................
tor immediately.
The same rule applies for 
weddings. Forms supplied by 
the Courier may be completed 
prior to the wedding and sub­
mitted Immediately following 
.the ceremony. Wedding write­
ups r submitted mo r e than 
seven days later will not be 
published.
u a picture is submitted with.
The competence of instructors
instruct the stitchery 
course and John Chametski of 
Nanaimo the plastic sculpture. 
From Montreal will be Bev
a write-up it must be black
and white. Color pictures will 
hot be accepted.’
Some students sought out In­
terviews with Hugh Hood and 
Hugh Maclennan, two local 
novelists.
ding. You.mean you’d fly all 
the way over here just to In
terview me!
But he agreed to meet then
But Chris Melling, 17, Mike 
Chiasson, 16. and Dave Gil­
lies, 17, went to Londbn for a
weekend to Interview Morde­
cai Richler, born In Montreal
internationally
His latest novel is St. Ur 
bain’s Horseman, based on his
childhood experiences in 
Montreal
on the weekend of Feb. 21
Flying across the Atlantic
presented no major dithcul
ties. The boys fathers all
able to arrange free passes..
las helped to publicize this 
unique school which plans 
courses at all levels tor begin 
ners, intermediates and ad­
vanced professionals or hobby­
ists. The classes are kept small 
enough for each member to re­
ceive, a maximum of individual
instruction. The curriculum is
under constant revision with
perennial favorites being ere 
ative writing, ceramics, music, 
band and painting.
Ben Metcalfe, a writer and
mentator of West Vancouver, 
will instruct the creative writ
Harris who will instruct the
Other instructors include, 
Shirley Smith, Kimberley, ere-1 
ative expression; David Mills J 
Toronto, voice and Bob Borsos,
of Haney, puppetry..
For full information on regis-; 
tration and hostel rates, write! 
the Okanagan Summer School'
LIGHT RELIEF
Ing classes this summer, with 
Reg Hawe of Regina, Sask.,
teaching ballet. .
From Toronto comes Mrs. D.
Landmark to teach modern
HAM. England (CP) 
Worried about losing a few! 
pounds? Take heart. Forty | 
members of a weight-watchers I 
club in Hampshire. have taken 
quite a load off their minds—in1 
one year they shed, in all, l»j.i 
tons of flab.
TOMORROW AT SUPER-VALU, WED., MAR. 29 
DOWNTOWN — ORCHARD PARK
A day in the life of an inten 
sive care patient in the new
Arthritis Centre in Vancouver 
was presented in a film by Mrs. 
Joan Burbridge, physiotherapist 
for C.A.R.S., Kelowna,, during 
the regular meeting of the Af­
ternoon Group of Anglican
Peek Frean
BISCUITS
"Great Idea,” Miss Maguire 
said when she heard the
The population of the United 
States in 1985 is expected to b*
66 per cent greater than it was
In 1950.
SIMPSONS-SEARS
49cAllChurch Women.this opportunity to present cer-„..........    D j tificates and cash awards to
commentary on the work that a l Donna McIntyre and Frances 
•-------M । Gill for best posters in the
Brown Owl, gave a running
brownie must do starting as a
tweenie, on to bar, ladder and 
golden hand tests, to the brow­
nie wings that enable her to 
fly up to guides, as Pam did 
A sentry then escorted her to 
guides. Each guide in ‘Horse­
shoe’ held a colorful copy of 
iblemsone of the badges or eml 
Pam had achieved, telling about
it with a verse she had written.
These were often amusing, 
bringing chuckles.
On completion of her journey, 
Pam was presented with her
Gold Cord by her District Com
North Okanagan Division, ad­
Mrs. Burbridge explained the 
treatments shown on the films 
and she also brought and ex­
plained the use of different
15 oz. pkgs
vertising Cookie Week, April
28-May 5.
Guests present were Mr. and
Mrs. George Bradley, Keith
Bradley, Mr. and Mrs. Charles 
Nick AlimontiMrs.Wood, .....
Sharilynn and Diane Upsdell, 
The evening  with
brownie and guide taps.
MONTREAL (CP)
mlssioner, Mrs. Phil Leach and
Graham of Greenbank, Ont.,
articles used to aid patients in 
their everyday life, in both
household duties and personal
Chairman, Mrs. C. R. Cres 
well thanked the guest speaker 
for an enlightening afternoon.
SUPER-VALU
THE FRIENDLY FOOD STORES
SIMPSONS-SEARS
her Gold Cord pin by her cap­
tain, Mrs. Zena Upsdell, on be­
half of her company and Heu
tenants, Theresa Greenwood 
Mrs. Deane Schmidt and Mrs.
Harvey Stolz.
The Brownies showed their 
enthusiasm with a Grand Howl,
has been elected chairman of
the board of governors of the
National Theatre School of Can­
ada. Currently vice-president of
the Toronto Arts Foundation, 
Graham, a native of Winnipeg, 
says he is interested in theatre
as a failed actor, a reader of 
_________ _____ plays and an enthusiastic: mem-






A stunning collodion of treasured fashion time­
piece*. Great now Myles for an exciting wntch
wardrobe. All with those marvellous metal chain
bracelet*. for super jewellery look*! All with 
' quality, jcwellcd-lcvcr, shock-protected .move­
ments. Captivating colors, too! You’ll love them 
H«ke yoyr choice today, at Simpsona-Sear*.
Slnipsons-Sears: Walches (4) Kelowna 111-SML
Park Free While You Shop
Simptons-Scan, Orchard Pork, Kelowna
Three Great Boots




When today's guys think about shoes, they think boots! High-style boots with 
deep-down comfort. That'a why Hlmpsons-Sear* is tops on the list when It 
comes to boots for Men and Boys. And, they're at low prices that Mom will 
like too!
A. Buckle Demi Boot
, Ixuither uppers and double side gore. Vinyl unit sole and heel. 0 Q7 
Sizes 4 to 7 In Lunar Gold color. Reg, 11,99. Hale Price, Pr. Uwl
G, Side Zipper Boot
r Jenn Bhic/l\k,
Low Price. Pr. 847
Soft leather upper* atrt a vinyl unit sole and heel. Dark Brown , ft ft7 
color; shea 4 through 7t Reg. 11.99 Sale Price, Pr. ©s®1
Blmiwahe-lleano Mcn’a, Boy*’ Footwear (67) Ketewha 763-M44
Park Free While You Shop Simpsont-Seart, Orchard Park, KeloWna
Boys' Casual Flares
in Popular Cotton Denim
Big, wide 26” cotton denim, flares styled with a button- _. _
through fly and four patch pockets. Bright Spring colors of W® 
Blue, Red, Brown, Dusty and Mauve. Boys' sizes JLk Ww B' 
7, 8, 10 and 12. Simpsoni-Seorb Price .. tL B B
Ea.Ac above, sixes 13, 14, 16
Cartoon Stylo Knit Shirl
, Pr. 6.97
Every boy wants the cartoon knit shirt, 100% cotton knit 
in Purple, Navy or Red; with contrasting color crew neck, 
pockets aha Sleeves for that extra fashion zip! Available 
in size; ,8 through 16. Sole Price
jg|' ^leeve Sport Shirt
In a'.comfortoble, easy-cdre 50% Fortrel, 50% Cotton knit 
Styled’tyitfr.the big news tear-drop collar. 2-button cuffs 
Choose ■from Blue, Wine or Brown colors, sixes 8 to T6,
Lee Rider Bool-Cut Jeans
Everyday Low'Price
With just the right, authentic styling today's boy wants. 
Slim through the hips and legs, slightly flared at the Cuffs. 
5-pockets. They're the real thing In 334 ox. Blue cotton 
denim. Sixes 8, 10, 12. Everyday Low Price





HimpMM-Seanu Boy*’ Wear (40) Kelowna 761-MHL
Fork Freq While You Shop Slmpaona-Seara, Oithard Park, Kelowna,
] 14 KELOWNADAILY CORqMEE. TOOL, MAKCH'lg, 1M>
Liberals Fail To Delay 
Passing 01 Gift Tax Act
VICTORIA. (CP)—The British < 
Columbia legislature gave final 
reading Monday to the Gift Tax 
Act despite pleas from Liberal 
members that, because of error* 
in the legislation, it would cause 
the government ’toothing bat 
grist'*
- Garde' Gardom (L—Vancou­
ver-Point Grey) made -the re* 
Znaxk as he sought clarification 
ofmany sections of the bill 
during clause-by-clause debate 
tn the bouse.The Liberal MLA, 
two . Conservatives and one So- 
01*1 Credit member voted 
tyalMt third reading of the 
legislation. It passed by a vote 
Of 43-fo-8.
&*t most of the act was drafted 
by the federal government to
Mr. Gardom said It was 
’’absolutely shocking” for the 
government io bring the legists* 
tlon up for final reading when 
there were so many people in 
RC. attempting to register their 
complaints against certain parts
NNT .KOIflilipSA, 
His UH Cabinet
United. Nationa - SecretaryGen- 
era! Kurt Waldheim announced 
Monday < a. gweralreorganlxa-
to be adopted by another seveb 
provinces,' . .r
Only Alberta will not enter the 
gift tax field, he said, and added 
that Quebec has Its own legisla­
tion on the dealing -with gift 
taxes.
PROTECT .SUCCESSION - 
: Premier Bennett said, earlier 
the B.C. government moved into 
the gift tax field to protect Its 
succession duties. With a . gift 
tax, Individuals could simply 
give away property before death 
and . escape succession duties; 
he said.
On gifts exceeding, the maxi­
mum allowable limit, the mini­
mum tax would be 15 per cent. 
This would apply to taxable val­
ue of gifts of $25,000 or less, 
Between $25,000 and $50,000, the
Massachusetts a* , an underse©. 
retary-generaL ' ,
Morse, a ReptibUcan.. will tn 
effect .take the place of thalate 
American Ralph J. Buncbe, al­
though his functions ,wffl not be 
Identical. '
ing UN officials was announced 
five days before the expiration 
of the terms of most ofthe sec­
ond- andthlrd-echeton members 
of the. secretariat , . ’ ,
Waldheim did'not name a rep­
resentative of mainland China 
in Monday’s list but said* to 
hopes to do so. shortly. , He safe 
he has offered Peking the post 
of underseeretary-gdheral for 
political affairs- and dpcolonlss- 
tton, but has hot yet received a
$
Shop Thuro. end Fri. 'til 9 In Kelowna
SIMPSONS-SEARS
Portables lead a double life 
for the indoor-outdoor crowd
Pick your style! Pick your price!
SIMPSONS-SEARS
™ ,w tax would be a flat $3,750 plm
Premier Wl A. C. Bennett, who 20 per cent on amounts over
la also finance minister, said I $25,000. - ______ ■ ’ reply* > ' ■
SANYO
Spring Ahead Simpsons-Sears: Radios (57) Kelowna 763^5844.
Luggage-Style AM Portable Radio
A. A really big performer at such a low price! So versatile 
it plugs in at home or plays on 4 'D' size batteries (not in­
cluded) outdoors. Smooth leatherette finish and walnut grain 
speaker grille. Slide-tuning dials station accurately, easily. 
Earphone included. A sound idea to take along ft A A<| 








Terrific new looks In a combination of soft, suede and' smooth ' , 
leather; They're marching onto the fashion scerie/rbringlng bold:.: . 
new styling to women's casual shoes. Choose।from either Blue, 
Smooth/Denim Suede or Tan Smooth/Brown Suede. Switched,welt.
■ and heavy crepe sole. ...




' 5 ' ’ •’ I J"1’,’ ‘
SlmpttftfcSotfi:.: -ft ftft\, 
■ Low.. Price.
J •. -p!'
Add a little, more jozr to that 
outfit with a i brand new'belt.
<1 * 1 k
Simpsons-Sears ’ has, loads of, 
suedes arid oil-tahneddeathers,, 
In the . latest designs , and . 
colors. There's cut-outs, ’sad- • 
dle-stitchings' and .so many, 
others.all with terrific tW \ ' . 
bucklings! Assorted, thet; \ ,
J. . /
hmul 6M*tagt ACcemrorito* (W * \
fat Prim While YH Shop SbepMiifrSoaig, <M^I. ' -a
■ ■ • - ■
Compact Sanyo AM/FM Radio
B. A mighty portable with huge station-pulling power; de­
livers exciting AM/FM at the touch of a dial. Top-mounted 
slide-rule tuning. Telescopic antenna for FM. AC operation for 
indoors, batteries (not included) , for outdoors. Plus the 
beautiful moulded cabinet with ft 4 Aft
metal trim. ....... Simpsons-Sears Price, Ea. U“t«vO
Stylish AM/FM/Shorl Wave Radio
C. A globe-trotting portable with lots of power to give new 
depth to radio enjoyment. Tune in to international broad­
casts on Short Wave, or pull in superb AM/FM. It's all, easy 
with, the slide-rule tuning. Operates on AC or with 'C' bat­
teries (not included). In an elegant woodgrain A A AQ 
cabinet. With earphone. Simpsons-Sears Price, Ea. "oravO
Accounting's A Breeze With These!
<
Fully Automatic Multiplier 
Gives A Coded Print-Out Tape
Enter the figures and tho machine does the 
work, It. adds, subtracts and multiplies. 
Credit balance for minus results. Every 
operation la coded and printed on a print* 
out tape for your ready reference. Liats 10 





Lists 9 columns, totals 10, 
Live repeat key, non-add 
key. Electric clear key, jump 
total. Double uro key. 5-ycnr 
Guarantee.
Reg. 149.08. Aft A<W 
Bala price, Ea. WMJI
Standard Office
Electric Adder
Features Include: total, sub* 
total lever, repeat lever, non. 
add key, column Indicator, 
symbols for negative totals, 
subtotals. Everyday TM| ft*V
Law Price. Ea. I vail I
Electronic 
Calculator
Lets you divide, multiple, 
subtract or add. Operates 
silently and instantly. Minus 
signal for (rue credit bal­
ance. 8 digit entry.
Everyday 1QA
Low Price, Ea. IWsW
Four Drawer 
File Cabinet
All-steel construction; Ideal 
for light office work. Plunger 
lock. 5W high x 24” deep. 
Grey or Sand colors, 
Letter Slue, aprox. ea A«f 
15” wide, .... Ea. UMI
Legal Site Flto-
Approx. 18” wide, Ea* <9.97
Slmpsons-Sears: Stationery (3) Kelowna 703-5844.







Esposito Has Scoring Title
Chicago Trio Leads Goalies
■MB
It was stated in a column Saturday that curling should be 
Canada's national sport instead of hockey. As it turns out, and 
I have been duly Informed by the powers that be that this can 
be verified by records, neither is Canada’s national sport
I felt that curling, which was originated in the Netherlands 
at the time knights were rescuing damsels in distress, should 
be labelled the top Canadian sport. Two reasons—the number 
of Canadians participating in the game and the prominence 
we have In international competition.
Hockey, on the other hand, doesn’t involve the same num­
ber of people and the top level of hockey is quickly coming 
under the American sphere of influence.
As it happens, I didn’t have to waste my breath depicting 
the pl:gbt of hockey, Although hockey began in Canada, it still 
doesn't rank as the national sport.
The Indians of Eastern Canada can take credit for the sport 
of lacrosse, which came into being long before hockey was 
even thought of and probably about the same time as curling.
Although lacrosse isn’t as prominent as it was in earlier 
times like when the Indians used it as a ruse to gain entry to 
a fort which they quickly levelled, it does have a following 
in several areas. „ '
The coastal areas of B.C. and a number of Ontario centres 
play the game regularly, and dominate Canadian champion­
ships in both junior and senior levels.
Lacrosse used to be a lively sport on the prairies, at least 
Saskatchewan, but it soon fell into neglect and is now making 
only a token revival.
Although lacrosse is Canada’s national sport, it is a much 
glee ted one as far as country-wide participation goes.
Sue Larson Dominates Badminton 
Wins Four Titles At Kamloops
MONTREAL <CP) — Coach 
Tom Johnson of the Bruins says 
all-star centre Phil Esposito will 
be ready to play against the 
Red Wings when Boston visits 
Detroit tonight
But even if Esposito had been 
forced to sit out tonight’s game 
or missed all four games the 
Bruins have left in the regular 
78-game National Hockey 
League schedule, he’d still be a
shoo-in to win his third individ­
ual scoring title in the last four 
seasons.
In addition to the Boston-De­
troit clash, Vancouver Canucks 
are at St. Louis tonight for a 
game against the Blues and 
Minnesota North Stars play host 
to Philadelphia Flyers.
Going into tonight’s game 
against the Wings, Esposito 
holds a 15-point margin over
team-mate Bobby Orr in the 
scoring race—131 points to 116. 
Orr won the scoring title two 
Seasons ago to spoil Esposito’* 
try at a four-season streak.
Esposito leads the league in 
goals with 64, while Orr leads In 
assists with 80. The Boston 
centre set an all-time NHL scor­
ROSS PHELPS — SPORTS EDITOR
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China Trip Is Impractical 
For Ali Even With Bout Win
ing record last season with 





While Esposito appears 
have the scoring race ell sewed I
to
up, the Chicago goaltending I . 
combination of Tony Esposito. I 
Phil’s younger brother— Gary I.
Smith and Gerry Desjardins I 
have the race for the Vezina I 
Trophy virtually their own way. I? 
The Black Hawks trio has built" I 
up a. 22-goal lead over their L 
nearest rivals—New York I?
Rangers Gilles Villemure and I
—I Ed Giacomin. |
Several individuals estab- I
lished marks in the second-to-j 
last week of the regular sched.- 
ule. •
Left winger Robby Hull of 
Chicago scored -the 600th and 
1601st goals of his career last 
Saturday and Sunday respec-
Kelowna’s Susan Larson con­
tinued to dominate her events 
in badminton competitions, as 
she won four titles in the Kam­
loops Junior Badminton Tour­
nament last weekend.
Larson defeated Susan King 
of Golden in girls' under 17 
singles, then joined with Susan 
Gray of Kamloops for a win 
over Ann Bodman and Cprreen 
Gamache of Quesnel in girls’ 
doubles. Her other win in un­
der 17 competition came with 
Kirk Bustad of Prince George, 
in a mixed double win over Jim
Condon of White Rock 




John Burris of Kamloops to 
beat Pat, Johnson of Golden 
and Randy Stykel of Edge­
wood in under 19 mixed compe­
tition.
Other results: under 13—Pat­
ty Hamilton of Golden over 
Robin Gray of Kamloops in 
girls’ singles: Ken Bergman of 
Quesnel over John Murray of 
Kamloops in boys’ singles;
HOCKEY SCORES
Western International
Nelson 3 Spokane 2
(Spokane leads best-of-seven 
final 3-1)
Centennial Cup.
Thunder Bay 3 Smiths Falls 0 
(Thunder Bay leads best-of- 
seven Eastern Canada quarter­
final 3-1)
Quebec Junior
Laval 12 St. Jerome 4
Western Canada Junior
Edmonton 5 New Westminster 
3.
(Edmonton leads best-of- 
seven quarter-final 2-0) 
i . Saskatchewan Junior 
| Humboldt 7 Melville 4 
’ (Humboldt wins best-of-seven 
' final 4-1)
Intermediate
Campbellton 9 Charlottetown 
' 2
(Campbellton wins b e s t-of- 
three New Brunswick final 2-0)
Hamilton and Debbie Franson 
of Golden over Weninger and 
Ungrin of Kamloops in girls 
doubles; Bergman and Billy 
French of Kamloops over 
George Stewart and Don Gar­
fish of Kamloops in boys’ 
Doubles; Diane Yoshioka and 
Murray of Kamloops over 
Allison Taylor and Brian Baker 
of Kamloops in mixed doubles.
Under 15—Patti Murray of 
Vernon over Cathy Findlay of 
Kamloops in girls’ singles; 
Larry O’Keefe of Vernon over 
Rick Hanson of Williams Lake 
in boys* singles; Terese Dalin 
oj Celista and Murray of Ver­
non over Ann Bodman and Cor- 
reen Gamache of Quesnel in 
girls’ doubles; O’Keefe and 
Bob' Corbett of Vernon over 
William Dalin of ' Quesnel and 
Sandy Gray of Vernon in boys’ 
doubles; Ellen-Turley and Gor­
don Burris of Kamloops over 
O’Keefe of Vernon and Gray of 
Kamloops in mixed doubles.
Under 17—Jim . Condon of 
White Rock over Kirk Rustad 
of Prince George in boys’ sin­
gles; Condon and Rustad over 
O’Keefe and Corbett of Vernon 
in boys ’doubles.
Under 19—Pat Johnson of 
Golden over Marg Svard of 
Vernon in girls’ singles; Bur­
ris of Kamloops over Rustad 
of Prince George in boys’ sin­
gles; Pat and Carol Johnson of 
Golden over Susan King and 
Marina Anderson of Golden in 
girls’ doubles; Ed Babcock and 
Allan Stafford of Kamloops 
over .Randy and Alvis Stykel of 
Edgewood in boys’ doubles.
TOKYO (Reuter)Arrange­
ments for a visit to China next 
week by former world heavy­
weight champion Muhammad 
Ali have not yet been completed 
and may be cancelled, his law­
yer said today.
Ali told reporters earlier this 
month that he planned to leave 
for Peking on April 3, after his 
15-round non-title match with 
Mac Foster in Tokyo Saturday.
Ali’s lawyer, Robert Arum, 
told a hews conference: "An Ali 
defeat against Foster would af­
fect all our plans to go any­
where, including China.”
Questioned further, he went 
on: “Plans for the China trip 
have not yet been finalized and 
actually if Ali is successful in 
Tokyo he must fight on May 1, 
in Vancouver, against Canada’s 
George Chuvalo.
“It- may be that a trip to 
China at this point would be im-, 
practicable.”
TALKS SUSPENDED
Arum said negotiations for a 
title rematch with world cham­
pion Joe Frazier had been sus­
pended pending the outcome of 
a fight with Foster.
The lawyer said he had pre-
lively and brought his 15-year, I 
vlously been negotiating with regular-season average to just I 
Jack Kent Cooke, owner of the over 40 goals per season. No I 
Los Angeles Forum, who holds other player has ever main- I, 
the option for the rematch fol- tained as high an average over I 
lowing Frazier’s points win over as long a period. JI
All a year ago. Rookie centre Mjrcel Dionne I
"If Ali wins I will resume, ne- of Detroit led all point-getters T 
gotiations on April 4, and hope- last week, getting nine in three I 
fully within a few weeks we will games to leap rahead of Rick I 
be able to announce a re- Martin of Buffalo Sabres and I 
match.” establishing a record for points I..
Arum said he was looking for in a season by a rookie. I 
a rematch in September at el- Dionne now has 76 points, four I 
ther the Forum or the Houston more than Buffalo’s Gilbert I 




Pups B Reps travel to Port 
Coquitlam for a weekend. Pee­
wee Reps travel to Shimon Arm 
for one day tournament Sat­
urday, then on to Vancouver 
North Shore for another. Ban­
tam Reps travel to Kamloops 
lor a week from April 1*7 in 
an International tournament.
PUPS A
Red Devils 6 — Grey Owls 5 
Maroons 8 — Ovees 3 
League champions Black 
Knights
New Laurels
DETROIT (AP) — With their 
second consecutive East Divi­
sion championship now safely in 
hand, Boston Bruins can con­
centrate on the major goal all 
season—the Stanley Cup play­
offs. >
The Bruins c 1 i n c h e d the 
Prince of Walts Trophy Sunday 
night with a 5-4 victory over 
Montreal Canadiens.
Tonight, in the first of their 
four remaining regular season 
games—three on the road—Bos­
ton plays Detroit Red Wings. 
Eddie Johnston again will be 
the Bruins goalie as coach Tom 






5 — Canucks 3 
9 — Canadians 2
2 — Rebels 1
League champions, Hawks. 
PEEWEE
Hawks 9 — Canadians 4
Legion 3 — Lions 2
Mounties 5 — Legion 1
League champions, Mountics.
BANTAMS
toJLcafs 4 — Flyers 0
■ lawks 4 — Leafs 1
Hknights 6 — Bruins 3
-Bruins 3 — Flyers 3
League champions, no report.
MIDGETS
Canucks 6 — Hhwks 5 
League champions, Canucks.
Bantam Reps 2 — Midgot B 1
Bantam Reps 5 — Bantam B
1
BOWLING
Y.B.C. Bantams. March 25- 
High single; boy a. Randy Zn- 
hara 186., girls, Xerry Ann- 
Strong 239; High double, boys, 
Randy Zahara 346, girls, Terry 
Armstrong 374; High average, 
boys, Randy Zahara 172, girls, 
Penney Grennier 130; Team 
atundlngs, Gutter Balls, 41)3, 






B.C. Grown. 10 to 16 lbs. 
Fresh or Frozen ............... . 59c
SMOKED PICNICS AOt
Whole or .Shank ...........................   lb. jT WEach fighter was asking for a he won the Calder Trophy with ! :6-millidn guaranteed minimum, a record 72 points, which would be no problem in Martin still holds the rookie 
view of an estimated revenue of I goal-scoring'record with 44 so . 
some S40 to $50 million from! far. II •, * . J
closed circuit and pay television I• •: ~ ’ I BMMh JMFwL
COTTAGE ROLL VXr 
Joe Kapp Sues Warriors LI ® - - - - - - - - 4
For Damages OK College staked Warriors 11 < to an'early 1-0 lead then walk- I 
ed away from them for a 7-1 I ■
Saskatchewan, 
B.C. Leading
VICTORIA (CP) — Doug 
Wyatt’s Saskatchewan rink and 
Aubrey Neff’s British Columbia 
foursome meet this afternoon in 
a game that could well decide 
the outcome of the Canadian 
Firefighters’ curling champion­
ship.
Wyatt, the defending champ­
ion who has won this event the 
last three years, and Neff, who 
took the tide in 1962, were unde­
feated after the opening two 
rounds Monday, along with 
Alberta and Northern Ontario.
Manitoba, Ontario, New Brun­
swick and Prince Edward Island 
were still looking for their first 
wins, in the eight-rink competi-. 
tion. Nova Scotia, Quebec and 
Newfoundland are not repre­
sented.
Wyatt, whose Saskatoon rink 
represented Saskatchewan in 
this year’s Canadian curling 
championship, had a tight game 
in the opening match Monday, 
but came through with a 9-8 
win over Bill Coe of Brampton, 
Ont., in an extra end.
He had an easier time in the
A Life For Leafs 
Prevent A Sweep 
NELSON, B.C, (CP) '- Ivan
boys, Ron Bowles 234, girls, 
Marilyn Grcnnler 290; High 
double, boys, Ron' Bowles 406, 
girls, Marilyn 1 Grcnnler 488; 
High average, boya, Doug Den-
afternoon draw, easing to a 9-1
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — victory and the Kelowna Men’s 
Joe Kapp, who quarterbacked Recreational Hockey League, 
Minnesota Vikings to the 1969 title Monday night, .. P
Super Bowl, filed an anti-trust Cliff McKay^Srora&lor Wan- 
conspiracy suit Monday against riors at 5:55 of the fir^t/period I 
the National Football League and Warriors left the ice after 
and its 26 teams. the opening frame with their
The suit in U.S. District Court 1-0 lead.. Don. Bassett tied the 
said Kapp will ask damages in score at 1:55 bf'the'seoo'hd per- 
the millions of dollars but theliod and .by 9:46 had febded two 
amount has not yet been deter- other goals' to givfe College g 
mined. .■ 3-1 lead. / •; ■ ’ ./■ \ ■;
.The suit "charged that Kapp, -Gerald- hgtch^i'a sin-
now 33, has been barred from S1*5 80al W period to 
playing professional football I bring the second' perioq score! 
since his 1970 season with the to <-l. with, another, tally in 
New England Patriots because 0,6 toird from Lidihii and two? 
he refused to sign the NFL’s goals . from NorbifttV Forks; 
standard player contract. „ [ wrapping up, Ilie lopsided win? 
i The league’s action, ordered] p?^ge took six
by commissioner Pete Rozelle,l!? nor <«
br e ache d Kapp’s three-year [them resulting inj.j>qw?'r play 
$600,000 contract with the Pai-1 g°als- 5
DINNER HAMS I -3’
Boneless ________________..................... ............................. . Ib. M
PORK SAUSAGE Me
TrayTack.^.................................. ......... ...................... ,.j------- Ib. B 'WB
SAUSAGE MEAT 45t
Homemade ...............................................  — .......... . lb. •■■■■. Wl
•5
win over Winnipeg's Bob Swar­
brick.
Neff। from Vancouver, record­
ed a 10-6 victory Monday after­
noon over Prince Edward Is­
land's Roger MqcDonald of 
Charlottetown, following up his 
10-R win over Manitoba.
Robertson’s second goal of the 
game on a power-play late In 
the third period gave Nelson 
Maple Leafs a. 3-2 victory over 
Spokane Jefs Monday night and 
another life in their best-of-seven 
Western International Hockey 
League final.
Ernie Moser scored the other 
goal for the Loafs, who now 
trail the Jets 3-1 In the scries.
Spokane got single goals front 
Ken Gustafson and defenceman 
John Thompson.
The Jets opened a 2-0 lend 
midway through tho first period 
before the Leafs got untracked 
when Robertson scored his first 
goal on • a tlp-ln from Barry 
Buchanan's shot from the blue- 
line.
Moser tied the game 2-2 mid­
way through the second period 
when Jets' goalie Russ Glllow 
was caught out of position, leav­
ing the Nelson winger with an 
empty net,
Robertson’s gainc-winner on 
the powenplny also came on a 
deflection, when he tipiMxl in 
Toin Foxcroft's slapshot.
Dave llalinr made 25 saves In 
the Nelson not, while Glllow 
made 37 saves for Spokane.
Next game of the series la 
Wednesday night In Spokane.
The
Barter* 3 for |1.W 
Flail and Chips too 
nwmt ItaMM tOwt*** MM41«
Body Builders
Our trained crew can make 
your car look like new. 
Smoothing out dents, custom 
repainting our specialty.
hain H.7, girls, 'Heather Me- 
Rae 171; Team standings. Strik­
es and Spares 295. Charlie 
Brown Alhtara 244h, Fire 
Balls 240H.
triots, the suit said. I
. The complaint charged that 
the contract breaching consti­
tuted “furtherance and unlawful 
conspiracy, in violation of the 
anti-trust laws."
Kapp played in the Canadian 
Football League with Calgary 
Stampeders and British Colum­
bia Lions before joining the Vi­
kings.
Sabres Prepared 
To Sign Up Twins
STOCKHOLM (API - Twin 
brothers Thommy and Christer 
Abrahamsson are ready to sign 
with Buffalo Sabres of the Na­
tional Hockey League and In* 
tend to go to North America 
next fall, the Stockholm evening 
newspaner Aftonbladet says.
The 21-ycar-old brothers who 
play on the Swedish national 
team said, however, that they 
have not agreed on terms with 
the Sabres. Buffalo wants a 
three-year contract while the 
Swedes say they want only a 
one-year contract in case they 
don’t settle clown,
The contract signing probably 
will take place after next 




VANCOUVER (CP) - Gen­
eral. manager Jackie Parker 
announced Monday that British 
Columbia Lions of the Canadian 
Football League will set up their 
1972 training camp In Penticton 
in the Okanagan Valley.
Parker said more than 75 
players will attend the training 
camp which begins June 18, and 
continues to July 4. This will 
not be the first time the Lions 
have trained in the Okanagan 
Valley. They trained in Kelowna 
from 1955 to 1960.
Parker said Penticton was 
chosen—because of Its hot, dry 
climate — over Courtenay on 
Vancouver Island and the Uni­
versity of B.C. Courtenay pnd 
UBC will be considered again 
next year.
OPEN GOAL!
BALDERTON, England (CP) 
— One Nottinghamshire soccer 
team has had a rough time of II 
Dils season, The players, from a 
local hospital, scored 12 goals In 
11 gabies but In the process con­
ceded 121—two scored by oppo­
nents’ goalkeepers.
REMEMBER WHEN . . .
Jim Thorpe, the Okla­
homa Indian who became a 
colossus of athletics, died 19 
years ago today—in 1953—of 
a heart attack at Los Ange­
les. He was (54. The guest of 
honor, at Toronto’s first ce­
lebrity sports dinner tho 
year before, Thorpe hnd 
made his mark in football, 
track and field and big- 
league baseball. ,
’ ’ KERR AUTO BODY SHOP ™
ma M. Paul. Kelowna 7C-23W





with Every Gas Purchase
CIGS.
Pkg. of 20 . 47c
MOHAWK KELOWNA 
SERVICE




Mon.-Frl. 11:30 «.m.-l:30 p.m
Includes: 
5 courses, salad and 





M 279 Bernard Ave. 
(A Phone 702-3576
WE AIM
TO SERVE YOU BETTER
The new separation certificate is now in effect. Get 
your certificate from your Employer when you leave 
his employment. It is your legal right. You must have 
it to collect Unemployment Insurance benefits, y
Unemployment Insurance 
Commission 1




Cello Pack           lb. JB WH
SAUSAGE
Garlic, and Pepperoni 69c
FRESH B.C. LAMP AVAILABLE
ICE CREAM




, Margarine ................ ;■................
BREAD








M 11*19 s I
Prices Effective Tliurs. ’til Saturday. We Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities.'
OPEN SUNDAY
FRANK & MARILYN'S IGA s9ST^»E
PROPRIETORS FRANK AND MARILYN CAUSTON 
Open Mon. (oTliurn. 9 Io 6, Friday 9 - 9, SdL 9 - 6, Sun. 9 - 5:3(|i\
TAGE !• KELOWWA DAIliT CX>tJB11!3B, TUES., MABCH M. WB
Westfair Products 5 H LE! I





20 lbs. 1 lb. pkg
HIRT IS AH OPPORTUHTTP TO 
mn/sii
Details And Entry Forms Available At 
Your Shop-Easy!
81 STRAWBERRYq jam
I Malkins Pure &




I Sea Lord Pink
§ SALMON
i ... 49c Talltins




Malkins Mandarin ........... ..................... . .
PEACHES
Malkin’s Fancy Freestone, Halves____ ...
PEARS
Malkins Cho. Bartlett ......... ......... . ..............
APRICOTS
Malkins Cho. ............ .............. ....................
DOG FOOD
Energy .......... ................ .......... .
DOG FOOD
















Malkins Large Dried ...............
Garbage BAGS 9»AOC








; —  —     1 I ■  
Shop-Easy
Malkins Fey. ..... ..................... 12 oz. tins
S SPINACH AsfiQ- 
Malkins Aft R g> jK f
■h| 14 oz. tins . .......... ........... M '* W W
§ BUNDLE BARS 7Qr
Hbn Neilsons and Willards Sf
10 cent size ........ ...... ........ .......... W ' ■ Jr Bl











bPEPPER\ fiQr■kJ Malkins 8011 JT ||
Black Ground ....\....... ■............ ......... ■« oz. BF Jr Bl
VANILLA dQr _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Mb jra~ — II^MM^MBlIBIIliwrBirlMMB^Mi^M Westfair
Pure Extract ....... ................   4 oz. ■T Jr Bl ■■■Affiliate
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Westfair Products SOLEI
peaches 3°89c Ffresm
Malkin’s Fancy, Halves ................................  14 oz. tins M H- B B wBsiMdBB B
APPLE JUICE 2;79(
Malkins Pure ............    i... 48 oz. tins eSjmEij SB B
PEANUT BUTTER Qgc
Better Buy ................................ ................. .................. ............. . ......... 48 oz. tins BS
CANNED POP g° QQr
Zing ...... ..........     10 oz. tins B* B wl
TOMATOES 3•89t
PURE LARD 4,69c
Better Buy         1 lb. «■ ■ Bf
BATH TISSUE 70/
Better Buy W & P ...          6-roll pkg. ™ Bf-
TURKEYS
. r- ' .
B.C. Grown







Rupert Cod ..... ......... ......... .....................  ..............
59c
20 oz. WP" BS W
CHOCOLATE CHIPS gQc
Paulins   ......................... ■;................     2 lb. Ar ^0
SPAGHETTI
Malkin's, in Tomato Sauce ...... ............................... .................
PEAS
klalkins Cho. Asstd. ...........................  ..:....
GREEN BEANS











. 14 oz. tins
ACIAL TISSUE 75$1
I Buy ............................   ■..... 180s 40 ' Bl
WHITE TUNA
a Lord Solid ........ ......................... ................................. .
49c
7 oz. tin "T Br Wl
Jrange Crystals 4:59c




WEI)., MARCH 29 to SAT., APRIL 1 
CLOSED GOOD FRIDAY, MARCH 31. 
We Reserve The Right To limit Quantities 1
SHOPS CAPRI - RUTLAND -
I ’/ST) roiiwrl I
iA55c^
FULLY COOKED







•CANADA CHOICE •CANADA GOOD
BARON of BEEF Boneless, easy to carve - . lb. 1
RUMP ROAST Value Check'd. Boneless _ _ . lb. 1
Ground Beef™ b 69c Side BaconX:Frms
Sausage Meat X: n. 45c Wieners
jUIE A TC Seven Farms. Sliced, Chicken, Mac, & Cheese, 
VmW vIXEiI^ lllEH I Pickle and Pimento, Meat and Olive..................   6 oz. pkgs
'^^JTavor
<
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SOUTH PANDOSY . Uflliat, KJ’twHnunHUMninHWHnni
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BARGAINS ARE ALWAYS SPROUTING UP IN THE COURIER WANT ADS
' READ THEM EVERY DAY. WANT TO USE ONE? — CALL 763-3228.
Kelowna and District
15. HOUSES FOR RENT j 16. APTS. FOR RENT 21. PROPERTY FOR SALE 21. PROPERTY FOR SALE
| BUSINESS & PROFESSIONAL
SERVICE DIRECTORY
EXCAVATING VACUUM CLEANERS
DOOKING FUR AN EXECUTIVE 
borne to rent tn downtown Kelowna? 
Available now, four bedroom home, two 
fun baths, large living ud dining room 
with fireplace, spacious kitchen, laun­
dry room, large storaxe space, half 
basement and garage. Beautifully
landscaped. Telephone 763-7234. U
FREE
Estimates on 
Sewer & Water Lines 







SALES & SERVICE 
1963 Harvey Ave. 
762-3012
EXCLUSIVE. BRAND NEW THREE 
bedroom fourplex traits la Rutland. One 
block from school; full, basement, shas 
earpit In Uvinf room and bedrooms, 
cathedral entrance. Taitefully decorat­
ed. Available AprU 1st. Telephone 763- 
3641 or 763-5013. tf
COUNTRY LIVING WITH LOVELY 
view at MacKenzie Manor fiveplex. 
MacKenzie Road. Rutland. Two baths. 
2Mi bedrooms, spacioui living, some 
children welcome, water and garbage 
collection tree. $135 per month. No pets.
KRAFTHAUS APTS.
76Q Highway 33
Large 2 bedroom suites. All fa­




Telephone 763dO12.or 163-3473. ti
«
INCOME TAX 





T, Th, s 219
WINDOW SERVICE
B & J INSTALLATIONS 
Windows and 
Sliding Glass Doors 
Kelowna 763-6675
Installations, Sales ti Service 
Renovations & Glass Repairs 
I 217
DEATHS
RITCHIE — On March 25th, 1972. Ro- 
bert Bunts Ritchie of Winfield, in his 
63rd year. Survived by his wife Kay; 
one son. Robert; two daughters. Mrs. 
Donna Petite and Mrs. S. (Janet) Ed- 
glnton; his step-father, Mr. Harvey 
Thompson; four grandchildren; four 
brothers and four sisters. Funeral ser­
vice will be held Thursday. March 30th, 
at 3:30 p.m., in the Seventh-day Adven­
tist Church, Rutland. Rev. Nick Tryn- 
chuk . officiating. Interment to follow 
In the Winfield Cemetery. No flowers 
by request. Arrangements through the 
Memorial Society of B.C. and First 
Memorial Services Ltd.____________ 201
WASYLIK — Mr. Frank Wasylik passed 
away on March 25, 1972, at the age of 
76 years. Prayer will be held at St. 
Francis Roman Catholic Church, on 
Tuesday. March 28th, at 7:30 p.m. and 
requiem mass will be celebrated in St. 
Francis Roman Catholic Church, Re­
velstoke, on Wednesday, March 29th, at 
30:00 a-m., with The Very Rev. Father 
Albert Corradtn as celebrant. Interment 
will follow at the Mountain View Ceme­
tery. Mr. Wasylik is survived by his 
loving wife, Josephine, . also one son,
■two daughters and one. sister. The 
GARDEN CHAPEL FUNERAL DIREC­
TORS are entrusted with the funeral 
arrangements. (Telephone 762-3040). 200
SPOTLESS CONDITION. CLOSE IN. 
two bedroom house, located on Martin 
Avenue. Garage, gas' heat. $160 per 
month. Available April 1st. 1972. Call 
Mrs. Krisa, evenings 763-4387 or days, 
at Lund and Warren Realty Ltd. 763-
II. BUSINESS PERSONAL
INCOME TAX DONE AT REASON- 




TWO BEDROOM. FULL BASEMENT 
alxplex in Rutland on Briarwood Road. 
Close to school and shopping- centre. 
Children welcome. No pets. Telephone
764.4001. u
AVAILABLE APRIL 1ST, TWO BED- 
room house, 2 years old. Electric heat. 
Close to centre of Rutland on nice quiet 
street. $125 per month. Telephone 763-
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT. CON- 
tlnental Manor, Rowcliffe - Avenue; 
one and two bedroom deluxe suites 
available for immediate occupancy. 
Underground parking, elevator, free 
laundry and a reduction for tenants 
60 years and over. Adults only. No 
pets. Must be seen. Telephone 763- 
4781. tf
FOR RENT BY WEEK OR MONTH, 
furnished one bedroom ’ apartment with 
electric stove, refrigerator and all cook­
ware. Carpeted, direct dial, telephone 
and cable vision. Ideal for temporary 
workmen, those awaiting more perma­
nent accommodation, etc. Good until 
June 30. No children, no pets, Cana- 
mara Beach Motel, 763-4717. ‘ tf
ONE BEDROOM SELF CONTAINED 
suite for working girl ■ or older lady. 
Available April 1. 800 block Bernard. 
Ground floor, private entrance, fully 
furnished. Non smoker, no pets or 
children. All utilities, $115. Telephone
762-3094, evenings. tf
6358 after 6 p.m. 203
B.C. HEART FOUNDATION - DEEP 
satisfaction comes from remembering 
departed family, friends and associates
12. PERSONALS
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS — WRITE 
P.O. Box 587, Kelowna, B.C. Telephone 
765-5335, 765-8414, 763-7755 or 765-6923, in 
Winfield 766-2107. Is there a drinking 
problem in your home? Contact Al-Anon 
at 763-6675 or 765-6766. tf
ELECTROLYSIS - GENTLE. SAFE, 
medically approved method. Highly- 
qualified operator with many years ex­
perience. For further information, tele­
phone Helen Gray, 763-6512. tf 
JOIN THE RENO BCAA SUN FUN 
Tour. Buses leave Penticton April 1- 
Complete package, $80. Call 492-7016. 
BCAA Travel Agency. 339 Martin 
Street, Penticton, B.C. 202
EVEN IF YOU'VE NEVER DANCED 
before it only takes a few easy lessons 
to learn. Mr. Vincent’s Academy. 763- 
6032. -0°
YOUNG LADY WANTS A RIDE TO 
and from Vancouver at Easter holidays. 
Telephone 763-3645. 2X&
14. ANNOUNCEMENT
INTERESTED IN COUNTRY UVING? 
New three bedroom house, wall to wall 
carpet in living room >nd all bedrooms, 
double carport with utility shed. $150 
per month. Telephone 765-5863. 203
TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX ON AB- 
bott Street, within walking distance of 
town. Private garage and yard. Avail­
able April 15th. $160 per mouth. Tele- 
phone 762-4947. 201
DELUXE TWO BEDROOM FOUR- 
plex suite in Rutland; full basement, 
close to schools. No pets. Telephone 763- 
5013.  tf
DUPLEX FOR RENT. IMMEDIATE 
occupancy. Three bedrooms on main 
floor, carport- and full basement. Tele- 
phone 765-8815.tf
TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX. RUTLAND 
area. Refrigerator, stove, carports, bath 
and a half,' large closets and storage 
area. Telephone 764-4408 or 765-5527. tf
APRIL 1. FOURPLEX, TWO BED- 
room suite near Four Seasons Motel. 
(No stove or -refrigerator.) Telephone 
765-6186.  tf
THREE BEDROOM DELUXE DUPLEX 
in Rutland. Carport, full basement. 
Available April 1st. $165 per month. 
Telephone 765-5721, evenings. tf
FULLY FURNISHED COTTAGE AT 
Coral Beach, available April 15-July 1, 
two bedroom. $135. Includes all utilities.
WESTVIEW APARTMENTS—ATTRAC- 
tive new one bedroom suites, shag car­
peting throughout, appliances, large pri­
vate patios, ten minutes from Kelowna. 
$110 per month. Two bedroom suite 
with panoramic view of lake also avail-
able. Telephone 768-5875. U
LARGE ONE BEDROOM LOWER 
suite block Capri. Broadloom, stove, 
refrigerator, part utilities, private en­
trance. Quiet residence for middle aged 
couple. Abstainers, no children, no pets. 
$125 per month. Telephone after 5.
762-4832. 201
ONE AND TWO BEDROOM SUITES 
available. Sound proof building. Shag 
carpeting, air - conditioning, drapes, 
range and refrigerator, sauna, rec. 
room, elevator, intercom, free laundry.
Windsor Manor, 763-7234. tf
ONE AND TWO BEDROOM FULLY 
furnished with kitchenettes. Available 
weekly and monthly rates. Close to 
shopping centre. Vocational School, bus. 
etc. Cinnamon's Lakeshore Resort. 2924 
Abbott Street Telephone 762-4834. tf
TWO BEDROOM SUITE NEAR VO- 
catlonal School and College for rent. 
1340 Bothe Road. Wall to wall carpet, 
refrigerator and stove included. $125 
per month. Available AprU 1st. Tele-
Telephone 764-7536. tf
with a memorial gift to the Heart 
Foundation. Kelowna Unit. P.O. Box 
18d. U
4. ENGAGEMENTS
SINCLAIR-WALLACE - Mr. and Mrs. 
Edward M. Sinclair of Kelowna are 
pleased to announce the engagement 
of their daughter. Barbara Joy. to Don­
ald Leslie Wallace, son of Mr. Kenneth 
Wallace of Sidney. British Columbia. 
The marriage will take place at St 
Aldana United Church, Victoria, on May
30. 200
5. IN MEMORIAM
YEULETT — In memory of F. 0.-W. 
C. V. Yeulett. Killed in action on March 
26$ 1942.
—Lovingly remembered by his friends 
and family. 7- . 200
LAKEVIEW MEMORIAL PARK CEME- 
tery new address: 1790 Hollywood Bd. 
lend) Rutland. Telephone 765-6494. tf
11. BUSINESS PERSONAL
••CAJUN" FOR WEDDINGS, BAN- 
quels, dances, etc. Old time, modem, 
and country music. Telephone 765-7323 
or 765-6932. tf
KRUEGER HEATING SUPPLIES LTD 
Furnaces, eavestroughing, sheet metal 
work. 1085 Glenmore St. Telephone 763- 
3952.  »
FOR FULLER BRUSH SALES AND 
service telephone Herb Hawk, 763-7981.
EXPERIENCED TEACHER WILL 















March 27, 28, 29
201
14: ANNOUNCEMENT
PANDOSY TRAILER PARK STORE
3326 LAKESHORE ROAD
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
HAROLD & EDNA POLLOCK
at your service daily 9:00 a.m. to 11:00 p.m. 
including Sunday. (Closed Wednesday).
Buffalo Bill's
1465 Harvey Ave,




FRI„ MAR. 31 and SUN, APR. 2
From 4 to 8 a.m.
Featuring Italian Food, German Food, 
Chinese Food, Canadian Food.
2.99 Pcr Person (Children Under 12 $1.49)
SATURDAY CABARET starting al 9:30 p.m. — 




THURSDAY and SATURDAY 
(Closed Good Friday) y
TOTEM INN HOTEL
PEACHLAND
Dine and Dance to the Music of the 
"COUNTRY GENTLEMEN"
200
IS* HOUSH FOR REHT 
dixvxk two nknnooM duplex', 
rarpMed, tirvpl»,r, full hatemen*. 
«t»ck, earpen Np skiitien.' no rn» 
•tie pet mneih. Bernard Awiw. 
TWbaM WllM, tf
TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX, IMMED- 
iate occupancy in beautiful Casa Loma 
area. Please telephone in the morn­
ing and after 6 p.m.. 762-5385. 209
AVAILABLE APRIL 1ST. TWO BED- 
I room duplex, full basement, cathedral 
entrance.' carport. Kiilarney Road. Rut-
land. Telephone 764-4032. 202
SUMMER COTTAGE ON SHUSWAP- 
Lake. Sleeps Six. Boat-launching ramp. 
$75 per, week. Box 84, Okanagan Mis-
slon. 200
NEW TWO BEDROOM HOUSE. $175 
per month. Adults preferred. Available 
March 31. Telephone 765-7036. . tf
NEW TWO BEDROOM FULL BASE- 
ment duplex’ on creek. $150 monthly. 
Call 765-7105. evenings 765-7451. tf
THREE BEbROOM BUNGALOW 
centrally located, . available immedi-
atety. Telephone 763*4323. tt
$110 MONTHLY. TWO BEDROOM Du­
plex unit at 360 A. Taylor Road, avail­
able April 1. Telephone 764-7536. tf
ONE YEAR LEASE ON THREE BED- 
room home in Applewood Acres. Call 
Okanagan 'Realty Ltd.,' 762-5544. 200
TWO BEDROOM HOME IN LAKEVIEW 
Heights. Telephone .769-4343. 201
16. APTS. FOR RENT
BRENTWOOD APTS.
Comer Ellis Street and 
Rosemead Ave.
NEED LOTS OF ROOM!
You can have it in this larger split level home located 1 blk. from shopping in Rutland. 
■ 5 Bdrms, large rumpus room, etc. For details call Art MacKenzie, 769-4264. MLS.
LAKEVIEW HEIGHTS
5,623 sq. ft. of spacious living. 3 Bedrooms plus family room and study. Attractive 
living room, sundeck off dining area. Roughed in room in full basement, 2 fireplaces. 
Financing may be arranged to suit your needs. Full price $32,000. Harvey Pomrenke, 
2-0742. MLS.
CLOSE IN - 3 BEDROOM
Price of $22,500. is a real bargain for this large older home containing 3 Bdrms., 
17’ by 15’ living room plus separate 10’ by 11' dining area. Full basement, modem 
kitchen, good garage located 3 blocks south of Harvey Ave. on a small, easy to main­
tain lot. George Trimble 2-0687. MLS.
Apple Valley Realty . ..
1451 Pandosy St. SERVICE WITH INTEGRITY ♦♦♦ Office Ph. 3-4144
LAKEVIEW
Only $3,000. down with the 
B.C. second mortgage and 
this lovely 3 bedroom home 
is yours. Fireplace up and 
down, dining room with slid­
ing doors to deck, the master 
bedroom has % bath, cabinet 
kitchen with plenty of eat­
ing area, and with carport 
and large % acre lot this is 
a real buy for $29,500. MLS. 
To view call Ray Ashton 762- 
2846 or evenings 769-4418.
MONTREAL TRUST 
COMPANY






CHARMING VIEW HOME — with most appealing interior. 
2 bedrooms up, 1 down plus lovely family rumpus room with 
fireplace. Very private back yard leading up Knox Mtn. 
Call me and move in two weeks. Bud Dalley at 762-3713 
days or 765-6959 evenings. Exclusive.
AN EXCELLENT HOLDING I SMALL ACREAGES —trem- 
REDUCED TO $27,900 and I dous view property. Mixed 
income property in apart- I fruit trees, Pines. Domestic 
ment zoning well worth the and irrigation water. Pro­
investors consideration. Call petty may be subdivided in- 
Banche Wannop at 762-3713 to two acre blocks or larger 
days or 762-4683 evenings. I if desired, CaU Fred Kyle at 
MLS. 762-3713 days or 765-8804
I eves. MLS.
LOW TAX AREA —- 3 bed- I Tj,pU.,,.y m •morvxTrrAcn- . 
rooms, split level home - HIGHWAY 97 FRONTAGE- 
walking distance to Shops I orchard, four and a 
Capri. Beautifully kept. Ex- I half or m°re if needed. Loc- 
tra large lot, work shop at I ated on highway ctas® 
_________ , hack Near school Full P°rt- VcrY 8ood holding pro- 
windmill MOTEL - off-season i ^acK. wear sen™ r uu for future speculation, 
rates. Only minutes from town on High- price $.4J,OUU. Cail Wilt num I _ _ — „.
way 97 South. One and two bedrooms; erford at 762-3713 days or I $5,500. per acre, ca 11 arnie
kitchenettes and showers. Children wel- qcq qqiq ovonintfc Kvclncive I Donnelly at 7o3-o713 days Ot come. Telephone 769-4511.__________ If TW-53W evenings, exclusive. eveg>
TWO BEDROOM SUITES AVAILABLE I gm ATT. TTOLDTNG — 4 60 I 7 ««
in new sixplex. Carpets; with or with- ' SMALL, HU Di U . . I QNCE IN A LIFETIME OP-
out refrigerator and stove. Centrally acres planted to nign den- I pn-RTUNITY — Due to cir-
located, Rutland. 769-4394 or 769-4205 sity orchard 2 cabins, which cumstanceS( owner must sac-
— ' “" -............. ’ — ‘ i..'............... । are1 occupied* ractor, spray* I Mjfjpg this Dracticallv new
CENTURY MANOR, spacious one er, plow, trailer, disc and I Ug 3 P^jJ.Qa^ 
bedroom suite, colored appliances, wall | . „ AH 4hic fnr full I spacious, o. oemouin, iuu
to wail drapes and broadloom, cable spiinKiers. aii uiis ior iuu i ijjsement home. Features 
TV. No children or pets. 1958 Pandosy: price of $15,850. CaU Andy I an*:_]lp brink firenlace in liv- 
gL^.Teiepnone 763-3685. tf j| Runzer at 762-3713^ayS or £
WINFIELD. LARGE TWO BEDROOM 764-4027 evenings. MLS. I qllnHprk and mureunfurnished apartment. Large picture I sunae^“ ana Hiare.
window—beautiful view of Wood Lake. pt CmE TN LOTS OF ROOM I Situated On .61 acre.; Hl Ap-
WaU to wail carpet throughout. 765-6538 II 22 check this 138 acre hold- I piewood acres., for only $22,-
’ nri/'pd at $21 500 Im- I °00- Call Dave Deinstadt at
Sfcu^ate two bfedr^m’home 762-3713 days or 763-4894 
— a great pleasure to show. I eves. MLS.
£« ^1V‘a R7^rcoqcat EXCELLENT $ VALUE - . 
5155 days or 765-6936 even- I new home on large lot, just 
mgs. JVLLo. I completed. Special features
phone 762-7873. u
FURNISHED ONE AND TWO BED- 
room units, self-contained, close t<5 
Vocational School and College. Winter 
rates. Golden Sands Resort. 3356 Watt
Road. Telephone 762-5272. . U
FURNISHED. CARPETED ONE AND 
two bedroom suites. Color television. 
Weekly or monthly. No children, no 
pets. Beacon Beach Resort, 762-4225. 
__ ______________ tf 
COMPLETELY SELF CONTAINED 
one and two bedroom units, close to 
Vocational School, college and shopping 
centre. Reasonable rates. Sunny Beach
Resort, telephone 762-3567. U
LAKEVIEW HEIGHTS FOURPLEX, 
two bedroom suite with wall to wall 
carpet. (No stove or refrigerator sup-
plied.) $135 monthly. Telephone 769-
4546. T, Th, S. 205
ROTH TOWERS. DELUXE SUITES IN 
the nicest and safest apartment. No 
children, no pets. Telephone 763-3641.
tf
SUTHERLAND MANOR 560 SUTHER- 
land Avenue, one bedroom suites; 
cable television, spacious rooms, nice
THE LEADER IN RESULTS
GOLF COURSE AREA. Owner moving and must sell 
large, executive 3 bdrm, home with 2 beautiful fireplaces^ 
covered deck and a dream kitchen. ONLY $32,900. T<* 
view please call LueUa Currie 2-5030, evgs., 768-5628. MLS?4
IT'S READY FOR YOU! This lovely, brand new 2 bdrm, 
home is now completed and could be an excellent family 
home with well planned, finished basement. Full price, 
$23,750. Please phone Jean Acres, 2-5030, evgs., 3-2927. 
MLS.
CITY DUPLEX — LOMBARDY AREA — Located close 
to downtown, side-by-side 2 bdrm, duplex with full base­
ment. Absentee owner wants to have it sold! Asking $34,- 
500., BUT MAKE YOUR OFFER!!! NAME YOUR DOWN- 
PAYMENT! CaU Ed Scholl 2-5030, evgs. 2-0719. MLS.
NEW DELUXE DUPLEX!! Large duplex with fireplace 
and quality finishing, located on fine, sewered lot. Base­
ment partially finished. Full price, $37,900. with only 
$2,740 down! NHA 83,i% mtge. Call Orlando Ungaro 2- 
5030, or 3-4320. MLS. .
CARPENTER’S SPECIAL CLOSE - IN! Large 4 bdrm, 
stucco home with 220 w„ good heating system, utility 
room off kitchen and a yard full of fruit trees. $16,750. 
MLS. To view, please call Jean Acres, 2-5030, evgs., 3-2927.
2 LAKEVIEW LOTS — Only $4,950 each, both VLA size, 
with trees! MLS. Phone Olivia Worsfold, office 762-5030 
or eves. 762-3895.
NEAR LAKE, $17,950 — Just listed, attractive, inimacu- 
late 2 bdr. home, near lake, park and shopping. Suitable 
for retired couple or small family. MLS. To view please 
phone Olivia Worsfold, office 762-5030 or eves. 762-3895.
G. Gaucher 2-2463 evgs.





Available April, 1st. '
i Ah' conditioning, elevator, 
underground parking, con­
crete between all floors, 
electric heat, all utilities ex­
cept telephone paid by land­







. PANDOSY & PARK
and quiet. No children. ti
TWO BEDROOM SUITE IN NEW 
fourplex; wall to wall carpet. Immediate 
occupancy. Telephone 765-9071. after 6:00
p.m. ti
WANTED - TENANTS FOR LOM- 
hardy Park Apartments — exclusive, 
one acre of lawns, much more. Let 
us tell you about it — 764-4408. tf 
NASSAU HOUSE, DELUXE ONE BE 1)1 
room suite, very quiet and close in, 
Adults only. Contact Manager, Suite 8,
If you want to live in. comfort, 







1777 Water Street. tf
TWO BEDROOM UNIT OF FOUR- 
Plex available April 1, with refrigera­
tor anil stove Included. Telephone 762-
3575 12 noon to 4 p.m.
FOURPLEX UNIT FOR RENT IN RUT- 
land. Wnll to wall carpet, refrigerator 
and stove. Children and pets welcome. 
$145 per month. Telephone 764-7139, tf
WINFIELD — DUPLEX - TWO BED- 
rooms, available Immediately. Very 
reasonable rent, for two months only. 
Call 766 2123, Winfield, ________tf
TWO ROOM FURNISHED SUITE, 
suitable for a working man. Non drink­
er, non smoker. Telephone 762.5253.
_  _______ 202
TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX SUUK 
Full, basement, carport, carpeted, No 
calls Friday evening or Saturday. 
Telephone 765-6,514; 200
TWO BEDROOM BRAND NEW DUP- 
lex., wall lo wall, carpeting, ’ close to 
downtown Rutland, Immediate posscs-
ROYAL APTS.
NOW RENTING
One, two nnd three bedroom 
suites. Air-conditioning, elcvn- 
tor, under parking, free laun­
dry, reduction for tenants 65 or 
over. Close to downtown in 
I quiet neighborhood, No children 
lor pets.1
PHONE 762-8068




N<\w available, large 1 and 2 




15> H0USES F0R R6NT 
lULI. BAAFMENT, TWO BhDROOM
200
ONE BEDIIOOM EUnNlSIIEl) MOTEL 
unit. utlllUen pnlil, Telephone 763-5!)tl!), 
_____________ W
F U II N I H II E P ACCOMMODATION 
nvnllnhlo downtown for mnturo ImlleH 
wllllnR lo Bhare, Telephone 703-3040. tl 
()NE AND” lW(T'iiiE)lUK)M 
homo cnblo vision. O'Cnllashan'B He-
nort, 3326 Wall Rond,
V
F
IMPERIAL APARTMENTS, ONE AND 
two , bedroom tuitea. no children or 
pots. Telephone 704-4240, tl
TWQ~fEI)ilO 'M FOURPLEX”NEAli 
sehoolsi carpet, sundeck. Available 
Mareh 15th. Telephone 70S-0255. If 
AVAILXHLirNm^ 
uqlta In Rutland fourplex, Close In, 
Telephone 70.5-5111 or 763-5676, tl 
AvXiuYiu:"TPHiL di? (uTose 
downtown, bachelor suite.' Telephone 
769-7234. ____ _________ ' II
FirRNl'sHF.I) SUITE FOR RENT IN 
Shops Capri area. Telephone 762-6375, 
\\ 202
17. ROOMS FOR RENT
SHARING THREE Ili:i)IU)()M~Fu7i- 
nl.hcd tulle near hoipltnl. Largo and 
private bedroom, Heat and light Includ- 
rd. $80 per room to quiet gentleman. 
Telephone 76^-209,1. . tt
with u.c of kitchen. Clone lo down,
(nwn. W< 
phone 7t>?
lady preferred, Tele- 
' ••
tf
VISTA MANOR ' ' X.
1BR. furnished, nnd 1 unfurn­
ished suite, All conveniences. 
Close In. Retired Or quiet liv­
ing > couple, , \
PHONE 765-6536 
evfa, 762-3037. tf
. .... ................................ , TWO RKDMJOM MUTE IN C0|A»NY
Gleninnr* duplex with fireplace, eerpml I Park Apailinrntx, 12J.) flornard Avenue,
and »J hrsi Ml) Inrludln 
Mtlrr, Available 
phone T8I4BM.'
1 dameoieI avalUN* Miy ), and irfoarr-
W-l tnelirfM On* child wa«50ma, Tele- 
' U FboM T8MBL 41
AWAY FROM IT ALL — are w/w in Uving room and 
lovely home situated on 2 both bedrooms fireplace up 
acres of natural creekside I down. Patio doors, lead- 
setting. Over 250 ft. on Mis- in2 to a large covered sun- 
sion creek. 2 bedroom bunga- deck which offers a restful 
low with fireplace. Included I Ylew °»Jhe mountains. CaU 
is a garage, cooler, storage I Horry Maddocks at 765-5155 
plus a small in-law cabin I ^a/s or‘ 765-6218 evenings, 
wired for 220. MLS. $20,900. MLS-
CaH Roy Paul at 762-3713 H0T! H0T, H0T; BUY! Ex. 
days or 765-8909 evenings. I ceptionaiiy wen t>uilt with 
HIPPITY - HOP TO THE garage, workshop, carport, 
GROCERY SHOP - and the covered sundeck, all on a 
school and the golf course, I large 110 x 110 well land- 
from this well planned1 three I scaped lot. Completed finish- 
bedroom family home com- I
plete with wall to wall car- I EXCITING BUY AT $24,600. 
peting and a view of the en- I ^asy Terms. Call Frank Ash- 
Ure city. . Beautifully land- I or
scaped. Call Terri Mcckling I eves. MLS.
at 762-3713 days or 763-6657 A HALp ACRE op HEAV- 
evenlngs. MLS. I EN—■ here Is a housewife's
TIRED OF
ALIKE HOUSES?
rooms — 2 fireplaces 
acres and a beautiful 
in Lakeview Heights, 
have to see through
LOOK- droam' A h0llsc that practi- 
3 bed- I cally takes care of itself.
_ 4 I Maintenance free. Fully tiled 
view I kitchen and bathrooms and 
You I exterior of tiles and alcan sld- 
the I tag. There nre over 2,000 sq.
Gor. j ft. of family living in thishouse to enjoy it. Call .
don Marwick at 762-3713 days immaculate home. Asking 
or 769-4662 evenings. MLS. $46,000. Call Mary Ashe at 
762-3713 days or 763-4652 eves.
DOWNTOWN BEAUTY I or Blanche Wannop at 762- 
PARLOR — 5 chairs — all 371.3 days or 702-4683 eves, 
equipment plus 5 dryers — MLS.
two or more beauticians can I
handle. Ideally located. Low nEST HOME-Provinclal 11- 
5 year lease. Cull Mike Mar- cc»ce for six guests. Ideal 
tel at 762-3713 days or 762- Hor husband-wife tenm. Rev- 
0990 evenings. MLS. enuc over $10,000 a year. Im-
I mediate Income from present 
WE DARE YOU TO COM- I guestp. Price of $41,500, ln- 
PARE—spotless Rutland, 3 j eludes furnishings, linen nnd 
bedroom home with up nnd I provisions to insure unlntcr-
down fireplace and carport. I rupted operatloa. Owners will 
Close to school for only I consider a small retirement 
$25,900, Cali Rob Clements nt I home as-part payment. Call 
762-3713 days or 764-4934 eves. I-Clare Angus nt 762-3713 days 
MLS. , I Or 762-4807 eves, MLS.
Bill Campbell J.......  763-6302
Joe Limberger.........  763-2338 Ken Mitchell
MORTGAGES A APPRAISALS Darryl Ruff - 704-7536 
KELOWNA - 483 Lawrence Avc„ 762-3713 
RUTLAND — Shoppcra' Village, 765-5155
INTERIOR'S LARGEST REALTORS
BUILDING LOTS: Your choice of 6 VLA size lots on 
Bouchcrle Rond In kikevlcw Heights, Well Uccd with 
terms to suit purchaser, MLS,
O.K. MISSION
New 3 bedroom home near completion. Features car-
peted living room with fireplace, dining room in car­
pet, cabinet kitehen with eating area, 4 piece bath. Full 
basement with roughed-in rooms and plumbing. Cov­
in area. Onlyered deck and carport. All new homes 
$2,400.00 down if you qualify for British 
Mortgage. Full price $29,300,00, MLS.
ROYAL TRUST
248 BERNARD .AVENUE
J. J. Millar .... 3-5051
Columbia 2nd
PHONE 2-5200'
C. A. Pcnson .... 8-5830
W. B. Roshinsky 4-7236
Lund & Warren
Realty Ltd.
446 Bernard Avenue 763-4932
LAKESHORE HOME
5 ycqr old--4 bedroom home on close to 1 acre of land; 
with 90 feet of excellent beach, Many extras, including 
2^ bathrooms, 8 foot field stone fireplace, double win- 
dows and carpets throughout. Part basement and double 
garage, For further details, on this llstliig, contact Erik 
Lund, days, 3-4932 or evenings, 2-3486, MLS.
HANDYMAN’S SPECIAL
Drive by 1827 Marshall Street, Good family home. Tudor 
style, Three bedrooms, 26 foot living room, with fireplace, 
19Me foot kitchen. One bedroom on main floor, two on 
second. Part basement. Auto. heat. Good future invest­
ment. Vacant April 15th. To view, call Mrs. Olive Ross, 
days, 3-4932 or evenings, 2-3556. F.P. $18,950.00. MLS.
. Austin Warren ■ 
762-4838
Gerri Krina Don Cameron
763-4387 765-7095
Lupton Agencies ltd.
No. 6 SHOPS CAPRI PHONE 762-4400
NUE WELL FURNISHED. ROOMS, 
•rparate cnlranre, linens auppllnil. Ahn 
new, complete, well linUhrd one bed­
room eulle, Telephone 761-2136, 201
nrlvllngrs lor April let. Telephone 7M' 
iw<i alter # pm, «
19. ACCOM. WANTED
WANTED TO RENT. ONE. BEDIIOOM 
suite or bachelor unit. Downtown or 
Capri' location. For‘May 1. Telephone 
76S.MU. ' 700. Ml
20. WANTED TO RENT 
iHHCE m.iiRooM ifoi-sf: niiuuin- 
cd by »»p»eurrt couple for May L 
Mata m««M|es-AI 701117, day*. 3M
ACREAGE: 16 hcres for $10,00011 Well heed, lovely 
view, 8 miles from Kelowna. $3,000, down. MLS.
GADDES REALTY
LIMITED
2 YEAR OLD BUNGALOW-RUTLAND
This home offers pleasant surroundings nnd many nice 
features wllhlib 2 bedrooms, carjxited throughout with 
shag in L/Il,, n(it( walnut , feature wall, Full basement 
with rumpus room, Attractive natural finish exterior, 
attached sun deck nnd carport, Grounds completely land­
scaped nnd fenced, A good buy for full price of 820.700.00. 
EXCLUSIVE. Call Bill Fleck at 762-4400 or 703-2230.
. 547 Bernard Avenue
Phil Moubray eves. 3-3028
Bill Gaddes eves. 2-4?3t
762-3227
Ixn Neave eves. ... 5-5272
Gary August eves.., 3-5719
Harold Hartfield eves. .... 5-5080
\
OUTSTANDING HOMESITE
Extra large view Jot on lake side of Lakeshore Road, 
In Okanagan Mission. Panoramic view of the Jake frpm 
Peachland to Kelowna from level building site. Domestic 
water Available. Have a client' ready to purchase the 
other half of this very desirable residential property. 
Contact Roger Coltle at 2-1100 or D\454O for fill thcr parti­
cular#. EXCLUSIVE.
KKLOWNA DAILY COVinm. TUES., MAKCan. ItnrAGKl*
W*'’"*—*   .........- ■ . I...........- .... ................" .




You must «ee this cosy home with 
size living room and a bright kitchen. Located only 
to 1 block from transportation to shopping, full price only 
$15,900.00. Could be remortgaged. EXCL.
21. FROFERTY FOR SAU
J







Because of circumstances, owner is selling this very 
best lot in subdivision. Exciting view of the lake, city 
and yet nestled in groves of pine. Price is kept low for 
quick sale, only $6,900.00 wth $1,500.00 cash.
lot, well landscaped. Terms can be ar- 
BDRMS. up and 1 down, large kitchen, 
II ibis home is located on Leithead Rd., vendor moving, 
|| ranged. Elaine Johnson 763*7900 or 765-8352. MLS.
GLENMORE
Close to 1,400 square feet on the main floor plus a full 
basement. Living-dining room is L-shaped, with brick 
fireplace and carpeted. Large bedrooms, all carpeted 
plus ensuite plumbing. Very attractive financing with 
low interest rates. Owner transferred. Full price $30,500.00. 
Excl. Call us and we’U show you.
HOME WITH REVENUE
Trade your present equity. 2 identical new duplexes, 
the rent will more than pay the mortgage. Compare 
these features, each side, 2 BDRMS, w/w, 114 baths, 
fridge and range, bonded roof, carports and many more. 
Low tax area. Only $28,900. Pat Dunlop 763-7900 or 763- 
3604. NRS.
UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY
To purchase this lovely family home adjacent to the 
golf course, comprising a large living and dining room, 
covered sundeck, fireplaces, 2 BDRMS on main floor, 
'downstairs finished, could be in-law suite. F.P. only 
$34,900 with cash to 1st mortgage of $26,000. Owner will 
trade for lots or what have you, or will carry 2nd mort­




CARRUTHERS & MEIKLE LTD.
“ESTABLISHED IN 1902"
364 BERNARD AVE. DIAL 762-2127
Lloyd Dafoe ........ 762-3887 Darrol Tarves .. 763-2488
Carl Briese ..1— 763-2257 John Bilyk ......763-3666
George Martin —763-7766
LAKEVIEW HEIGHTS: A beautiful split level home on 
Thacker Drive — this home has so many extras that 
would be worth enquiring about — near to schools, 
exclusive area. For full information contact Jim Barton 
at 4-4878 evenings or 34343 days. MLS.
REVENUE HOME: Comfortable three bedroom home 
in good southside location with one bedroom self-con­
tained suite in the full basement. The home is in im­
maculate condition inside and out and the price has 
been reduced to $28,500 for quick sale. Call today for 
an appointment to view. Call Hugh Mervyn at 3-4343 
or 24872. MLS.
$500.00 DOWN
We have brand new 2 and 3 bedroom homes starting at 
$18,900. Large roomy bedrooms, family sized kitchen and 
living room. Carpeted throughout except bathroom and 
kitchen. Crestwood cabinets. Full basement with roughed 
in extra bedroom, and lots of room left for a rumpus 
room.
NEW DUPLEX located on Mission Creek in Rutland. 
2 bedrooms up, combined kitchen and dining room, living 
room. Full basement. All offers or trades will be con­
sidered. Try your down payment. This may be the invest­
ment for you. ।
McKinnon realty ltd
To view call office 765-7741 Residence 765-7451
OLDER 2 BEDROOM 
HOME, right downtown on 
Knox Crescent. Large beauti­
fully treed and landscaped 
lot. Vendor will consider half 
down and $125.00 per month. 
Gas furnace and solidly con­
structed. Priced at only $16,- 
500.00. Call Sam Pearson 
evennlgs at 762-7607. Exclu­
sive.
NO LANDSCAPING 
QUIREDU In fact aU 
home needs is a buyer 
just wants to move in 






newly painted inside and out. 
Two fireplaces. Good family 
home in residential area. 
7Vi% CMHC mortgage. For 
more information call Bill 




165 Hwy. 33, RUTLAND 
PHONE 765-7704
Evenings:
Gordon Davis ...... 765-6180
Otto Graf ................. 765-5513
Al. Horning ........ 765-5090
Sam Pearson .......... 762-7607
«bL BMwnaat partially tiabkad. «•**(» 
MI «o*d«ek. tajrulaUd gar**«. gatdt 
a*im*rhM4. I1LMB Uva: toka rdr 
to* aaymaat* ta aurtgaia. T»to- 
»hm T«MI1L m
OWNKB IN EDMONTON. ON* YBAB 
•U thr*a bmtbmb bututo*. Brtod- 
Ims UumAmiL 1U BaUu rtkay rtat- 
ur«*. PrloM tar «*lck «*j*Y toMM. 
(J.MB d**a, ar trU*. Wd b>iKSt 
March to Ayru 4. <tS MaUaeh ItoM. 
BuUand. T*to»ha*a T4S-MM. tot 
INDUSTRIAL LOT Wxlto*. ST. PAVL 
Strut. Ot«»r. («*< *ha>B <a*tax u
revanut er
SEDUCED TO SUMS. IDEAL ONE 
bedroom ratlnmul hams. b’s* Crtst- 
«r#M kltchsa eablaSte, *U* SM pluMb- 
lag. sew urW thnubooi. I*a#<i*ts 
tecaMScy. 7C434*. tf
NEW SEMI DETACKED EOUSE IN 
Buiiand. 1.706 otoaro leal living area: 
thro* bedroom*, livitt room sad tat- 
then. Full iaton*aUaa—ldt»ho»e Ito- 
66» after 7:60 pm. 2*1
TWO BEDROOM OLDBB HOUSE. 
PreepoeUvb apartment u*M. L»f|4 
yard, garage, workshop. Fitlsto* has*- 
mint. 626.066; 6L606 town. T46-55W,
tohve meuagt. til
SUNDB LAWN SERVICE
Grata Cutting, Trimming, 




273’ OF LAKEMORE. THREE MIN- 
utoe trem Katoea*. Voder 610* 
toot An eadergrout* etniceo—aaady 
beach. UBMltovtM*. but true. 7*4- 
4466. tf
STUCCO AND UDING, 167* ETWEL 
street, lun two bedroom. L shaped
ance 610 magtely-
OK. LANDSCAPING





Cement Grape Posts 




WHY WAIT FOR SPRING? BUILD NOW!!! on one of 
these country lots. Paved roads, domestic water. All 
lots over ~3 acre, May be purchased for a low price of 
$3,400 each with terms available. For further details 
contact Murray Wilson at 3-4343 dr 2-6475. MLS.
ABBOTT STREET: Excellent family horpe within walking 
distance to the lake, downtown and shopping. This well 
planned home is completely finished up and down. A 
. convenient bath ion each floor. For the expading family 
there is a total of 5 bedrooms. To view call Dennis Denney 




IF YOU ARE LOOKING — 
for a one floor plan, two bed­
rooms, on an extra large lot, 
ideal for retired couple or 
starter home, then let me 
show you this one. Home is 
in Glenmore and is vacant 
so immediate occupancy and 
the asking price is only $23,- 
000. For further information, 
call Alan Elliot at the office, 
or evenings at 3-7283. MLS.
10 ACRE VIEW PROP- 
ERTY: With irrigation and 
domestic water, over-looking 
Wood and Kalamalka Lakes. 
Approximately 650 foot front­
age, on paved road. Vendor 
will sell in 3 acre parcels. 
Asking $3,500. per acre and 
will give good terms. Call 
Alan Elliot at the office, or 
evenings at 3-7283. MLS.
Gord Funnell _______ 2-0901
Ben Bjomson.......... 769-4221




NBA new LdT. CAMKUA ROAD.
Hallywtod Dtu. Bulla**. WxiU'. 
Pric* 64.4*6. Talayhaa* 1424520. «vaa- 
into 7C4*54.  »
OLDER. MODEL ROME IN GOOD 
•haja. L*r<* yard with tra*a. N*»t Bua 
ato* *td aehoaU. Talfohaab 7434753. 
_________________ -________________  tf 
PRIVATE SALE. THREE BYDROOM 
split laval h*mt. QlMaur* ua*. C«U
attar 3:36 p.m., wwkdaya. TO-4K3. 
Saturday **d Su*toy *11 <*y. 266
BLOCK TO CAFRJ - THREE $ED> 
room bun<*!*«, rpuUaua, !*<*! suit*, 




2 acres of pine trees located in South East Kelowna. Only 
two left.' Full price $4,500.00 with terms. MLS (P).
CITY DUPLEX:—
Drive by 770 - 772 Saucier Avenue and then give us a call 
for an appointment to view. Each side consists of 3 bed­
rooms, 1 La bathrooms, utility room with washer and 
dryer hookup, carports and paved driveway. Asking $37,- 
500.00 with cash to a 6%% mortgage. MLS.
We Specialize in Okanagan Mission Pioperties.
1561 Pandosy St. LTD. 3-4343
INFORMATION ON ALL. M.L.S. LISTINGS 
AVAILABLE FROM OUR REALTORS. IB1U, 
& CO. LTD.
29. ABTICIES FOR SALE 
NKW VPHOUTEBEu' OOODS FOR 
sale at wholesale pric**. Large *<l«c- 
tfoa ta «aw style*. Term* C.O.D. Tala- 
ph**e 763-tttl R*om tt. ae leave m*> 
aag* at ewttchboard. tf 
ONE BEDROOM SUITE WITH BOOK- 
case b*d. 6100, Tw* 30” continent*! 
bad*, white padded headboard*. 640 
each. Oa* dretoar. AH ta very good 
coadltloa, Telephoae 7634137. 201
WE BUY AND SELL HOUSEHOLD 
goods. We real bate cribs and roll-away 
rots by th* week. Whitehead's Naw and 
Used. RuUa*d. Tetaphtme 7*5-5136. T. tf
LADY'S COATS. DRESSES. SUITS, 
slacks, size 14-16: two pair asw shoe*. 
*>4. Maa's Jacket*, she 42. Tslephen* 
7*34047.■ft ■
APPROXIMATELY 1.566 6* CEDAR 
port*, round and natural aUo wire used 
(or *n* aaaaaa la vineyard. Reasonable.
7*44*4*. T. Th. S, 11
tf
WELL-ROTTED COW MANURE. $3 
per yard, five yard minimum delivery, 
blecauat «a Urge *rttre. Tatophon* 
7*3-3413. tf 
MANURE FOR SALE. 610 RER LOAD 
(half th* truck), d*Uv*rtd to Keldwna 
**d district. TeUphaat 743-7313 alter 
* p.m. tf
MANURE FOB SALE. 63 PER YARD. 
6 yard* minimum dtUvery. Telephone reiito. tt
LABGr.'FLOWEMNG, HEALTHY 
PeteatiU* pleat* for salt. Telephone 
763-364J. 203
MOVING -- FOR SALE — 30" ELEC- 
trio range and 16 cu. ft. refrigerator. 
Both clean an* In good condition. Pleas* 
telephone 7»-7g>*.sol
1* GAUGE MOSSBERG PUMP ACTION 
thatpua. box ahella, tun cate, cleaning 
ut seo. Telephone ia~s»n.
_________________________ 200. 203. 203
TWO DISPLAY COUNTERS AND 
One ehrome pant rack., Baird'* Ap­
parel. No. 3. Shop* Capri. Telephone
762-2(27. tot
ROUND FIVE 6XX)T DOUBLE FACED 
commarclal nto* alt*. Teltphen* 743- ,
3316 W 7*2-3211. tf
ONE PAIR RACING SKIS. BOOTS, 
pola*. Also *<iu*tium*. Taltphona 7*2- 
M27. tf
tot
COMPLETELY SERVICED LOTS IN 
lov*ly erckard «aBdlvl*lM Bet**** 
W»»d Ud K*l*m#Ika L*k**> T*l«ph*** 
50-3534. R. L. Y«u*<> Ojam*. 209
FIVE ACRES RALF MILE NORTH OF 
Wacthaak. Lovely view. Twe bddnom 
house. veeaai la aaa week. (31,660.
Telephone 7(2-7434. ■ 30#
TRIPLEX FOR SALK, FOB FURTHER 
taformatiM telephen* TC-411* *r IC-
5711. tf
22. FROFERTY WANTED





and EASY LIVING 
that’s what you'll have when 
you move into this charming 
new three BR home. Featuring 
shag broadloom, maple kitchen 
cabinets, Venetian marble van­
ity in bath, carport, full base­
ment with roughed-in plumbing. 
Low down payment to an 8%% 
NHA Mortgage. Only $22,400.
For all the details
Call Don Wallinder 763-6066 
or Crestview Homes 763-3737.
203
102-ACRE FARM.
29. ARTICLES FOR SALE
AMPHI CAT. SIX WHEEL DRIVE, 
amphlblou*. *U terrain vthlcl*. R*buUt 
molar, >500.06. Tttogho** 7*2-#2»0. 203
LARGE. ‘ HEAVY DUTY INCINKRA- 
Ur. Inquire m«na**r Super-V»)».
Downton* Kelowna. tot
USED TORO REEL TYPE CAS LAWN 
mowar. Aho Lawnbay gat lawn mo-
7C4M2 
tf
ORCHARD WANTED. I HAVE A BONA 
fid* clitnt wh* w*nt* t* Buy * #<*# 
product*! orchard of at acre* mi*ima*a 
in tho South East or East Kelowaa 
•r*a. Principal rtddtac# sot aoe«*(U7. 
AU inonlrlM will Bo i* atrlrtHt con­
fidence. Cait Donal* Denney st ?*3- 
4343 or 7*3-732. UkoUad ttoalty LU.
2#3
OUT-OF-TOWN BUYER NEEDS TWO 
bedroom boas* with la-!** suit*, *r 
small fosr ba<r**m ham*. Bnly ta 









wer. Telephone 743-334*. 201
tf
30” WBSTINQHOUis: E L E C T X I C 
store, white, deluxe modal, 676: black 
tad White televtotea, 21", 646: East 
ladle* k<, 6‘xl2‘. neo*, (cast 6306) 
will eon ter 671: wool rut, 16'xl3*, 633.
Telapheao 7442371 after 5:00 p.m.
203
THREE PIECE CHESTERFIELD, 
wise celer. Oao chair, tree*, good con­
ditio*. Three bruah Electrolux floor 
pelither. good condition. Compact vac­
uum cleaner, used two yean. Like aaw. 
Oa* bed. Mattress and epriag, good 
ceatltioa. Telephone 7*3-5113. 201
DELUXE MODEL SPINNING WHEELS 
la good working order. Four models to 
choate from. Size* tram 20” wheel to 
email mialature «'* wheel. Telephone 
745-IS31 or apply 223 Merrifield Road. 
Rutland after 5:00 p.m.203
FROST FREE REFRIGERATOR AND 
deluxe stove with rotisserie end linen, 
(brosze), one year old. Stove 6200. re- 
frtgentor 6226 or 6460 tho pair. Set of 
buikheto, ae mattress, 613. Telephoa*
SOLID OAK DESK. SWIVKL CHAIR, 
typing table. 1* loot aectlonal auite.
Talephone 7*2-W6 after 5:30 p.m. 261
WHITE GARBAGE BURNER. CHROME 
top hot plate. General Electric waahlng 
machine. Telephone 762-7131.203
DISH WASHER. ONE YEAR OLD. EX- 
cellent condition. Telephone 7to-203t. 
Ask for Jan. 201 
MONARCH COAL AND WOOD STOVE 
in new condition. Beat oiler. Tele- 
phono 764-4*23.201
IMPERIAL ZIGZAG PORTABLE SEW- 
inf machine. Good working order. Tele- 
phone 763-6307. 300
IS” ADMIRAL INSTANT-ON PORT- 
abl* TV, like new, with stand, *73. 
Telephone 7624337._________________ 206
3 PAIR 8HOP.TIE DRAPES. LINED? 
Each cover* 75"x45". 616 and 615, per 
pair. Telephone 7*3-2*73. 206. 203. 203
COOEY .22 REPEATER. 623. TELE- 
phon* 763-2372. 200. 30j. 203
WHEELCHAIR FOR SALE. TELE- 
phone 762-7880. 302
29B. ANTIQUES
STROHM'S ANTIQUES. 2974 PANDOSY 
St., next door to Strohm's Barber and 
Beauty Shops. Throe writin* . desk’. 
Fin* table* and object* of art. tf
32. WANTED TO BUY
7C-34I7. 203
LOT OR SMALL ACREAGE WANTED. 
Suitable for a mobile home. Write Box 
A 626, The Kelowna Daily Courlar; 202
23. MOK EXCHANGED
MOVING BACK TO EDMONTONl 
Rave three acres with «p sad dews 
.duplex. Trede for property here. Tele*
phono 765-3H4 after 4:36 p.m. 300
24. PROPERTY FOR BENT
STORE SPACE FOR BENT IN SHOP- 
Pers' Village, Rutland. 14'x74' ar caa 
divide to auit. Suitable far miurie store, 
candy ahop. pet ahoy, dry goods, sports 
shop. etc. «r lady** w**r->a*ne la th* 
*rea. Telephea* 7*5-7221 er 7(1-54*4
evenings nd weekends. U
PROFESSIONAL OFFICE SPACE 
available i* alr-csadtioned *a* storey 
building. cutrally located. Ample stall 
ud client parking. Curiam reaavatiaa 
may ba arraagad. Fnruiihed tf dealrad. 
Pleats telephone Mr. 3. M. Robert*. 7*2-
2002 tf
TWO 625x15 WHITE WALL TIRES, $15 
each. Old TV, aeads plctur* tuba, $5, 
Plastic wadlag pool, 4'xi‘xl', to. New 
propaao torch, 67.50. Child's wagon. $5. 
FoMlag wooden clothes dryer, S3. Tele- 
phon*'763-2672. 200, 202, 203
WAGON WHEEL BUNK BEDS, COM- 
plat* with mattreises and -ladder. 
Good c«8diUa*. 6H. Telephone 765-
SPOT CASH 
We pay highest prices for 
complete estates or single 
items.
Phone us first at 762-5599 





SEARS DISHWASHER FOR SALE. 
Telephone 704343. 201
WANTED — 249 OR 302 MOTOR. 
Telephone 7*5-7641. tt 
33. SCHOOLS* VOCATIONS
HIGH SCHOOL AT HOME. CANADA'S 
leading achool. Free brochure. National 
College. 444 Robson St.. Vancouver 6M- 
4913 tt
34. HELF WANTED, MALE
SIMPSONS-SEARS
requires
MISSION AREA — Move right into this 1,500 sq, ft. 
home; luxurious property throughout; spacious L.R.; 3 
large BRS.; ensuite plumbing: 4 pc. bath; large treed 
lot; full price; $26,500. Call Lloyd Bloomfield eves., 2- 
3089 or days 2-5544. MLS.
SEVENTEEN UNIT APARTMENT — centrally located 
in Rutland; showing good revenue; price $150,000. Call 
Mike Chepesulk eves., 4-7264 or days, 2-5544. Excl.
A GOOD BUILDING SITE — A spacious lot in fast grow­
ing area; cash or terms. For more details call Betty Elian 
eves., 7694397 or days 2-5544. MLS.
IMMEDIATE POSSESSION This beautiful, brand new 
home in Glenrosa Heights, with a gorgeous view: large 
L.R. with fireplace and shag rug; 3 BRMS.; 4 pc. bath; 
double glass and screens; full price just $27,900. Call 
George Silvester eves., 2-3516 or days 2-5544. Excl.
SPECTACULAR VIEW—-From the wrap-around deck that 
opens off the elegant living room and dining room; this 
4 BR. home offers city living at its best. Full basement; , 
2 bathrooms and 2 fireplaces are just a few of many 
features. Listed qt $37,500. Cail Ruth Young eves., 3- 
6758 or days 2-5544. Excl.
Okanagan Realty
551 Bernard Ave. LTD. 2-5544
We Trade Throughout B.C, 
Jack Sassevllle .... 3-5257 
Peachland Branch 767-2202 or Bert or Mae Leboe 767-2525. 
Penny Callies ... 767-2655.
WR l a,s
NEAR ABBOTT STREET
Location and, class is combined in this fine executive 3 
bdrm, home, featuring 3 sets of plumbing, 1440 sq. ft., 
fireplace, built-in dishwasher, stove and-oven plus drapes 
included. Immediate possession. I have the key. Please 
call Harry Rist al 763-3146, evgs. and weekends 764-7221. 
MLS.
"SAFEWAY — BLOCKS!”
Wb have an “Exclusive” Hating on this good sited 2 bdrm, 
home on Richter St. There Is a glassed-in1 veranda and 
b cute garage. Cannot be beaten for VALUE at the full 
price of $15,700. Plense call Cliff Wilson, at 762-3146, evgs. 
■nd weekends 762-2058, , , \
INDUSTRIAL BUILDING'
Loealrd on High. 97 with 3660 ^q. fl. nf spaer, direct 
highway acceii*, mid further avro*5 from ro d at rear. 
,M acres of land, 3 phabr power, Suitable for vnrioua, 
commercial enterprise*, Full price $57,000, Please call 
J. F, Klassen at 762-3146, evgs. and weekends 762-3015.
MLS,
Mel'Russell ...... 76M409 Phil Robinson .... 763-2758
(1972) 
LTD.










Forbes ..... 44091 
Chalmers . 4-7231
LOTS - LOTS - LOTS
85 acres cultivated. Good mod­
ern buildings. This $65,000 
farm' is 2',4 miles east of 
Lumby, a village with every­
thing, in the heart of fishing 
and hunting Monashee Country. 
Half cash gets you this gem.
LUXURIOUS OFFICE SPACE. 4M TO 
500 square feet Air conditioned, carpet*, 
drape*. 1135 Sutherland Avlntit. Tale-
phon* er 7(2-3140. tf
COMMISSION SALESMAN
LOW DOWN PAYMENT
PRICED FROM $3500 TO $4500
FEATURES
# 22 lots just over ’,i acre, 90' to 100' frontage
i!' 11 lots over ’3 acre
ft. close to school and shopping
ft all lots have a nice view 
ft domestic water and gas
Beautiful treed lots at a price you can afford.
CALL
SUN VALLEY HOLDINGS LTD.
Ed Ross—■ 762-3556
PHONE 547-6611
1 T, Th, S 211
TWO YEAR OLD BLOCK BUILDING, 
1506 square <aet> available Immediat­
ely. Located la Rutlaad. Telephoae 7«- 
506*. tf
FOR RENT: INDUSTRIAL OR COM- 
merclal apac*. 1.506 *qoar* feat. Froe­
lich Road, Rutland. *23$ per BiMtk. 
Telephone 742-3714. T, F, 5, tf
FOR RENT - 2676 SQUARE FEET 
office apace, 275 Benard Ayaaua. Call 
Vern Slater at Kalewa* Realty Ltd,.
712-4919, t. a, tt
210
STEARNS CONSTRUCTION LTD.
Builder of homes in the valley for 15 years. We are 
building quality homes, with full basements, from 
$18,900.00 and up, is low as $500.00 down and 
$160,00 per month, and have a large selection of lots 
Io choose from.





ft A good place to lite
These'are the feature* 








Open from 2 - 6 p.m. every 
Tues., Thurs., Frl. and Sun. 
from 2-5 p.m. Sat. Follow 
Black Mtn. Rd. to Hollywood 
Rd., turn right on Falkirk Rd., 
aim right on Dundee.
Call 765-8712, 763-6066 or
>' 763-3737.
(Furnished by Turvey's) 
tf
WESTBANK — LOT 2
Westview Heights, Witt Road. 
3rd Lot from Carrail Street;
00 x 130 ft. $6,500 F.P.
KEY REALTY LTD. 524-3626 
733 - 6th St,, New Westminster.
201
NEW 4-PLEX
Two-bedroom units, carpet 
throughout (3 units with.fridges, 
stoves). Carports. Hein Road, 
Rutland. >
Call 765-9071
T, Th, S tf
Phone 765-5639
T, Th. S 219
HXmajlNT ABBOTT fcTBnn LOC. 
•|l««, rki* In h«««h »»# Tw#
kidroMM, g*t***, auiiir r»»m. N« 
haMmeal tIMdn Incladtnl «cpll**r*« 
I •*# t*r*i«*r«. TtlcpBH* m-rw *n»»
IM *B. 101
1,456 SQUARE FEET OF COMMER- 
clal apac* *v*ll*bto immadlataly. N*rth- 
tat* Plait, Tdlapha** 7*30732. tf
COMMERCIAL, INDUSTRIAL Or' 
wirehoma apaco, 1260 o* 2,460 HUtro 
fret. Telarto*o 7C-OQ1. If
SPACE FOR RENT - YOU NAME IT, 
w* have it, Tho Cattery Group, 7(3-
—Full Tinre Employment, 
, ' .1 ■
—All Company Benefits.
—Opportunity for Advancement





‘COMMERCIAL HIGHWAY FRONTAGE 
on Highway #7 North. Telephone 7(5-
Personnel Office, 
Orchard Park, Kelowna







T, Th. S, tf
25. BUS. OPPORTUNITm 
I* UNIT MOTEL - ALL WINTER!/.- 
ed. ready for winter rental!, with 
lovely two bedroom full baiement homa; 
all unit* and equipment in excellent 
condition i a Gulf service station ranted 
at 6260 per month which lanvis month­
ly mortgage paymast/ of oily 610*. Tho 
14 unit* ar* *ltu*t*d ** 3.64 acres, ha* 
714 fodt fruntago as Highway *7. «*mo 
76 fruit tree* sag lavely view tt the 
lake. If you have *5*4*640* yen muat 
see this. Call Jack BaosavJUs, or Ok­
anagan Realty Ltd. 7*2-3544 or oven- 
inga 7*3-0237. MLS. 206
FLOURISHING NEW SHOE STORE 
on the Mall, ahowlng excellent returns, 
For details please phono Joan Acne 
7*2-5030. evening* 7«3-2*27. Kxclurive. 
Hoover Really Ltd, 20*. 203. 203 
SHEET METAL~ MAN RKQU1RKD, 
capable el operating own bndnen. Will 
supply apsco, heavy akeat metal 
aqulpmeal, heal end Oghl. Telepkane 
,7*4-43*3. , tf
2 LOTS, $3200 EACH 
located in new subdivision on 
Girard Road cast, of Rutland 




ATTRACTIVE NEW DUPLEX BY 
builder. C«*lr»lt* loc*t*d In *ul«t *r«* 
•I Rutland. Wall to w*U carpeting, 1H 
balhe. palla with *««*Uent view, eat- 
port with alorage area, Buy naw ao* 
a*v* 614X)6. Thia h • good Investment. 
Trad* In of late modal pickup ron- 
alderod. Telephone avenlnge, 7U4141.
_______________________ ' __ _ ____ It
FOR SALE -- NEAR NEW MODERN 
Hire* tortroom houia, wall i* wall 
rarpetn In llting room, dining roam, 
hallway and matter hedrnom. Lauda- 
taped Mat and hark. Ala* Baneat 
told iefrigaralor and at««* included. 
Foil pric* *21.IM, Telephnn* 7U *3*6
I ___ _________ _________________ 21*
Fa IV ATE SALE. IDEAL BETinr. 
ment *r *m*U lemily ham*, Park Ilk* 
setting, lota a* tr***, *nty ahart black 
h*M th* l«b* to ib* Mlaale*, Tw* 
badrooma, Vahapod th to* Md dining 
team, open, b**m - alyl*. Flreplac* ■•* 
carport, Reaaoaably priced with go*d
terms. Telephone 764-4530. 302
34. HILF WANTED, MALI
SMALL MOTEL WITH CONCESSION 
stand naar th* batch I* Bauth Okasa- 
gen. B«x AMS, Ths Ktlewsa Dtllv
Courier, 2*3





eral mentally mature sales and 
management representatives. 
Substantial incomes as per 
sales, large bonuses and com­
pany benefits, Second language 
an asset but not required. Age? 
You're as young a* you feel. 
Your kncnvledge and abilities 
mean promotion and advance­
ments. Full resume to:
Regional Director, 
75 Seymour Street, 
Vancouver, B.C.
. 204





MORTOAGM MONEY - CONVEX. 
I«*t r*U» Wb buy wurtjagc* aad **r«»- 
meat*. Bill HutUr, Lak*u*d n**ity 
LU-. 13*1 9m4mv StfWL K«l*W«a. W- 
to4>. i  «
SECOND MORTOAGR FOB SALE, 
worth **Aoo. •* laUraft. to* tm to 
ihrw g**r*. T«wtb«M N**
*071. «
n, PRODUCE ANP MtAT 
affles, fousbed - ooldkn dk- 
llrloar, Irani r«M *f«r«(*. brt*S 
>»ur «w* caatalaer*. Ok*aaaa* ra«- 
kan CeO», 1331 Em* Strwt.
T. Th. S. If
2RA. GARDENING
FOR SALK BY OWNER. WO YEAR 
oM bi l«v«l hom*. 1,’** lent.
Ihr** bidll>*m*. tw* lirtrUrt., dnubU 
rarrort, utility loom »• mat* llwr. 
R*tlyw««# D«H rabdivui**, 
T«I*>Bm* 7(3-1*71. a»
•BAND NEW TOWNHOUSE UNIT 
Itt •»!*. Tara bodroema. baleoay, ear- 
pari, <»*• banmetii, oil
iinltii i* and Data Ur. f* lavelv 
•tan «<ro«. Irnm gall <«ur.« •* 
nir*m«ra, Larg* NBA merigege a«*H, 
>M« Ru» tw Its* <he» rant. Tri*-
phase 7012100 M 7S131U. tot
TREE SERVICE 
Topping, Pruning and Shaping, 
Froo CsUmatM, 
765-6478 or 765-5462 
' : . ' tf
•pg)« lr»«» a*r **)*. fort to *4* 
(Ml M S*M **•».. BfncSt. 9.1# ••«$. Will
T*k*b«*« irt-itn. Ml 
TRErn TniMMUi.1TOpraib ofTstr-’ 
m«t«d. Eafollttgdi TaMfhMB 7M> 
toil. 11»
We have a vacancy for an 
experienced teller at our Rut­
land branch. Previous Canadian 
banking experience Is .essential. 
Starting salary $3600 - $4500 
per annum, depending on ex­
perience,
For appointment plense call 




Salesman for well established 
wholesale firm,
Territory: Okanagan, Kootenay 
and Canboo. We prefer Okana­
gan resident with 1 other non- 
confliclbig line.
Box 515,
The Kelowna Daily Courier 
_________________________________ 200. 
MONKY. LARGH CANADIAN COM* 
Hay with rutl »»il»*»l Utovwo* «■( 
MtohMMS *dv*rtum« to *(M*dU( it* 
Ok***!** wwaUM*. Kam*** fiwn 
*tto to Mito ttr MMth. M »*>»r»to-
*•« *IIUu~ i* ii*"ic*to»n* «r««. Full 
lr*ui*f *f all OMilttoai. Y*r iatorvto** 
UtopbM* 7«247*> WMMto»y Mly, ba- 
iWHa iwa **d *1*. >61
KXPKAntNCm BACKHOW OPKBAT- 
•r **>ud. Mart Aatll I. R*f«r«»ca* ra- 
UdlrM. Tato*b**a if
KiPKItlgNCKD BAR VKH. * MFLW7I ■ 
air towtfte. latarur uawa rat*, Tala 




selling famous Avon products'; 
Many Avon Sales Repreienta- 
Uves earn an estimated $40 a 
week or more. K's a profitable 
way to meet people, make 
friends, For detail*, cull:
762-5065 or 765-7055
_ 201 
WANTED IMMKDMmV™'"- F»H4. 
(Im« r»rt lim* women, train*# i* 
m<rrh«n<lltia|. for larst, wall ailibluh- 
«# firm. BM# rnmelai* r»«i»m* 
rafrrenrea tit B*m A *JL Th* Aelown*
Dolly Conner. ’ 5!i4
WAftTKDi TWO WOMEN TO WOUK
A*iL P*ll»
hE4»il»lK iMBYMTTCn""oHg‘u 
tw* ton p«r nmX, Gtonnuf* ar**. 
Bihwct*. 1>I«F>»>** 14H141, to*
MORE CLASSIFIED 
ON PAGE 20
4X AUTOS FOR SALE 44A. MOBILE HOMES AND CAMPERS
TAGE M KELOWNA DAILY COVBIEB. TOES^ MARCH t8, Iffl
35. HELP WANTED,
FEMALE iMs roan, four door sedan.I S FORD. FOUR own acwuij ■....... -j Mj eqsfcid and-tn cxctlteat svnaiMREQUIlt JSutoTwffl consider trad* * WLABORATORYTECHNICIAN 1-------
rtbj Medical Cltoie tor p»t Ume 
dotlM. Hern WepboM J. M- -IL>. - ------------ ---  „
erts. WMMS. * ^l obone 704111 cr
of Un foOmrtag: bort, holiday ttaUer.
WXPraiENCED HAIRDRESSER. TULL 1pARISIENNE > CONVERTIBLE. 
m■part time, required immediately. | caghw. power windows, brakes sod 
Telephone 7«MC4.
36. HELP WANTED 
MAU OR FEMALS
steertag. raining well, body ta rough. 
Shine ezeept far aew top VJ»t of- 




Invites blds for the cleaning of 
outside windows on the main 
hospital complex (Block B) and 
the home at 419 Royal Avenue. 
Inquiries regarding specific 
areas should be directed to the 
executive housekeeper, The 
Kelowna General Hospital.
Quotations will be received un­






Applications being received for 
Full Time and’ Part Time
MALE and FEMALE 
EMPLOYEES






MUST SELL IMMEDIATELY. IMt 
Mercury, V-*. ■ automatic tnmamlulen. 
power steering, power brakes, radio, 
gold color. One owner, tow mileage. 
Maka offer? Desperate. Telephone 4$4- 
>56$, Summerland- , < XW
IJ75 FOBD L.T.D. FOUR DOOR HARD- 
top and IK* Marquis Brougham, both 
cars immaculate and tow mileage. Bert 
«Her takes. Can finance. Telephone 7«^ 
3040. Mr. Smith or Mr. Johnson. tf
1967 FAIBLANE XL500. TWO DOOR 
hardtop, power steering, power brakes, 
console buckets. A-l condition. Tele­
phone Fred. 764-4383 after 8:30 p.m.
203
1962 CHEV FOUR DOOR SEDAN. 
Motor needs some work. Very good 
body end mechsnicaltr sound. $100 
725 Fraser 'Road or telephone 763-6949.
202
1968 PONTIAC. POWER STEERING, 
power brakes, power ' windows, auto­
matic, V-8. good condlUon. $900. Tele­
phone 763-G673, ask for Doug
1967 MUSTANG GT FASTBACK, 289 
V-8. diac brakes, power steering. Like 
new condition. Many extras. »2JX». 
Telephone 784-7102. ____________ «
SACRIFICE: 1969 ROAD BUNNER. » 
Msgnum, Hurst four speed* 35,000 
miles, very good condition, extras. 
$2150. Telephone 768-5184. tf
FORD . CONVERTIBLE. 352 
cubic inch. Three speed automatic. 
$300 or highest offer. Must selL Tele­
phone 764-7322 or 762-7083.u
at 2 locations to serve you
1713 HARVEY AVE., KELOWNA &
2 MILES EAST OF PRINCETON ON HWY. 3, 
Offer for the month of March, to everyone purchasing 
a new home from us, their choice of a Color TV or 
Auto. Washer and Dryer, at no extra charge.
If you need a home, see us now! We have a fine selection, 
ranging from 48* x 12* to 68’ x 12*.
We feature the fast selling, popular STATESMAN, 
in many sizes to please you, plus our deluxe 
DIPLOMAT and AMBASSADOR which feature 
standard or reverse aisles.
NOW ON DISPLAY!
These units are all fully C.S.A. approved. Why settle 
for less when you can have the best?
We also have 24’ x 48’ Statesman and 24’ x 52* and 
24’ x 64’ DIPLOMAT and AMBASSADOR.
FINANCING ARRANGEMENTS ON THE SPOT.
Call in now and view the home o! your choice.
763-3118, KELOWNA — 295-6616, PRINCETON
202
202
DO YOU NEED $12,000 PLUS PER 
year to live. Young Canadian Co. 
offers lifetime opportunities for those 
with ability to handle people. Full ex­
tensive company training. No triflers 
please. Telephone 765-6114, D. Carle­
ton. between 5 and 7 p.m. Wednesday 
for Interview. ■___________ 201
FULL OR PART TIME DIRECT 
sales representative required by Inter- 
national organization. Must have trans­
portation. Apply Box A 629, The Kelow­
na Daily Courier. 205
WANTED - EXPERIENCED POWER 
sewing machine operator for uphol­
stery factory. Steady work. Apply In 
writing to Mr. Hudson. 941 Pitcairn 
Court, Kelowna. B.C. 202
FULLER BRUSH COMPANY LTD. RE- 
quire representatives in Kelowna area. 
Apply D. Sergent. 3600 Kamloops Road. 
Vernon, or telephone 542-2942._______ if
GOLDEN CANADA COMPANY RE- 
quires local distributors. Full or part 
time. For information telephone 763- 
4069. 202
1963 PONTIAC, SIX CYLINDER. AUTO- 
matic, power steering, power brakes. 
Excellent mechanical condition. ; 1395.1 -...................- --------------------——
Call 763-6002 after 5:00. ’ 2041 ., . Urtnnr
—— SUpER beatle, radio, two 44A. MOBILE HOMES
19il Svrc.K oMii*, nAuiv, *' ALIfX AAltncne
Winter tires, extractor exhaust. Low AND CAMPERS
mileage, over half warranty stiu left. ------------ ;--------------------------- ;----------------------
Telephone 764-4736. 203 M O BI L E HOME. DOUBLE-WIDE.
——------------------ ------ . rniTDF wlUl fun>ltu«- AH Uks new. WaU toANTIQUE CARS — MODEL A COUPE. I walJ ,haj, skirted in on lovely mobile 
Many other makes and models. Also l MU^ wlth carllOrt. Telephone 765-5336 
1965 GMC half ton pick-up. 1110 E1W lor 765.8721. 200
— ------------———— 12’x5tf COUNTRY HOME TRAILER.1962 COMET. EXCELLENT SHAPE. 61 bedrooms, furniture, extras and 
cylinder. ®'“ electric heat. 21 Hiawatha Park. Tele-
$350. Telephone .63-7717 after 6 p.m. | phQne 763.ro67, ■
N96! ^ato^^new^tlre^Completely ** MoroVoa™CWMrenCwelcome.^NQApeb
Uon. 5400. Telephone 764^4312. 2021763-2871 U
ADD IT UP- EXCELLENT EARNINGS, 
pleasant working condition, flexible 
hours. Telephone 769-4456. 202
37? SALESMEN? AGENTS
OKANAGAN RESIDENTS 
We require three individuals to 
train to call on business and 
professional people, farmers 
and fruit-growers:
TO SELL A NECESSITY 
that is low in cost and repeats 
regularly. 60% of income is de­
rived from established accounts. 
Comprehensive marketing train- 
■; ing-at company expense. Guar? 
j anteed $500 per month salary to 
start. Previous sales experience 
not necessary. Call for appoint­
ment, 763-3921, Monday, Tues­
day, Wednesday, 10 a.m.-7 p.m. 















»uNK&t&u»A9 ths "meec cm
«v4AP TMSY4 MT BURSTS
TH£-MULL**
HERD'S THE COUPLE WHO LOOK AFTER Affi- 
ANP ALBERTA, THIS IS FRANCIS BUTTERCDi;
ANOHLYKIN,
ANDTUEYVE BEEN 
TAKING CARE OF 
TIGER, MY 
PEKINGESE.
49. LEGALS & TENDERS
THE GOVERNMENT OF THE
PROVINCE OF BRITISH COLUMBIA
DEPARTMENT OF LANDS, 
FORESTS, AND WATER 
RESOURCES
1Q.. Mvnr'FDF'S BENZ 220 MODEL, I GREEN BAY MOBILE HOME' PARK, 
JlandaHl transmteston mJ I Green Bay Road off Boucherie. Und- immaculate condl-1 sdaped lots available In family and re­
ton. TdeShon^S 202 Hreme-t ««»»• Telephone 768-5543. , tf 
fnfig ’W'AintfFR’ CUlSSIC STATION 110,x52> TWO BEDROOM FURNISHED 
nower rteer- mobile home in Green Bay Park. Wa- togf°Immaailat atOcondlton.P°WTelephOTie Ifr ntage. $3,800. Coll 768-5855 I
765-7201 after 6:00 p.m. ^1 2 00 P-m-________________ »
Water Resources Service — 
Pollution Control Branch 
APPLICATION FOR A 
PERMIT UNDER THE 
POLLUTION





1963 buick skylark two door *’x45' house trailer'With built 1. i, a. Luknowsky of 250 Prior 
trardtop. Power Meertng^ brakes ^nd ®?fe;M%"honT763-M^ .Her’’"-™ ®d- Rutland, B.C., hereby apply 
'honeW763-M87d c dto *450’ 200 p.»>- 201 to the Director of Pollution
^ep. vMnrtTH satellite four 10>x44‘ NATIONAL, one bedroom. I Control for a permit to dis- 
l971. La™I0«^S^Sdei 318 motor furnished. Set up on Lot No. 30. ok I charge effluent from the pro- 
s?m on newTelXe No children. Retired aectionJ posed BelgO Arms Motor Hotel,
76w>647. 200 Telephone 765-7519. _____ ^ located at Rutland* into the
1969 custom ford station wAGONpiFGOTSKASTA.iOfi-.FDURPiECE grOund and give notice of my 
wKh TaSo. E^ellent condition. No I radio, like new application to all persons af-
tri.H. Cnah, >1.893. Telephone 763-3778 Telephone 763-5396. ___________ tf h
or 762-5488. 200 FOR RENT, 8’x40’ TRAILER. MOUNT- „
rnkamp prix ~-rronn xht.fs ain View Trailer Court. Adults only and 2. The pomt of discharge shall 
^ell«t condittoS 455T'^tbiS aU no Pets. Telehpone 765di930. . tf be located at Lot A-Plan 20093, 
power. Telephone 763-3868. tf 8,x42‘ TRAILER, FURNISHED. SET O.D.Y.D.
1965 COMET CALIENTE CONVERT- «P. TelenhOM 769-4643 $2,20° 202 1 The land UpOn Which the ef‘ 
ibie with 1969 302 motor, four speed. ,^t_<?^-™ephone 769’?641----fluent originates is Lot A Plan
four barrel. Telephone 762-7012. 208 1962 ESTA VILLA. 10’x45‘, TWO BED-1 20093 ODYD
vuvnv ppir fxcfi LENT GAS I rooms, fully furnished. Excellent con- ••••::.
^.4^V°hi.ntPmM^rXCTdeSe Teiephone 765-6943. 201 4. The quantity of effluent to be








Telephone 765-9071 or 765-7975 
220
PAINUNG - INTERIOR AND EXTER- 
lor. Good workmanship at reasonable 
rates. Free estimates. Telephone 763- 
4595 anytime.  1 tf
I WtLL BABY SIT IN MY HOME IN 
the Orchard Pat k area. Prefer three 
years and under. Telephone 763-7672 in
the morning. 202
FURNITURE REPAIR AND REFIN- 
ishing. Small repairs can be done In 
your home. Henning Jensen, Peach­
land. 767-2424, 200
FOR YOUR CEMENT FINISHING — 
basements, carports, patios, sidewalks
and steps, telephone 763-6047. 201
ioCT nr ns fiilly EQUIPPED. FULLY 8’x48’« for sale. Open to offers. Tele-J Maximum rate 40 Imperial gal- 
.moS’ ^5 or bestP ofto. Tele- ph°°e 6:00 p.m. 2m4 Iqiis minute. Maximum 12-
phone 764-4981.   205 for sale: 1971 u’x68' mobile I hour discharge 9,666 Imperial
1965 valiant, six standard, good ho™*- £S“h!!5jrTC?21ine!t“,,ent c± gallons. Average 24-hour dis- 
running condition. $500 or best offer.I---------—.—£_----------j- _ ______ I charge 14,500 Imperial gallons.
Telephone 763-6652 after 5:oo p.m. aa 4^ BOATS, ACCESS. The operating season during 
cooper “S”. M«8i5’ is* sidewinder inboard Ms chfv which the effluent will be dis-anical condition. Many extras. Slow.11©' oiuilwxjw&Ho iwbuakd 395 vhev 1 , . .__
Telephone 765-5880. - 2021 engine, fully chromed. Berkley 12 J. Charged IS continuous.
------------—-------------------------:------ - I Jet California custom trailer. Wide k TLa avcraoc rharartcrisfirc 
1965 Renault R8. $150. rolled 0VaJ tlres. Fun leather upholstery. This Ib; A“e average characteristics 
and good mechanical order; Telephone Js One Of _jhe finest boats in the city. Pt the effluent discharged Shall 
765-7864.---------------------------------------------- 202 Best offer. Can Finance. Mr.'$mtth. 762- be equivalent to or better than
1958 AUSTIN. EXCELLENT RUNNING 3040' __________- ' t{ SUSp. solid 120 p.p.m. total Solids
condition. $150. Telephone 76*5-6125 after 21 FOoT starcraft cabin cruis- 480 p.p.m. biochemical oxygen 
11X1 ----- ---------—:--------— •*ta demand 60 p.p.m. coliform bac-
Ml I "^uippcd^itKamany p®rla (m.p.n,/100 ml) 50,000.
in^goed shape. 12,000. Telephone | ;;±,_| g of
1971 Volkswagen super beetle, |8:oo a.m.-Z-4:oo p.m. 200 applied to the waste before dis-
3,01)0 FOOT*FIBREGLASS RUNABOUT. I Pnmary
$2095. Telephone 763-3268,_________ _±! deep vee hull, 65 h.p. Mercury, con- settling in septic tank.
1965 BLUE ENVOY EPIC WITH FOUR I vertible top. sleeper seats and tilt-bed 7, A CODV of this aonlication has speed stick * shift, in good . condition, trailer. Sell or swap for small car of k
What offers? Telephone 762-6726. 2001 similar value. Telephone 763-3319 or been received* by the Regional
■m CONVBHT.S. " D“™‘ «f CAC"‘ra'
327, all power. Telephone 762-0852. 12’ SPRINGBOK ALUMINUM BOAT. A. T. HARRISON
. 200 ’25«- ’ »P' Joj.n3<,n ™‘°r wlth 5 (Signature of official)
1959 olds 98. four door hardtop n'w "ondi'tiom 8. This application, dated on the
Lhon^K^? condmo"- v«}« 1900. Purchase as unit for $6oo. 14th day of February, 1972 was 
, Phone 765b179^ —-------- T^phon^WX ..............J 202, 203 the groun<’in acCord-
* 42A. MOTORCYCLES for, sale: m; double bottom ance with the Pollution Control
• ...............................................................   -—I aluminum boat with trailer and 5','j h.p. pA<,„ianAne
I 1969 SUZUKI 250 SAVAGE (TRAIL I Johnson motor. Telephone 762-0504 or aegUiailORS. 
• model). Very low mileage. As new. I evening 762-0542. 202
’ Telephone 763-2164 between 4:30 p.m.1 ----------------------------------------
and 7 p.m. 2°1
50 YEAR OLD WOMAN DESIRES 
position as companion-housekeeper. Can 
drive. Write Box A 628,' The Kelowna 
Dally Courier. 203
HANDY MAN WILL DO GARDENING 
and clean up and other odd Jobs. . Tele-
phone 762-6713. T, S. 11
40. PETS and LIVESTOCK
WE HAVE FOR ADOPTION A BEAUT- 
■ Itul but very shy spayed Siamese Seal­
point cat. Adult home preferred. Also 
three other spayed female cuts and 
handsome toms. Telephone SPCA. 764- 
7283. 763-3741. : 200
EIGHT YEAH HAY GELD1NG~16J 
hands, Trained English and western, 
Well mannered, Hunter type. Owner 
moved, must sell. Telephone 766-2505. 
_______________ _ 1IW, 200 ,202 
BEST OFFER TAKES REGISTERED 
thoroughbred marc, 16-2 hands. Would 
make , good racer or excellent Jumper. 
Good disposition. Telephone 765-7569.
_____ __________ 202
PwiiLE~8iUi> SERVICE AVAILABLE 
for white, silver sml black Unes. 
Reasonable rates. Telephone 762-7922.
__ 205
•iilltEE ADrtltABuf MALE "LAMWE" 
Jiupplrs. Hewn weeks old. Ilk) each, 
lenity lor Easter, Telephone 7UJ-8724.
, ' .203
, iiiiiisi’: siitiEiNfi, "miaDiiate ’ far-
tier, al) work guaranteed.
Aider. 763-7733.
HORSESHOEING,
FOR SALE 1968 YAMAHA TRAIL
Master, IOO cc. Telephone 762-6309.
42B. SNOWMOBILES
201
24 HORSE POWER SNOW PRINCE, 
twin cylinder, 1969. Excellent condition. 
Asking 1400 or 8450 with the, trailer. 
Telephone 765-7090. , 200
1971 S3 396 BNO-JET, NEW '72 TRACK, 
1200 miles. Telephone 767-2303, Peach-
land. 202










I CAN'T EVEN TELL 
WHERE THE ROAP IS, 
. CAN YOU SEE
WHATUIPO?
IMPORTANT 
THING IS. MA'AM, 
PONT PANIC.
THl5,IJACMRVkfcY~ 
curl 1U. eer wb major our 
FIRST
A
KO, MA'AM, BUT IM 
HEARiK'SOMETHIN!,
1971 BULTACO PURSANG 250CC. CON- 
dition aa new. 5750. Telephone 492-6006, 
Penticton. Can be seen at Penticton 
Sport Cycles, Highway 97.202
HONDO HULL FOR 





U FOOT ALUMINUM BOAT IN GOOD 







44. TRUCKS & TRAILERS
FOR SALE - 1966 INTERNATIONAL 
logging trurk, six cylinder diesel. 23 
ton Evergreen trailer with >' hunks, 
For particulars, 762-4315, days, Blds 
will be accepted on the abova until
March 30. 1072. ti
1065 DODGE POWER WAOON 4x4 
pickup, Winch, Ollers., Telephone 763-
3060. U
INTERNATIONAL
Farriers College. California. Telephone 
Stevo Prive. 497-M70 collect. Il
. ............ win 11——ewww.wwwwwa.inwww,-. T—rrri wi 1 ,i 




H TWO INCH ALUMINUM IRRIGA- 
lion pipes. 30 fiMit IrnuUn. Xr>0 Irrt two
1951 STUDEBAKER PICKUP, 1972 
licence plates and running. Good Ures. 
IIM). Telephone 7li2-(D:i7, 200
Wt» ̂ WWAWINAL TltAVELAIJ. 
V-U. lour speed, ixwl tractlon. radio, 





inch plasllr l'l|*r, All like new Ten |uv 
nii-l.l fliiinr-. Telephone 7614iu«i tl
h
FOR SALE - ItHM MODEL lloLl.F.NH 
Irnclnr with rotm-Mpr »nd blade. Il.voo 
or neareal offer. Telephone 7<iL4Mt.
_______ _________..... ______ IM 
K* ’ VINK THArDUt, VA Mount, 
rr.;<<Mltl»ne<l enxiiie, Nenle ihmuo wmk. 
O|K-n io oiler*. Telephone 7>b-7n74. M
42. AUTOS JOR SALE
10’ x 42’ GLENDALE.
Fully furnished. Owner trans­
ferred must sell. Will accept 






PERHAPS rrSBECAlKEA POHTYX) WORRY, 
UKEME, HE‘5 A VERY |UNK$. AlHT NO- 
LITRE FEUW,FRAN« 600Y GONWA SUP 
HE'S GETTING OLD ANP /OH YOU WHILE I'M 
(5 AFRAIP WMAEONF / AROUND.
STEP OH HIM. y
SOMETHING TELLS ME UES 
GONNA WAVE TROUBLE 















This application is to he filed 
with the Director, Pollution Cori- 
. I trol Branch, Parliament Build­
ings, Victoria, British Columbia. 
Any person who .qualifies as an 
objector under, section 13 (2) of 
the Pollution Control Act, 1967 
may, within 30 days of the date 
of application, or within 30 days 
, of the date of publication in The 
British Columbia Gazette or in 
a newspaper, or, where service 
is required, within 30 days of 
the serving of a copy of the 
application, file’with the Director 
an objection in writing to the 
— granting of a permit, stating 
the manner in which he Is 
affected. Those who do not so
Kt:i.own a auction dome regular I qualify may file with the Pol- 
■*iei even. Wednesday. 7:oo p,m. wsllutlon Control Board an objcc- 
hnu.ehoM ‘ ma «!« Hon ft writing’ under section 13
Behind the Drive-In Theatre, Highway I <•> > *n “>© same manner and 





“Yuiir Iblal Tiaii«|wrtation 
Centre"
1658 Pandosy Ph.: 763-7700 
Used Car Ixit 763-<KkJ<?
M. T, W. Th If
MUST HEU. |»70 LXIUGAH.
mllea. XII-1V aulomatk. power brak- 
•*. Power Mooring. al« Urea and 
Wheota. radio, open u offers. Tale- 
(Sono T632414 between 5;«o-?:oa p.m. 
, ■ _____ T. Th. b. MO
I’M >AHO\ nvo lit Mill ’ »l AHDTiir. 
W* eublc hull n,(h four eperd with 
Com, weloh. th«<4 four banal, alnml- 
mm maiiltoM, fcrtoktr Leader a, bo»» 
J.‘l rlatih. ntumlnum bell k-wi-mg* or • 
«»er oMraa. Tolepheoo 1*30.710. »»
Telephone 762-5128
2(Kl
I-”***)' three" nKDlioilM 'mobilk 
home viiih ■ I2'*33’ mobile addition. 
Trailer includes'new carpel thtoughout, 
frost free refrigerator, electric Move and 
stacking washer and dryer. Heated ad­
dition to fully wired and Insulated and 
include, rumpus room and store room. 
This complete homa is shirted and sei 
up in traitor park on Urn Mke. Open 
to ntfers for quick sals. Tsle^Aqq W. 
807*. fl
nKFossEssioN-mo ir w «r three 
bedroom, atllitr room, new furaltara 
throughout lt*a Imperial. 11'xU', 1 
bedrooms, setup In trailer part, very 
clean and ready to move Inta, lout 
Detroiter, li sts', three bedrooms, clean
anil Ihreugbout 
Ift'sM’, Hlr.l Inr 
Okanagan Mahtla
IMt Ctniurv, 
Iha >miRg couple 
Horn*,, I1HM1. It
Wednesday, March 29, 7:00 p.m.
■ft Hldc-a-bcds, chesterfield suite, dinette suite, dresser, 
chests of drawers, office desks, bunk beds.
ft Antiques — hall stand, oval table, room dividers, chairs, 
washstand, , .
.ft Kcfrigertdors, ranges, nulomnllc wauhfr.i, pitwuiri’ nvs- 
teiH, oil heaters, lawn mowers, bikes, cash register, sinks, 
windows, counter, iron railing,
ft-10" rock trim saw, socket set, posthole auger, sand- 
liolnt, staple gun, tools, suitcases, tachometers, cliinbliuf 
iMXltS. '
ft Typewriters, guitar and amplifier, .303 rifle with 3-9 
telescope, carved pictures, enmerhs, etc.
KELOWNA AUCTION DOME LIMTED
OPEN ALL, DAY WEDNESDAY FOR VIEWING
Auctioneers—HARRY KUSLER and STEVE DUNSDON 
Hwy. \)7. N. — Behind the Drlve-ln Theatre 7(18-5047
■_______ ' _____ ; ■ 200'
MONKEY BUSINESS
BRIGHTON, England (CP) - 
Tourist authorities in this Sus- 
sex resort received a request 
for their vacation guide from a 
boy in Ghana. Ue enclosed pay-
ment—a Mack monkey skin. Of' 
ficlnls sept him the book and
FORM ASSOCIATION
YELLOWKNIFE, N .W .T. 
(CP) — An Association for Inde­
pendent Metis has been formed 
In th6 Northwest Territories 
with the objective of getting the 
Mells people Involved In Indus-
a  try and business. Bill Laltfity, 
gave the skin to a shop dealing foi merly of Fort Simpson and 




I'GOT TO MOSEY 
ON HOME NOW/ 
SNUFFY-UH-- 
LET'S SEE - 
ME OWE ME 
THUTTY
I'M A L^TLE STRAPPED FER Y 
'CASH RIGHT NOW, LOMZO- 
HOWSOMEVER
